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Unit 1 Communication Technologies

Part 1. Means of Communication

Tuning - in

Task 1.

In our daily life we are surrounded by a great variety of things. Some of
them are quite necessary, indispensable to life. They make our life so
comfortable and pleasant that it is hardly possible to imagine what
would happen and our life look like if some things disappeared.
Work in pairs and discuss what things you can’t imagine modern life
without.

Share your views with the class and compare your ideas with those of your groupmates. Are there any similar things among the necessities chosen by you?
Classify the necessities according to their purpose
1. things supporting physical existence
2. modem conveniences, things for leisure, entertainment
3. means indispensable to education, research, work, business

Task 2.

Modem life is impossible without communication. Think and say how
people communicate. Which ways of communication are the fastest and
most efficient? What means, systems do people use to communicate, to
convey information? Which of them are the most popular nowadays?
Can you explain why?

4

Vocabulary and Reading
Tick (V) the words which come to your mind when you think of the

Task 1.

sphere of communication. Add some more words related to communica
tion.

Channel

noise

transmitter

signal

Pleasure

information

joy

medium

Receiver

struggle

message

despair

Singing

current

need

coverage

Make up sentences on the subject using the words from your lists.
Task 2.

Nowadays people have marvelous technological advances available to
them, linking computer technology with telecommunications equipment
that sends data over phone lines or through satellite communication sys
tems. It means new opportunities, a higher standard of living and quality
of life.

These are some basic words used in relation to telecommunications equipment.
Match them up with the definitions on the right.

1. a network

A. a machine for making copies of documents
and sending them over telephone lines
providing their immediate reception.

2. voice mail

B. a device that converts data into a form that
can be transmitted over phone lines so one
computer can “talk” to another.

3. a facsimile machine

C. a gadget that provides mobile communica
tion services to users on the move by
transferring signals through a network of
base stations
5

4. electronic mail

D.

the

linking

of several

computers

or

computer terminals
5. a modem

E. a way of getting phone messages without
an answering machine allowing users to
have their phones “answered” automatically
if they are out or on another call

6. a cellular phone

F. the sending and receiving of messages
including texts, pictures, audio and anima
tion over a computer network

Task 3.

Use the words from the box to complete the text below.

Long-distance lines
Electronic mail

receivers
messages

Media of communication

voice-mail networks

answering machines

networks of computers

1. We are living in the age of swiftly changing and developing communication tech
nology. Among these changes is an increasing use of rapid communication devices
for both interpersonal and public communication.
2. New ( 1 ) __________ alter the communication process itself. Each new medium
imposes special requirements on the ways in which ( 2 ) _________ are formulated; it
controls the speed and convenience with which information is transmitted or re
corded, and it influences ways in which ( 3 )_________reconstruct meanings from the
messages they receive. New media also lead to significant changes in the social, eco
nomic, and cultural features of society.
6

3. The telephone along with associated devices such as (4)________ and ( 5 ) ______
continues to be one of the most widely used and important media in our society. An
old medium (fax) using ( 6 ) _________ has gained in popularity as a means of trans
mitting written messages quickly and inexpensively.
4. Increasing use is being made of computer networks of various sizes and complexi
ties for the transmission of many categories of information. ( 7 ) _________ is typed
into a sender’s computer to be read on screen at his or her convenience. E-mail is
very fast and convenient, and it is replacing slower paper media for many purposes.
5. Larger ( 8 ) _________ linked together in local, national and international systems
become now available and they are creating a profound communication revolution. It
has already brought remarkable modifications in the ways by which people commu
nicate in our society. An example is the Internet which brings together 2000 other
networks in 35 countries. People are able to exchange written messages more rapidly
on a worldwide basis.

Comprehension
Task 1.

Match each underlined word in column A with the word in column В
having a similar meaning. Be careful, there are some extra words in
column B.

Column A

Column В

1. We are living in an age of swiftly

a. moderate

changing technologies.

b. method for giving

2. New media of communication

information

alter the communication process.

c. noticeable

3. Each new medium imposes

d. increased

special requirements.

e. quickly

4. ... in which messages are

f. very deep

formulated.

g. widely

5. An old medium (fax) using

h. puts obligations on smth

long-distance lines...

i. extreme
7

6. ... has gained in popularity

j . bits of information

as a m eans...

k. convenient

7. They are creating a profound

1. change

communication revolution.
8. It has already brought remarkable
modifications...

Task 2.

Choose the best option for each of the following sentences.

1. We are living in the age...
a) of fax machines, cellular phones, home offices and worldwide communica
tions;
b) of rapidly developing and perfecting communication technologies;
c) of transition from the defense industry to the commercial sector.
2. The telephone is an instrument...
a) for transmitting the sound of the voice by electricity;
b) for making copies of documents and sending them down telephone lines to an
other place;
c) for sending information from one computer down telephone lines to another
computer.
3. New media of communication lead to...
a) changing the process of communication;
b) a profound communication revolution;
c) essential changes in the social, economic and cultural features of society.
4. Fax machine is a means o f ...
a) transmitting written messages with a high speed;
b) copying documents and sending them down telephone lines to another place;
c) recording moving pictures and sound.
5. Electronic mail is ...
a) typed into a sender’s computer to be read on screen at his or her convenience;
b) the government system of carrying and delivering letters;
c) beginning to replace paper media as it is very fast and more convenient.

6. Due to the Internet you are able
a) to communicate quickly and over large distances;
b) to leave a message in the absence of the owner of the computer;
c) to exchange written messages more rapidly on a worldwide basis.

Which of the following sentences summarizes the idea of the paragraph

Task 3.

most accurately?

1. a) Rapid change in communication technologies brings about unlimited opportuni
ties for people.
b) An increasing use of rapid communication devices for both interpersonal and
public communication is a vivid manifestation of communication technology
progress.
c) We live in a time of fast technological, industrial and economic changes.
2. a) The telecommunication industry provides the equipment needed for sending
messages by radio, telegraph, cable and telephone.
b) New media of communication make significant changes in the process of com
munication imposing specific requirements on the methods of formulating messages.
c) New media of communication result in fundamental changes in the social,
economic and cultural features of society.
3. a) The telephone together with associated devices such as answering and cellular
phones, faxes and modems continues to remain one of the most widespread and
important media in our society.
b) Fax machines and pagers are more effective means of communication than
a telephone.
c) Fax is an extremely popular machine nowadays as it makes copies of
documents and sends them down telephone lines to another place quickly and
inexpensively.
4. a) Computer networks reach very large numbers of people at present.
b)

Due to the advantages of e-mail, it is beginning to replace the traditional slower

media of information transmission.
9

с)

Computer networks of different sizes and complexities are being widely used

for the transmission of various sorts of information.
5. a) Different WWW browsers provide a point-and-click connection to computer
systems throughout the world.
b) Different people will receive your messages in their own unique ways.
c) The Internet has proved to become the most convenient and quickest communi
cation means at present.

Reading

Task 1.

Skim through the text and decide which paragraphs deal with these
topics:
- The basic components of a telecommunication system
- Networks: types and functions
- Major contributions to telecommunication
- A key telecommunications concept
- Telecommunication: the purpose and devices involved
- Types of signals

Telecommunication
1. Telecommunication is the transmission of signals over a distance for the purpose
of communication. In modem times, this process almost always involves the sending
of electromagnetic waves by electronic transmitters but in earlier years it may have
involved the use of smoke signals, dmms, or semaphore. Today, telecommunication
is widespread and devices that assist the process, such as the television, radio, and
telephone, are common in many parts of the world. There is also a vast array of
networks that connect these devices, including computer networks, public telephone
networks, radio networks, and television networks. Computer communication across
the Internet, such as e-mail and instant messaging, is just one of many examples of
telecommunication.
10

2. Telecommunication systems are generally designed by telecommunication
engineers. Major contributors to the field of telecommunications include Alexander
Bell who invented the telephone, John Logie Baird who invented the mechanical
television and Guglielmo Marconi who first demonstrated transatlantic radio com
munication. In recent times, optical fibre has radically improved the bandwidth
available for intercontinental communication, helping to facilitate a faster and richer
Internet experience. And, digital television has eliminated effects such as snowy
pictures and ghosting.

3. The basic elements of a telecommunication system are:
a transmitter that takes information and converts it to a signal for transmission
a transmission medium over which the signal is transmitted
a receiver that receives and converts the signal back into usable information
For example, consider a radio broadcast. In this case the broadcast tower is the
transmitter, the radio is the receiver and the transmission medium is free space. Often
telecommunication systems are two-way and devices act as both a transmitter and
receiver or transceiver. For example, a mobile phone is a transceiver. Telecommuni
cation over a phone line is called point-to-point communication because it is between
one transmitter and one receiver, telecommunication through radio broadcasts is
called broadcast communication because it is between one powerful transmitter and
numerous receivers.

4. Signals can either be analogue or digital. In an analogue signal, the signal is varied
continuously with respect to the information. In a digital signal, the information is
encoded as a set of discrete values (e.g. l's and 0's) Telecommunications devices
convert different types of information, such as sound and video, into electrical or
optical signals. Electrical signals typically travel along a medium such as copper
wire or are carried over the air as radio waves. Optical signals typically travel along
a medium such as strands of glass fibers. When a signal reaches its destination, the
device on the receiving end converts the signal back into an understandable message,
such as sound over a telephone, moving images on a television, or words and
pictures on a computer screen.
11

5. A collection of transmitters, receivers or transceivers that communicate with each
other is known as a network. Digital networks may consist of one or more routers
that route data to the correct user. An analogue network may consist of one or more
switches that establish a connection between two or more users. For both types
of networks a repeater may be necessary to amplify or recreate the signal when it is
being transmitted over long distances. This is to combat attenuation that can render
the signal indistinguishable from noise.

6. The shaping of a signal to convey information is known as modulation. Modula
tion is a key concept in telecommunications and is frequently used to impose the
information of one signal on another. Modulation is used to represent a digital
message as an analogue waveform. This is known as keying and several keying
techniques exist — these include phase-shift keying, amplitude-shift keying and
minimum-shift keying. Bluetooth, for example, uses phase-shift keying for
exchanges between devices.
Modulation is also used to boost the frequency of analogue signals. This is because
a raw signal is often not suitable for transmission over long distances of free space
due to its low frequencies. Hence its information must be superimposed on a higher
frequency signal (known as a carrier wave) before transmission. There are several
different modulation schemes available to achieve this — some of the most basic
being amplitude modulation and frequency modulation. An example of this process
is a DJ's voice being superimposed on a 96 MHz carrier wave using frequency
modulation (the voice would then be received on a radio as the channel "96 FM").

Comprehension

Task 1.

Read the text in more detail. Classify the following words according to
the part of speech they belong (a noun, verb, adjective, adverb). Give
more words with similar meanings.

Widespread vast array instant radically available facilitate ghosting eliminate convert
medium usable broadcast two-way set point-to-point powerful numerous continu12

ously value strand glass destination route switch combat indistinguishable impose
exchange boost superimpose shaping

Task 2.

Match up the following terms with their definitions.

1. bandwidth

A. a means for signal transmitting

2. a transceiver

B. communication between one
transmitter and a number of receivers

3. telecommunication

C. a digital message representation as
an analogue wave-form

4. a transmission

D. a measure of frequency range

medium
5. network

E. a collection of devices
communicating with one another
F. the transmission of signals over

6. broadcast
communication

a distance by electronic transmitters

7. a digital signal

G. the process of the signal weakening

8. modulation

H. a device acting as a transmitter and
receiver

9. attenuation

I. the shaping of a signal for conveying
information

10. keying

J. the information encoded as a set
of discrete values

Task 3.

According to the text, are the following statements true or false? Give
some arguments for or against them.

1. Telecommunication has become widespread since it provides the fast signal
transmission through networks of devices that have been radically improved allow
ing instant, high-quality intercontinental communication.
2. Each telecommunication system is based on distinct principles of operation and
comprises a different number of components.
13

3. The information is encoded in the same way in different types of signals, and both
electrical and optical signals are transmitted through one medium.
4. Networking of devices facilitates communication.
5. Telecommunication is feasible without modulation.

Task 4.

Complete the following chart to present the most important aspects
of telecommunication and discuss its features, essential components,
opportunities it provides.

T elecommunication

components

purpose

signals
processes
techniques

networking

Vocabulary and Language Focus

Task 1.

Match words in A with words in В to form word combinations and use
them in sentences below.

A

В

telephone

communication

storage

media

computer

journalists

information

transmissions

communication

systems

message

society

long-distance

talkers

14

on-line information

networks

face-to-face

services

broadcast

lines

1. Now we are evolving from an industrial society to a n ________ .
2. Today we have become a nation of very frequent_________ .
3. The analysts of the n e w __________ saw that the world was becoming what they
called a “global village”.
4. Letters still remain the medium of choice for many kinds o f ________ .
5. Today people use v a s t_________ to communicate back and forth at speeds 20
times faster than the original system.
6. The telephone__________ are one of our most important media.
7. Of increasing importance are various

provided for organizations and

individuals by some firms.
8. T h e se ________ replace the old idea of file cabinets with folders of correspon
dence.
9. Video conferencing provides the closest approximation t o _______ .
10. T h ese ______ frequently present groups of several individuals discussing a cur
rent issue.

Task 2.

Read the passage again and underline all the predicates. Name the tense
form and comment on its use in each context. What tense form is
predominant in the text and why?

Task 3.

There is a mistake in each of the sentences. Find and correct it.

1. Almost all will be affect by the communication technologies in the future.
2. The new mean of communication served many users.
3. The contemporary electronic systems transmits information instantaneously from
message senders to receivers.
4. Answering machines are becoming increasing adopted for both business and home
use.
15

5. The basic instrument and technology by which we telephone each other has been
invented in 1875.
6. The introduce of this new technology brought about significant changes in
the lives of people.
7. Networks obviously vary greatly in size and complex.
8. One of the most commonly using applications is electronic mail.
9. People which use electronic mail sometimes assume their messages can be
carelessly composed.
10. Only one addition step was needed to create a new medium of communication.
11. Large-scale networks has been becoming available as a means of transmitting
messages rapidly on a worldwide basis.

Task 4.

Match the parts in A with the parts in В to complete a sentence.

A
1. Answering machines serve the obvious

В
a. are creating the age of rapid

purposes of recording messages

technological, industrial and

2. Mediated communication was a

economic change

part of civilized life long before
3. The popularity of the fax as a

b. has altered the communication
process

means of transmitting written messages
quickly and cheaply

c. so that calls can be returned

4. Larger networks of computers

d. has brought remarkable

being available nowadays

modifications in the ways by

5. Fax machines, cellular phones,

which people communicate in

home offices and worldwide

our society

communications

e. modern media were developed

6. An increasing use of rapid

f. who know absolutely nothing

communication devices

of computers
g. has increased greatly

7. What makes the computer revolution
possible
16

h. to send various kinds of
messages very fast

8. Many computer networks are designed
for use by people

i. are compressing the time
scales on which people work

9. E-mail allows people

j. is the state-of-the art

10. The widespread adoption of new

manufacturing technology

communication technologies

T ask 5.

Read the passage and decide which answer А, В, С or D best fits each
space. Circle your answer.

What is the Internet?

What is this computer phenomenon called the Internet, or the Net? Do you (0) ...
have need of it? Before you decide to get “on” the Internet, you may want to know
something about it.
Imagine a room filled with many spiders, each spinning its own web. The webs
are so (1) ... that the spiders can travel freely within this maze. You now have a sim
plified view of the Internet - a global (2) ... of many different types of computers
and computer networks that are linked together. The Internet (3) ... a person to sit at
his computer and (4) ... information with other computers and users in any place in
the world.
(5) ... refer to the Internet as the information superhighway. Just (6) ... a road
allows travel through different areas of a country, so the Internet allows information
(7) ... through many different interconnected computer networks. As messages
travel, each network that is reached (8) ... information that assists in connecting to
the adjacent network. The final (9) ... may be in a different city or country.
Each network can “speak” with its neighbour network by means of a common
set of rules (10) .. by the Internet designers. (11) ... , how many networks are
connected? Some estimates say (12) ... 30, 000. It is estimated that the number of
connected computers is doubling each year.
What can people locate on the Internet? It offers a rapidly (13) ... collection of
information, with topics ranging from medicine to science and technology. It features
17

exhaustive material on the arts (14) .. research material for students and coverage of
recreation, entertainment, sports, shopping, and employment (15)... .
The Internet provides access to almanacs, dictionaries, encyclopedias, maps, and any
(16) ... information.

0. A individually

_B personally

С collectively

D independently

1. A disconnected

В linked

С coupled

D interconnected

2. A collection

В system

С source

D access

3. A provides

В permits

С enables

D assists

4. A receive

В exchange

С transmit

D transform

5. A people

В any

С everyone

D some

6. A as

В like

С when

D quite

7. A to conduct

В to move

С to flow

D to transfer

8. A contains

В includes

С supports

D offers

9. A place

В destination

С point

D user

10. A designed

В suggested

С introduced

D created

11. A Nationally

В Worldwide

С Universally

D Globally

12 A more

В above

С over

D up to

13. A growing

В increasing

С expanding

D raising

14. A both

В rather than

С as well as

D either

15. A possibilities

В opportunities

С chances

D attempts

16. A similar

В various

С another

D other

Writing and Speaking
Task 1.

The sentences in the following paragraph have been jumbled. Rewrite

them in the correct order to make up a meaningful text.
1. One of the simplest means in use throughout history hasbeen that employed in
smoke signalling, i.e., the use of a two-valued code.
2. The code was used in telegraphy, and came as a result of the wish toconserve time
in the transmission of a given message.
18

3. The history of communication is closely interwoven with the history of man
himself.
4. These reduced, for example, to hieroglyphics, and civilizations built up agreed
languages of selections from recognized sets of symbols.
5. Another such two-valued signalling code is that devised by Samuel Morse
in 1832: this was based on the probability of occurrence of letters in printed English
as used in Morse’s day.
6. Primitive peoples showed a desire to convey information to one another, and used
pictures or other symbolic representations to effect a record of events.
7. The progress in communication from telegraphy to telephony, radio and television
became possible with the discovery of electricity.
8. Thus the most frequently occurring letters, such as E, A, and T, were assigned the
shortest code combinations in order that messages might be as short as possible.
9. In more recent times attempts have been made to devise ways of compressing the
information contained in messages, or of simplifying the symbols themselves.

Task 2.

Think of an appropriate title for the text.

Task3.

Work with your partner and discuss how people communicated over
long distances in early times.
Enumerate all possible types of communication people could apply to
in the past and evaluate their efficiency.

Task 4.

Read the text about teleworking and write a heading for each paragraph.

1_______________________________________________________________________
Teleworking includes the whole range of activities, all of which mean working
remotely from an employer or expected place of work. Such work generally includes
19

the electronic processing of information, the results of which are send to the
employer, usually by a telecommunications link.
2______________________________________________________
The advances in the computer technology since the early 1960s gave a lot of op
portunities for people working in this field. They are typically computer profession
als, such as system analysts and programmers, who can work at home. And telework
ing is perfect for them. Some parts of Britain are isolated from the rest of the country
and teleworking was introduced in order to overcome the problem of rural isolation.
British Telecom is supporting the development of such telecommunication centers in
Derbyshire and the Highlands and islands of Scotland.
3______________________________________________________
Not all jobs are suitable for teleworking. The jobs that depend on personal “faceto-face” contact or need “hands on” operation cannot be done by a teleworker. This
includes jobs such as receptionist, counter clerk and makers of goods that require
complex machinery to produce. Jobs suitable for teleworking are mostly those that
are connected with the handling, processing and transforming of information.
4__________________________________________________________
The main advantage to teleworkers is that less time, money and effort are spent on
travelling to and from the workplace. It provides a wider choice of areas to live if the
job is not connected with a certain geographical area. The flexibility that teleworking
will give you with working hours is a great advantage for parents with young chil
dren. It can also be attractive for those who care for elderly or disabled relatives. Re
tired people may also use teleworking as a way of working part-time.

Task 5.

Find words in the text that mean the following

1. to be situated in a distance from a certain place.
2. a person who gives paid work to others
3. a favorable chance
4. to be able to manage with a difficulty, to solve a problem
20

5. related to the country, not the town
6. fit or right for a purpose
7. things produced for sale
8. control, treatment, change
9. a possibility to change something easily
10. a person having stopped working because of age

Task 6.

Present the essential characteristics of teleworking in the form of a dia
gram and speak on this activity using your diagram.

Teleworking

objectives

activities

Task 7.

Suitable
jobs

specialists

Write an essay expressing your personal view on the phenomenon
of teleworking. Is it widely spread nowadays? What are advantages
and disadvantages of the activity? Do you think you will apply to
teleworking in the future? Does teleworking have any potential and
opportunities for further development?

Task 8.

Use the words (1-15) in the box to form compound nouns that fit in the
same numbered gaps in the text. You will need to add the second part
of the compound yourself. There are two examples (0) and (00) at the
beginning.
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Today’s consumer guide looks at (0) laptop computers. The

О lap

range of these portable computers on the market can be daunting,

00 buyer’s

but a good place to start is computer magazines. These often con

1 brand

tain useful (00) buyer’s guides and reviews of models currently on

2 mail

the market.

3 credit

often sell their products at

4 high

cut prices through these magazines. If you decide to buy by (2)

5 shop

Suppliers of the leading ( 1 )

you will find the advertisements a good source of bargains.
And if you pay by ( 3 ) _______ you will automatically be in
sured.

6 check
7 soft
8 hard
9 word

But if you need help in choosing a model, it might be better to

10 key

shop in the ( 4 ) ________ , where you can ask a ( 5 ) _________ for

11 world

impartial guidance and advice.

12 out

You should make a ( 6 ) _______ of the features and facilities

13 short

you require, and these will depend to a large extent on the way you

14 instru

plan to use your machine. If you use a lot of graphics ( 7 ) ______

ction

you’ll need a fast processor, a large ( 8 ) _________ and a high defi

15 after

nition screen. If you are only going to be using the machine for ( 9 ) ______ , proces
sor speed will not be so important, but you will want a comfortable and sturdy (10)

Almost everyone these days needs to access the Internet in order to use e-mail and
cruise the ( 1 1 ) ________ , so look for a high-speed modem. Be aware of the input
and ( 1 2 ) _______

devices you want; CD and floppy disc drives usually come as

standard, but you may want a DVD drive or a PC-card slot.
Once you have checked all these features you can compile a (1 3 )

of mod

els you are interested in. Check that your chosen models include comprehensive (14)
________ and ask your supplier about warranties and (1 5 )________ service.
Task 9.

Imagine that a relative, who is quite inexperienced in modem gadgets,
asks you to buy a mobile phone and personal computer for her. Which
criteria, features and advantages would you take into account while
choosing the devices? What information sources would you apply to
find out more about models currently on the market?
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Speaking

Make up a description of the following means of
communication using the adjectives given below.
(You may sort these adjectives out, explain the
criteria applied and add your own characteristics).

Pocket PC
Broadband

a.

the Internet

Wifi Network

b.

cellular phone

c.

Wi-Fi

d.

express mail

(in)convenient

modern

practical

dangerous

harmful

slow

annoying

expensive

fashionable

reliable

posh

durable

fast

ordinary

accurate

safe

cheap

international

efficient

loud

(un)pleasant

widespread

compact

high-tech

Imagine that you have to prepare a report for international and local companies pro
ducing mobile phones, computers and fax machines. They hope to increase their ac
tivities in your region and need information on the existing market in the sphere of
communication and their perspectives to occupy a certain market share and to ex
pand it in the future.
Work with a partner to conduct a survey among different groups of consumers
and prepare a report outlining:
• The most widely and frequently used means of communication;
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• Potential customers of modem communication devices;
• Criteria they take into account while choosing a mobile phone, computer and
Internet provider (optionally);
• Means of communication that will be in demand in the future.
•

Companies already on the market; consumers’ attitude to different brands.

Brainstorm possible questions covering each point and prepare a short ques
tionnaire.

Part 2.

The Process of Communication

Tuning - in

Task 1.

Work in groups and discuss your answers to the following questions.

1. What procedures does the process of communication include?
2. What components may a communication system contain?
3. What problems should be taken into account in the process of transmitting signals?

2. Summarize your views and try to give a definition of communication.

Reading

Task 1.

You’re going to read a text about communication. Here are the topic
sentences taken from the paragraphs of the text. Discuss what you think
each paragraph will say.

1. Communication involves not only written and oral speech, but also music, the pic
torial arts, and in fact all human behaviour.
2. Relative to the broad subject of communication, there seems to be three problems.
3. The communication system and its main elements may be represented symboli
cally.
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4. In the process of the transmission it is unfortunately characteristic that certain
things are added to the signal which were not intended by the information source.
5. The world «information» in the mathematical theory of communication is used in
a special sense that must not be confused with its ordinary usage.

Now read the text and check if you were correct.

Communication

The word “communication” is used very often in a very broad sense to include the
procedures by means of which one mind or mechanism may affect another. This
involves not only written and oral speech, but also music, the pictorial arts, the
theatre and in fact all human behaviour.
Relative to the broad subject of communication, there seems to be three problems.
Thus it seems reasonable to ask: How accurately can the symbol of communication
be transmitted? (The technical problem.) How precisely do the transmitted symbols
convey the desired meaning? (The semantic problem.) How effectively does the
received meaning affect conduct in the desired way? (The effectiveness problem.)
The technical problems are concerned with the accuracy of transference from the
sender to the receiver of sets of symbols (written speech), or of continuously varying
signals (telephonic or radio transmission of voice or music), or of continuously
varying two dimensional patterns (television), etc.
The communication system may be symbolically represented as in Fig. 1. The
information source selects a desired message out of a set of possible messages. The
selected message may consist of written or spoken words, or of pictures, music, etc.
The transmitter changes this message into the signal which is sent over the commu
nication channel from the transmitter to the receiver.
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M

S

RS

M

Figure 1 . 1 - information source; 2 - transmitter; 3 - receiver; 4 - desti
nation; 5 - noise source; M - message; S - signal; RS - received signal;
N - noise

In the case of telephony, the channel is a wire, the signal is a varying electrical
current on this wire; the transmitter is the set of devices which change the sound
pressure of the voice into varying electrical current.
In telegraphy, the transmitter codes written words into sequences of interrupted
current of varying lengths (dots, dashes, spaces). In oral speech, the information is
the brain, the transmitter is the voice mechanism producing the varying sound pres
sure (the signal) which is transmitted through the air (the channel).
In the case of radio, the channel is simply space and the signal is the electromag
netic wave which is transmitted.
The receiver is a sort of the inverse transmitter, changing the transmitter signal
back into a message, and handing this message on to the destination. In the process
of the transmission it is unfortunately characteristic that certain things are added
to the signal which were not intended by the information source. These unwanted
additions may be distortions of sound (in telephony, for example) or static (in radio),
or distortions in shape or shading of picture (television), or errors in transmission
(telegraphy or facsimile). All of these changes in the transmitted signal are called
noise.
The word “information” in the mathematical theory of communication is used
in a special sense that must not be confused with its ordinary usage. In particular,
information must not be confused with meaning.
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The word “information” in communication theory relates not so much to what
you do say, as to what you could say. That is, information is a measure of one’s
freedom of choice when one selects a message. If one is confronted with a very
elementary situation where he has to choose one of two alternative messages, then
the information associated with this situation is unity. Note that it is misleading
to say that one or the other message conveys unit information. The concept of
information applies not to the individual message (as the concept of meaning would),
but rather to the situation as a whole, the unit information indicates that in this
situation one has as amount of freedom of choice, in selecting a message, which it
is convenient to regard as a standard unit amount.

Task 2.

Find terms in the text that correspond to the following definitions.

1. A visual, audible or other indication used to convey information.
2. The transmission of information from one point to another by speaking or writing.
3. A path along which signals can be sent.
4. The electric transmission and reception of transient visual images.
5. Unwanted disturbances superimposed upon a useful signal that tend to obscure its
information content.

Task 3.

Match the words given below with suitable words to make possible col
locations.

Verb + noun

Adjective + noun
(noun)

To involve _

sense

To affect__

signal

To transmit_

function

To convey_

system

To select

source
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To change

message

Tо regard

channel

Make up more expressions with the words above.

Task 4.

Divide the text into logical parts and think of a title for each part.

Task 5.

Complete the following table and speak on the features of each commu
nication medium.

a)
information transmitter channel signal

type of

receiver destination

communication source
telephony

a person

a set of
devices

a wire

varying

a set of

another

electrical devices person
current

telegraphy
radio
oral speech

b)
cellular phone
e-mail
fax

Use of English

Task 1.

Four sentences have been removed from the text. Choose from the sen
tences (A-E) the one which fits each gap. There is one extra sentence
you needn’t use.
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Practical systems with which engineers are concerned are usually designed to
transmit data, speech or pictures.
Communication Theory can be used to calculate the efficiency with which these can
transmit their information by comparing with theoretically ideal systems.
1

.

One of the pioneering efforts was that of Hartley in 1928, who defined the informa
tion rate of a communication system as the logarithm of the number of possible
messages that could be sent through the system, assuming that all messages
were equally likely. During World War II Norbert Wiener was largely responsible
for the development of a general philosophy of communication and control called
cybernetics, formalizing the concept that both desirable signals and undesirable
signals (noises) could be defined in probabilistic terms as random processes.
2

.

Drawing on Wiener’s concepts and taking into account the effect of noise and
message probabilities, C.E. Shannon produced two classic papers in 1948.
3________________________________
Then the subject has widened into an immense field of study embracing such
diverse matters as linguistics, acoustics, radar, computation and psychology. Major
contributions to wider aspects of the theory have been those of Shannon and Wiener,
whose powerful mathematical methods have been applied to many information handling systems, such as pulse - modulation methods, secrecy codes, filters and
automatic control systems.
4__________________________
Communication Theory with which we are at present concerned is confined to
an understanding of communication processes and the improvement of methods for
handling information which already exists in the spoken, written, visible or other
clearly recognizable form.
A. His work was well known to initiates by the end of World War II but did not
become readily available until 1948.
B. Information Theory deals with the broad problem of conveying information from
source to destination.
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C. Attempts began in the 1920s to develop a quantitative theory of information
measure and to apply this measure to communication systems.
D. Thus, Wiener and Shannon might be considered the creators of modern communi
cation and information theory.
E. He introduced the concepts of entropy and channel capacity in communication
systems and related them through the coding theorems.

Task 2.

Read a passage about the method of the transmission of information and
present a typical block diagram of a communication system using sym
bols given in the passage.

In a general way, the principal problem in most communication systems is the
transmission of information in the form of messages or data from some originating
information source S to some destination or receiver D. The method of transmission
is frequently by means of electric signals more or less under the control of the
sender. These signals are transmitted via a channel C. The set of messages sent by
the source will be denoted by <U>. If the channel were such that each member of U
were received exactly, there would be no communication problem. However, due to
channel limitations and noise, a corrupted version <U*> of <U> is received at the
information destination. It is generally desired that the distoring effects of channel
imperfections and noise be minimized and that the number of messages sent over the
channel in a given time be maximized.
These two requirements are interacting, since, in general, increasing the rate
of message transmission increases the distortion or error. However, some forms
of message are better suited for transmission over a given channel than others, in
that they can be transmitted faster or with less error. Thus it may be desirable to
modify the message set <U> by a suitable encoder E to produce a new message set
<A> more suitable for a given channel. Then a decoder E '1 will be required at the
destination to recover <U*> from the distorted set <A*>.
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<u>
Information
source S

Speaking

Task 1.

Imagine that you are to deliver a lecture on principal problems of trans
mitting of information by means of a communication system to the stu
dents of humanitarian specialties. Try to do your best to make your
presentation understandable for them. You may use the information
from the texts, diagrams and the following expressions:

1. To begin w ith... First (firstly)

First of all

2. Let’s proceed to... Secondly

Further

3. On the other hand...

Besides

4. H ow ever... Nevertheless
5.

After all

Moreover

In this connection (respect) ...

6. To take an example...

To mention

In fact

7. Most importantly (significantly)...
8. To generalize...

Task 2.

Undoubtedly

On the whole

9. To summarize (to sum up)...
10. To conclude...

Certainly

At last

Consequently
Finally

In conclusion

Working in pairs, prepare a talk or a written report on the topic “Modem
means of communication and their influence on the development of the
society”, in which try to evaluate the importance of communication me
dia for the society, to give an overview of the state-of-the art of the field
and to predict future development of communication technologies.
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Unit 2 Fiber Optics
Part 1. Fibre* Optic Basics

Tuning - in

Task 1.

Telecommunication transmission technology has improved substantially
over the years and led to new products and services. Today optical glass
fibre, satellite and mobile facilities, advances in microelectronics are
opening new opportunities for communication and the transfer of infor
mation. But modem transmission media are to transport enormous
amounts of various information.

Work in groups of three or four and discuss your answers to the following
questions.

1. Which transmission media are the most efficient nowadays and capable to cope
with transferring of the tremendous amount of data?
2. What performance should modern information transfer means possess?
Make a list of characteristics which are of primary importance.
3. What transmission media will prevail in the future? What trends in this technology
are the most promising?

* The word is spelt in two variants: fiber-AE; fibre-BE
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Vocabulary and Reading

Task 1. According to a fiber-optics manual there are a few important terms neces
sary to understand optical fiber. Match up the terms in the box and definitions given
below.
micron

bandwidth

index of refraction

wavelength
mode

optical characteristics

1. the ratio of the velocity of light in a vacuum to the velocity of light in a medium,
denoted by n.
2. a measure of frequency range, measured in hertz, of a function of a frequency
variable. It also refers to data rates when communicating over certain media or
devices.
3. the path in which light travels.
4. a metric measure of distance. One unit = 1 x 10'6 meters or 0.000039 inches.
5. Attenuation and dispersion are the two key properties. Both limit transmission
length and dispersion limits speed (information - carrying capacity).
6. the length, in nanometers (nm), of one complete

oscillation of a plane wave

of light. Values ranging between 850-1625 nm are commonly used in optical
communications.

Task 2. Insert the following words in the gaps in the passage bellow.

bandwidth

highway

fiber - optic cable

copper wire

data - transmission capacity

strand of fiber - optic glass
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In the 1990s, (1)_______ became a well-known catch phrase. What appeared to
be a simple wire buried in the ground was in fact a subterranean super ( 2 ) ______
capable of transporting more information than we could imagine. Today, schools are
connecting to one another with fiber, corporations are switching from ( 3 ) ________to
strands of glass, and video communication is surpassing previously impenetrable
technological boundaries with the tremendous ( 4 )

that fiber - optic technol

ogy has to offer. The entire world is moving toward a fiber - friendly age-but what is
a fiber - optic cable and how does it work?
For such a seemingly simple piece of equipment, the sheer amount of data that
one ( 5 )

is capable of transporting is almost impossible to grasp. When one

imagines a nearly invisible, hair-sized strand of stretched glass, it may appear that
the ( 6 ) _______is limited by its small size and delicate construction . This could not
be further from the truth.

Task 3.

How are the following words formed? Give more examples of similar
word formation.
subterranean, impenetrable, seemingly, invisible, hair-sized

Task 4.

Look up the expressions below in the extract and explain their meaning
as accurately as possible as they are used in the text.
a catch phrase, a super highway, technological boundaries, a fiberfriendly age, the sheer amount o f data, impossible to grasp, a delicate
construction.
Use these expressions in your own sentences or situations.

Task 5.

Discuss with your partner and express your views on the main reason of
the entire world moving toward a fiber-friendly age. What benefits can
people get from a fiber-optic cable?

Task 6.

You are going to read a text about fiber optics. Before you begin try to
make some inferences. Which statements are probably true? Which are
probably false? Compare your answers with those of your partner.
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True
1. Fiber optics became possible when lasers and optical fibers were

False

□

invented.
2. Glass fibers have no advantages over copper wires.

^

3. Fiber optics is used in various industries but it has found the most

□

effective application in telecommunications.
4. There are no special requirements for glass used to make optical

□

fibers.
5. The most prominent feature of a fiber-optic cable is the enormous

□

bandwidth.
6. Fiber- optic technology has improved profoundly over the past

□

decades and is revolutionizing global communication.
In pairs agree on at least three characteristics of fiber optics and give its
definition.
Now read the text to find out if your answers were correct.

Understanding Fiber Optics

1. Analogue and digital data have been transmitted from point-to-point using copper
cable in a variety of forms for decades. But copper based cables have some limita
tions. Copper cables are prone to electromagnetic interference such as that created,
when switching on a piece of electrical equipment. Copper cables by default provide
an electrical link between source and destination and as such can cause problems.
Ground potentials can vary by several volts between sites at different locations.
2. The fast-growing number of fax machines, computer modems, and new telephone
users demands transmission lines that can handle far greater numbers of calls than
traditional copper. This demand is being met by fiber-optic cables, which carry digi
tal messages in the form of rapid bursts of intense laser light.
3. What exactly is this incredible technology that can boast

virtually unlimited

bandwidth? Simply put, fiber optics is the “ ...Science of transmitting data, voice,
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and images by the passage of light through thin, transparent fibers”. - Encyclopedia
Britannica.
Fibre optics has found many uses in a variety of industries, but nowhere has it had such a
profound effect as it has in telecommunications. It has achieved this because of two very
simple advantages it has over copper: (1) the ability to transmit data at higher transmission
rates and with lower losses and, (2) the ability to do this at lower error rates.
4. A fibre optic cable consists of a glass silica core through which light is guided. This is
covered with a material with a refractive index of slightly less than the core. This is called
the cladding. The refractive index of the cladding need only be around 1% less than the
core to achieve the total internal reflection necessary to confine the light to the core
(Figure 1).

Cladding

Figure 1 - Fibre Optic Total Internal Reflection

5. Transmission of light by fibre optics is not 100% efficient. There are several
reasons for this including absorption by the core and cladding (caused by the presence
of impurities) and the leaking of light from of the cladding. This leads to attenuation
(signal reduction) by up to 2db/Km for a multi-mode fibre. The amount of attenuation
for a given cable is also wavelength dependent. The absorption peak at 1000 nm is caused
by the peculiarities of single mode fibre while the peak at 1400 nm is caused by traces
of water remaining in the fibre as an impurity. Due to this water absorption peak there
are two standard single-mode wavelengths in use, 1310 nm and 1550 nm. 1310 nm has
been a standard for many years, only now there is a trend towards using 1550 nm brought
about by the need to extend the distances between repeaters.
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6. There are many reasons to use fibre, but, undoubtedly, the main benefit is
transmission capacity. In a data-transmissions contest to see which technology can
transport the most amount of information efficiently and clearly, optical cable wins
every time. In the bandwidth arena, fiber is in a league of its own. Another benefit
of fiber is that the data it transmits can travel for much longer distances without
the need for regeneration of the signal, thus saving time and money (less hardware
development / installation for regeneration sites).
7. With the incredible bandwidth capabilities of fibre-optic cable, there are a large
number of applications suited for this technology. These include telephony, premise
wiring systems, cable television, underwater applications (submarines), and utilities.
8. Telephony, which is a key application for fibre, uses optical cable for long-haul
trunk lines, interexchange trunks and subscriber loops. The key advantages for using
fibre for telephony is high capacity and long distance between repeaters.
9. Significant advantages to optical premise wiring - within and between buildings,
to each floor, or to individual workstations - include sufficient data capacity,
immunity to EMI (electromagnetic interference), small size and light weight of the
equipment - making it much easier to handle.
10. The fibre makes it possible for cable companies to deliver hundreds of channels
to the feeder, which will then supply from 20 to 2000 homes. Advantages are
high bandwidth, improved reliability and fewer amplifiers, improved picture and
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a platform for future services like video -o n - demand, interactive services, and
HDTV (high-definition television).
11. Fibre optics in submarines allows for total communication along coastal regions
and between continents. With fibre, submarines now have a much higher data capa
city and a long distance between amplifiers. As a result their communications sys
tems are much more dependable.
12. Other applications for fibre include utilities; sensors; fibre-optic gyroscopes;
remote sensing; temperature, pressure and movement gauging; satellite ground
systems. The potential capability of fibre is boundless and is growing exponentially
every day.

Comprehension

Task 1.

Find words in the text that mean the same as the words or expressions
below.

1. having an inclination, tendency
2. malfunction; failure to fulfil an action, operation
3. a sudden outbreak, flash, impulse
4. unbelievable, astonishing
5. actually, practically
6. deep, substantial
7. a central part of a thing
8. an outer coating, covering
9. to keep within the limits
10. a feature, characteristic
11. an advantage, profit
12. a competition, struggle
13. a line, connecting telephone exchanges located at a long distance, in
different cities
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14. a connecting line between telephone exchanges
15. something of noticeable importance or effect
16. a transmission line
17. reliable
18. value measuring
19. unlimited, infinite

Task 2.

The text can be divided into several logical parts. How many parts can
be distinguished? Which is the topic of each part? Choose the title from
the list given below. There are some extra titles you need not use. You
may suggest and add your own ideas.

1. Leader in the connectivity race.
2. Fibre optics fundamentals and advantages.
3. Digital superhighways.
4. Copper cables limitations.
5. Fiber optics applications.
6. The information explosion.
7. Benefits of using fibre.

Task 3.

Complete the following sentences to summarize the text above.

1. The demand in transmission lines of high capacity is met by fibre - optic
cables because....
2. The main reason of a profound effect fibre optics has achieved in telecom
munications is....
3. In spite of some limitations in transmission of light, there are great benefits
in using fibre, namely....
4. The enormous bandwidth capabilities make optical fibres the ideal medium
for applying in such spheres as....
5. The potential of a fibre-optic cable is unlimited since...
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T ask 4.

Fill in the chart and speak on the most important fibre optics applica

tions.
a branch o f
coiminuiication

J

Fibre optic applications

how it is used

Vocabulary and Language Focus

T ask 1.

Match the parts in A with the parts in В to complete a sentence.
A

В

1. With possible future develop

A. that signals can travel for tens of

ments in the electronics that

miles before they have to be am

support this medium,

plified ten times father than tradi

2. Capable of carrying hundreds of
thousands

of

simultaneous

B. through which light travels, and a

phonecalls in addition to fax

cladding, which contains the light

messages, computer data and

in the core.

television signals,

C. the theoretical bandwidth of one

3. In the nearest future the copper

strand of fiber is as large as a pipe

wire telephone trunk lines in

wide enough to accommodate the

most of the world

moon.

4. An optical fibre has a core,
5. The real benefit of a fibre - op
tic cable over copper
6. The glass fibres are made of is
so clear
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tional copper cables.

D. rays hitting the boundary between
the two layers at a shallow enough
angle are reflected rather than es
caping.

7. Laser light is confined in the

E. fiber - optic cables are revolution

core in a process called total in

izing global communication and

ternal reflection -

home entertainment.
F. is virtually infinite bandwidth.
G. will be replaced with glass «wires»

Task 2.

It is stated that an optical fiber features actually the unlimited band
width. The term «bandwidth» is essential in electronics. Is this notion
used only in relation to communications systems or much wider? What
is your point of view? Work with your partner and think of some other
fields of electronics, in which the notion «bandwidth» is used as an es
sential characteristic of a system. Now read the text explaining the
meaning of the term in different applications and check your predic
tions.

Bandwidth is a key concept in many applications, including information
theory, radio communications, signal processing, and spectroscopy. In radio commu
nications, for example, bandwidth is the range of frequencies occupied by a modu
lated carrier wave, whereas in optics it is the width of an individual spectral line or
the entire spectral range.
There is no single universal precise definition of bandwidth, as it is vaguely under
stood to be a measure of how wide a function is in the frequency domain. For differ
ent applications there are different precise definitions. One definition of bandwidth
could be the range of frequencies beyond which the frequency function is zero. This
would correspond to the mathematical notion of the support of a function (i.e., the
total “length” of values for which the function is nonzero). Another definition might
not be so strict and ignore the frequencies where the frequency function is small.
Small could mean less than 3dB below (i.e., less than half of) the maximum value, or
it could mean below a certain absolute value.
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According to the Shannon-Hartley theorem, the data rate of reliable communication
is directly proportional to the frequency range of the signal used for the communica
tion. In this context, the word bandwidth can refer to either the data rate or the
frequency range of the communication system (or both).
For analog signals, which can be mathematically viewed as a function of time,
bandwidth is the width, measured in hertz, of a frequency range in which the signal's
Fourier transform is nonzero. This definition can be relaxed where the bandwidth
would cover the range of frequencies where the signal's Fourier transform has
a power above a certain amplitude threshold, say 3dB within the maximum value
in the frequency domain. Bandwidth of a signal is a measure of how rapidly it
fluctuates with respect to time. Hence, the greater the bandwidth, the faster the
variation in the signal may be. The word bandwidth could also apply to systems for
saying that the transfer function of the system has a certain bandwidth.
In signal processing and control theory the bandwidth is the frequency at which the
closed-loop system gain drops to - 3dB.
In photonics, the term bandwidth occurs in a variety of meanings:
•

the bandwidth of the output of some light source, e.g., a laser; the bandwidth
of ultrashort optical pulses can be particularly large;

•

the width of the frequency range that can be transmitted by some element,
e.g. an optical fiber;

•

the gain bandwidth of an optical amplifier;

•

the range of frequencies in which some measurement apparatus can operate;

•

the data rate (e.g., in Gbit / s) achieved in an optical communication system.

In a digital communication system, bandwidth has a dual meaning. In the technical
sense, it is slang for baud, the rate at which symbols may be transmitted through
the system. It is also used in the colloquial sense to describe channel capacity,
the rate at which bits may be transmitted through the system.
In discrete time systems and digital signal processing, bandwidth is related to
sampling rate according to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem.
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The text contains a number of common collocations. Match the words

Task3.

given below with suitable words to make possible collocations.

Adjective + noun

Noun + noun

concept

theory

range

processing

definition

communication

application

wave

notion

domain

value

function

signal

system

pulse

rate

fiber

capacity

Think of more expressions with the given words.

Task 4.

Enumerate spheres and applications in which bandwidth is a central
concept. Why is bandwidth considered to be a vital characteristic of
a system?

Task 5.

Work in pairs and discuss what inventions preceded fiber optics
development. To make sure your ideas are right read the passage below
describing the inventions that led to fiber optics technology. Five
sentences have been removed from the text. Choose from the sentences
(A - F) the one which fits each gap. There is one extra sentence you
needn't use.

In 1880, four years after he invented the telephone, Alexander Graham Bell tested
another talking device. He called it the photophone.
1

.

Bell's telephone used pulses of electricity travelling over copper wires to carry
sound. But the photophone used a beam of sunlight travelling through air to carry
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the human voice from one place to another. Bell was very enthusiastic about the
photophone.
2 ____________________ .

However, the new invention did not prove to be very practical. Sunlight was only
available during the daytime. And even then, bad weather such as fog, rain, or snow
blocked the beam of light.
3___________.

He felt certain that someday people would use beams of light to talk to each other.
For nearly one hundred years scientists like Bell dreamed of using light to communi
cate. They knew that light and electricity travelled as vibrations or waves and more
light than electrical waves could be transmitted in one second.
4__________ .
Not until the 1960s and 1970s did two inventions make the dream possible. During
this time scientists invented lasers, powerful sources of a special kind of light. Other
researchers

developed

optical

fibers, hair-thin

strands

of ultra-pure

glass.

5__________ .
In the mid - 1970s , these inventions were teamed together. Now pulses of light flash
through optical fibers carrying information and messages over great distances. This
important new technology is called fiber optics.

A. For this reason, light could carry more information than electricity flowing
in copper wires.
B. The fibers are better, because light is not affected by nearby electrical generators,
motors, power lines, or lightning storms.
C. «Photo» and «phone» come from the Greek words for «light» and «sound».
D. In spite of these problems, throughout his life, Alexander Graham Bell thought
the photophone was his most promising idea.
E. Laser light can pass through the length of an optical fiber and still stay bright.
F. He wrote to his father, “I have heard a ray of sun laugh and cough and sing!”
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Writing

Task 1.

Read the text about some more fiber optics applications and write
a heading for each paragraph.

1______________________

One of the first attempts to use an optical fiber system in the United States was in
1977 in Chicago. Two offices of the Bell Telephone Company and a third building
for customers were connected successfully by twenty-four light-carrying glass fibers.
The fibers were threaded through telephone cables already under the city streets. The
total length of the fibers was about 1.5 miles. In 1978, Vista -U nited Telecommuni
cations at Walt Disney World near Orlando, Florida was first to use fiber optics
commercially in the United States. Telephones throughout the 28,000 - acre park
were linked by fiber optic trunk lines.
2_________________
Nowadays American, Japanese, German telephone companies have in service fiber
optic trunk lines connecting large cities which transmit thousands of calls at once.
Hundreds of customers use videophones and television channels made possible by
fiber optics.
In the remote countryside of Manitoba, Canada, two towns Elie and St.Eustache have
become “glass - wired” communities. Optical fibers connect keyboards and televi
sion sets in homes to distant computers. People use the keyboards to get television
shows, radio broadcasts, weather forecasts, news, farm and stock market reports. In
addition, over three hundred items for sale at a large, well - known department store,
Hudson Bay Company, can be viewed on television. To make a purchase, a customer
types an item code, number of items wanted, size, color, and credit card number on
the keyboard. Hudson Bay Company receives the order and ships the goods directly
to the customer.
3_________________
There are many other uses for fiber optics. A medical instrument known as an endo
scope is made from bundles of optical fibers packed inside a long, slim, bendable
tube. A doctor slips this medical “spyglass” into a patient's throat, stomach, lungs, or
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intestines to look for anything abnormal. One bundle of fibers carries light to the tip
of the probe. Another bundle transmits pictures back to an eyepiece. This allows
a doctor to see inside the human body and locate early stages of serious diseases,
such as cancer, that X-rays may miss. Miniature tools within a separate channel
in the endoscope tube can remove samples of tissue for a closer look.
Veterinarians examine animals with similar fiber optic scopes. Pets sometimes choke
on foreign objects. With the probe of the scope, the animal doctor can locate the
object, snare it, and quickly remove it.
4_________________
People peer into dangerous or hard-to-see places with industrial fiber optic
scopes too. Workers can look inside and check radioactive reactors in nuclear power
plants, the jet engines of airplanes, turbines, boilers, pipelines, gear boxes, and many
other types of machinery.
Wafer-thin plates sliced from fu sed bundles of optical fibers are used to make nightvision goggles or scopes. The plates are treated with chemicals that enable them to
magnify moonlight, starlight, or any other available light thousands of times.
Individual optical fibers guide light from one source to many switches and displays
on the dashboard of a late model automobile or the instrument panel of a recently
built jet fighter. The fibers are small and lightweight. And they are not bothered by
other electrical equipment fitted closely behind the dash or panel. In some cars,
optical fibers monitor parts of the car. They signal the driver if a light bums out or
if a door is ajar.
Many kinds of sensors are made with optical fibers. These devices can detect
changes in temperature, pressure, or the presence or absence of something. Different
sensors can check for a wide range of things at factories-from missing caps on soda
bottles to toxic fumes. They help guide robots or other automatic machinery to
manufacture items as intricate as electronic circuits or as large as automobiles.
Glass fibers are ideal for military defense. In addition to their other advantages,
the fibers are easy to hide from an enemy. Metal detectors cannot locate them, for
example. Also, the fibers are almost impossible to secretly tap or jam. Thus, vital
messages are more likely to get through. Light-carrying fibers usually are not
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affected by radiation. And they can be used safely near ammunition storage areas or
fuel tanks because they do not create sparks as electricity can in copper wires.
5_________________
The new technology of fiber optics has grown quickly in the past decades. In
the next years the copper wire telephone trunk lines in most of the world will be
replaced with glass "wires." These slender strands will harness pulses of light
to transmit the human voice and vast amounts of information in a twinkling. More
and more people will use beams of light to communicate with each other.

Task 2.

Write a summary regarding fiber optics applications and benefits of
its using.

Part 2. FibreTypes

Tuning-in
1.

You’ve already read about fibre-optic cable structure in the previous section.

Now work with your partner and discuss the following items
• the capabilities a fibre-optic cable should have and requirements it should
meet
• materials used for optical fibre manufacturing
• types of fibre
2.

Summarize your views and make a list of the most essential optical fibre features

3.

There are some terms related to requirements for optical glasses and optical fibre

types. Match them up with the definitions on the right.

1. Dispersive power (or dispersion)

A. optically anisotropic crystals
with two indexes of refraction
characteristic.

2. Birefringence

B. is made of ultrapure quartz cone
cladded with a polymer of
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a lower refractive index or with
a halide-doped low-refractiveindex glass.
3. Graded-index fibre

C. a measure of the changes of
the index of refraction of the
material over the whole visible
range, relative to the mean devia
tion of this index from unity.

4. Step-index fibre

D. is made of many layers of
different refractive indexes
with the highest in the center

4. Read the passage about requirements for optical fibres and glasses they are made
of. Use the words on the right to form a word that fits in the space in the same line.
Glasses for optical instruments have to fulfill stringent (1)..., those being that the
glass have a (2)... refractive index and dispersion; it must have minimal (3)... in its
optical properties; and it must be strain-free to minimize birefringence and have high
(4)... stability and a very smooth surface finish. (5) ... of light through long optical
fibers is (6)... gaining importance in (7).... The optical fibres must have very low
losses and (8)... should transmit the light coherently. There are two types of optical
fibers-graded-index fibres and step-index fibres. The use of fibre optics is divided
according to the distance of their use: long haul for long-distance (9)..., interex
change for connections between exchanges, subscriber (10)... for distances up to
15 km, and local loop for short distances up to 5 km.
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1

require

2

specify

3

vary

4

dimension

5

transmit

6

rapid

7

communicate

8

ideal

9

connect

10

feed

Reading

T ask 1.

Select some of the following words that you would expect to find in an
introductory text about fibre types.

m aterial

core

refractive index

signal

change

w avelength

chara cteristic

bandw idth

diam eter

call

cladding

attenuation

m ode

source

dispersion

transm ission

noise

efficiency

loss

m odulation

Now read the text, and see if you find the words you selected.

Fiber Types
The two main types of fibre in use today are step - index multi mode and step - in
dex single mode fibre. The step - index part of the name can be understood by refer
ring to Figure 1 which shows the cross-sections of these two types of fibre. Step index refers to the abrupt change in refractive index between the core and cladding
materials in contrast to graded - index fibres where refractive index changes gradu
ally over the diameter of the fibre. Multi - mode fibres have cores of around 50 pm
and outside diameters of about 125 pm. Single - mode fibre has a core reduced to
below 10 pm to allow only one mode of propagation to be supported.
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Multi - Mode Fibre
Multi - mode fibre has the following characteristics:
The fibre can capture light from the light source and pass light to the receiver with
high efficiency, so can be used with low - cost light emitting diodes.
High precision connectors are not required because the large core diameter allows
wide tolerance on mechanics.
Multi-mode modal dispersion severely limits the usable bandwidth.
Multi-mode fibres suffer from higher losses than single mode fibres. Multi-mode fi
bre has found some application in cost-sensitive areas such as LAN (but even here it
is too costly compared to copper solutions).

92
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Figure 1 - The two main types of fibre

Single- Mode Fibre
Single-mode fibre exhibits lower attenuation. The use of single-mode fibre com
pletely eliminates modal-dispersion - the key cause of bandwidth limitation in multimode fibre, but this does not mean that it has infinite bandwidth. What dispersion is
left is called chromatic dispersion (so called as it is wavelength dependent). Chro
matic dispersion is caused by the core material itself and is actually negative at short
wavelengths and moves positive at longer wavelengths. This creates a 'magic' wave
length at which dispersion is actually zero. This is, interestingly enough, at about
1310 nm which explains the wide use of this particular wavelength (Figure 2). If
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1310nm is used on a single-mode fibre it is easy to achieve a bandwidth of several
Gbit/s with losses of around 0.37dB/km. Thus, in a single-mode fibre, attenuation is
the limiting factor for long-distance transmission.
The characteristics of single-mode fibre are:
Bandwidth can be in the order of many Gbit/s with very low attenuation. This al
lows long-distance unrepeatered transmission up to around 50km.
The small core diameter needs extremely precise connectors, e.g. if two fibres are
misaligned by only 1 pm the overlap area is reduced by about 15% or attenuation
equivalent to several km of fibre. Single-mode connectors are thus more expensive.
The performance of single-mode fibre is so good that it is the only type of fibre
used for long distance links.

□

1200
Wavelength - nm

Figure 2 - Chromatic dispersion in Single-Mode Fibre

Comprehension

T ask 1.

Find words in the text that are the opposite of the words below.

1. smooth

7. to promote, to contribute

2. rapidly

8. gain

3. to increase, to enlarge

9. amplification

4. to prevent, to hinder

10.to include

5. to release, to free

11 .inaccurate

6. expensive

12. cheap
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Task 2.

Complete the following table and compare the multi-mode and single
mode fibres characteristics

Multi-Mode Fibre

Single-Mode Fibre

Large core size

Small core size

Vocabulary and Language Focus

Task 1.

In the following pairs of sentences only one is correct. Tick (л/) the
correct one.

1. a) All standard fiber is the same size and comprises of the core, cladding, and
coating.
6) All standard fiber is the same size and is comprised of the core, cladding, and
coating.
2. a) The core is carried the light signals, the cladding is kept the light in the core,
and the coating is protected the actual glass.
6) The core carries the light signals, the cladding keeps the light in the core, and
the coating protects the actual glass.
3. a) The core and cladding are made from silicon glass with small amounts of
boron or germanium added to improve transmission properties.
6) The core and cladding make from silicon glass with small amounts of boron
or germanium adding to improve transmission properties.
4. a) A pulse of light sending down an optical fiber with a wide core can travel
along many alternative paths, some involved many more reflections than others.
b) A pulse of light sent down an optical fiber with a wide core can travel along
many alternative paths, some involving many more reflections than others.
5. a) Light travelling through the core of the fiber is reflected back into the core
by the cladding - much like a ball bouncing off the inside wall of a long pipe.
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b) Light travelled through the core of the fiber reflects back into the core by
the cladding - much like a ball bounced off the inside wall of a long pipe.
6. a) Television is becoming a digital medium providing hundreds of different
channels piped into homes along optical fibers.
b) Television is becoming a digital medium provided hundreds of different
channels piping into homes along optical fibers.
7. a) Some cable operators are already offered a huge choice of channels, interac
tive games, and even on-demand video films.
b) Some cable operators already offer a huge choice of channels, interactive
games, and even on-demand video films.

Task 2.

Read the passage and decide which answer А, В, C, or D best fits each
space. Circle your answer.

There are two types of fiber-single-mode and multi-mode. In single-mode fiber,
the core which the light travels (1)..., is very narrow. This (2)... the dispersion rate
to a minimum, and there is little data loss. Single-mode fiber is capable of (3)...
40 Gb/sec or more and can transmit data over very long distances.
Single-mode fiber uses laser light, which has (4)... speeds and a narrower spec
tral width. With its higher power concentration and quality, laser light can be (5)...
higher in price and because of this, single-mode fiber (6)... to be more expensive
than multi-mode. With high data rates, few splices/ terminations, and easy upgradability, single-mode fiber is usually the (7)... choice for long distances.
Multi-mode fiber is different in structure than single-mode and cannot (8)... as
high performance. Multi-mode fiber has a much larger core than single-mode. This
large inner canal allows easier connection and (9)... coupling efficiency. With the
more (10)... core, there is a higher rate of information loss due to light dispersion.
Multi-mode fiber is ideal for shorter distances and is much less expensive than
single-mode fiber (11)... ease of the connectivity and use of lower cost light sources.
Applications (12)... premise wiring, computer and campus networks, telephony
distribution, local area networks, and data transportation.
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1.

A. via

B. across

C. through

D. along

2.

A. keeps

B. supports

C. holds

D. offers

3.

A. producing

B. transmitting

C. supplying

D. generating

4.

A. greater

B. larger

C. higher.

D. stronger

5.

A. essentially

B. significantly

C. rapidly

D. tremendously

6.

A. tends

B. strives

C. seems

D. appears

7.

A. worst

B. best

C. largest

D. cheapest

8.

A. provide

B. give

C. sacrifice

D. boast

9.

A. upgraded

B. improved

C. advanced

D. modified

10.

A. incredible

B. complicated

C. spacious

D. remote

11.

A. because of

B. due to

C. in spite of

D. owing to

12.

A. comprise

B. involve

C. contain

D. include

Task3.

Look quickly through the following texts (A-В). What do they have in
common?

A. They provide an analysis of fiber optics future development.
B. They outline fiber-optic technology history.
C. Both texts describe optical fiber structure and operation.
D. The texts emphasize fiber-optic cable advantages and reasons of copper wires
replacing with glass fibers.
Text A
The benefits of fiber don’t stop with its bandwidth and range capabilities. The
hardware itself is simple to upgrade, easy to install, secure, strong and flexible, and
less expensive to maintain than copper systems. Fibre is also immune to electromag
netic interference, guaranteeing more accurate and consistent data transfer.
Upgradable - The only limiting factor to fibre - optic cable is currently available
electronics; the fibre itself need not be replaced. With constant developments
in transmitter and receiver capabilities, engineers continue to find new ways to tap
into the unlimited bandwidth that fiber has to offer. Similarly to the vast areas of
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the human brain that remain unexplored, we are using only a small percentage of
optical potential.
Ease of Installation - Fiber - optic cables are small in size and weigh less than
copper wire. This makes for a much easier installation.
Immunity to EMI - Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) can cause copper - based
systems to fail. Since fiber - optic cable is a dielectric (non-conductor of electricity),
it is immune to EMI.
Secure Medium - Since optical fiber does not generate EMI and is very difficult to
tap, it is secure and allows for privacy.

Text В
Glass fibers are replacing copper wires for many reasons. The fibers are not
as expensive for telephone companies to buy and install. They weigh a lot less
than copper wires — making them easier for workers to handle. A single four-andone-half-pound spool of optical fiber can carry the same number of messages as two
hundred reels of copper wire that weigh over sixteen thousand pounds!
Optical fibers also take much less space than copper wires. This is very impor
tant in crowded cities where bulging, overloaded telephone cables have little room
for additional lines. Optical fibers can help unsnarl this telephone traffic jam.
The fibers are better, too, because light is not affected by nearby electrical
generators, motors, power lines, or lightning storms. These often are the cause
of noisy static on telephones or information errors in computer systems connected
by copper wires.
As electrical signals pass through copper wires, they become weakened.
Devices called repeaters are used to strengthen the electrical signals about every
mile along each line. In a fiber optic system, repeaters are needed only every six
miles or so to boost the light signals. And experiments have shown that this distance
can be stretched many more miles. This means that installation costs for a fiber optic
system are less now and can be cut further in the future.
However, the most important reason for using glass fibers is that they can carry
much more information than copper wires. A single pair of threadlike glass fibers
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can transmit thousands of telephone calls at once. A cable as thick as your arm and
containing 256 pairs of copper wires would be needed to handle the same number of
conversations.
Pairs of fibers are used for two-way communication. One fiber carries your
voice to the listener at the other end of the line. The other member of the pair trans
mits the other person's reply to you.
Optical fibers are less expensive, easier to install, and more dependable than
copper wires. With light from a laser, they can transmit thousands of times more
information than electricity in copper wires. The new technology of fiber optics is
a better and faster way to communicate.
4. What transmission medium would you choose? Justify your choice with some
reasoning, evaluating the chosen medium merits. Classify its advantages in order of
importance.

Writing

Task 1.

The sentences in the following paragraph have been jumbled. Rewrite
them in the correct order to make up a meaningful text.

1.

The glass in an optical fiber is nearly free of impurities and so flawless that light
travels through it for many miles.

2.

Light must be able to pass through the length of the fiber without being scattered,
or losing brightness.

3.

Tiny particles of iron, chromium, copper, and cobalt absorb or scatter the light.

4.

The glass used to make optical fibers must be very pure.

5.

The inner core of an optical fiber is surrounded by an outer covering called
the cladding.

6.

Though the glass in an eyeglass lens looks perfect, a three-foot-thick piece
of this kind of glass would stop a beam of ordinary light.

7.

Light passing through the core of the fiber is reflected back into the core by
the cladding.
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8.

The cladding is made of a different type of glass from the core of the fiber.

9.

In this way, light entering one end of an optical fiber is trapped inside the core
until it comes to the other end.

10. If ocean water were as pure, we would be able to see the bottom of the Mariana
Trench, over thirty-two thousand feet down from the surface of the Pacific.
11. For this reason, the cladding acts like a mirror.

Task 2.

Do some research and write an article for the scientific periodical
outlining the benefits of using fiber-optic technology and perspectives of
its future development.

Speaking
Task 1.

Imagine that you are a sales representative of a company producing
fiber-optic cables. Try to persuade a potential customer to switch from
copper wires to optical fibers in, for example, premise wiring systems or
computer networks. Work in pairs and brainstorm possible questions
and arguments covering the following points

•

technical characteristics and advantages of an optical fiber

•

price, the length of the payment period and discounts

•

delivery time

•

maintenance and service opportunities

•

warranty period

Task 2.

Suppose that you, in a research team of three or four people, are respon
sible for a concept of a new optical fiber type for future advanced com
munication systems. Decide what performance your fiber should have,
define its purpose and spheres of application, what optional or specific
features you are going to design, what budget you would need, how you
would test and then promote your fiber.

Make a presentation of your concept to your colleagues.
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Unit 3 Digital Data Transmission

Part 1. Digital Carrier Systems

Tuning-in

Task 1.

The first half of the 20th century saw the development of a theory of
communication based on analog signals. Starting in the early 1950s,
however, the widespread availability of digital computers led to a digital
revolution which is now well under way. The technology ranges from
the digital wristwatches available in every department store to the
sophisticated data - handling techniques of the synchronous satellites
used in worldwide communications.

Work in pairs and discuss your answers to the following questions.

1. Which technique - analog or digital - is more efficient, provides data transmis
sion of a better quality and with a higher speed?
2.

Which transmission system can be considered the technology of the future?
Which system will dominate the 21st century? Try to prove your point of view
with some arguments.
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Task 2.

Complete the following table

Things I know about

Things I don't know

Things I'm not sure about

digital techniques
1
2
3

Task3.

Compare your answers with those of your groupmates. Do your ideas
coincide or contradict? Summarize your views and agree on the most es
sential features of digital systems.

Task 4.

Select some words that you would expect to find in an introductory text
about transmission systems.

carrier

level

wire

power supply

channel

interference

error

bandwidth

capacity

loop

modulation

spectrum

frequency

wave

conversion

range

speed

trunk

format

code

Add some more words related to data transmission systems. Make up sentences
or situations on the subject using the words from your lists.

Reading
Task 1.

Look through the following text and decide which paragraphs are about
these subjects:

- Digital carrier systems application
- Telecommunication transmission procedure
- Digital transmission system operation
- Carrier techniques advantages
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1. A telecommunication transmission link can be either a loop, which connects a
user with a serving office, or a trunk, which connects two offices. Telephone
transmission can be at voice frequency, or a number of voice - frequency
channels can be multiplexed together using frequency - division techniques
(analog carrier) or time - division techniques (digital carrier). The multiplexed
signal can then be transmitted over guided wave media, such as wire and optical
fibers, or through free space, as in radio systems.
2.

The advantage of carrier techniques over voice - frequency transmission in
the greater economy of carrying many channels on a single medium element.
While this reduces the cost per channel mile, a cost is incurred in multiplexing
the channels together for transmission, so that carrier systems were applied first
on long routes with many channels. Lower - cost digital multiplexes (introduced
in the early sixties) allowed digital carrier to prove in the exchange area (under
50 mi). Where the switches are digital, however, digital carrier avoids the cost
of digital - to - analog conversion that would be required for a voice frequency
or analog trunk and so can be more economical than voice - frequency trans
mission.

3.

The first digital carrier was the 24 - voice channel 1.544 Mb/s T1 system, intro
duced in the United States in 1962 for short - haul (up to 50 mi) application. The
major advantage of T1 over short - haul analog systems was the lower - cost
terminals made possible by the ease of handling signaling information on a digi
tal system, the sharing of a single codec (coder - decoder) over 24 channels, and
the economy of time - division multiplexing. T l, and subsequent higher - speed
digital systems on pair, coaxial cable, and optical fiber have dominated in short and medium - haul trunk applications for some years, and variants called sub
scriber loop carrier have made substantial inroads in loop applications, at least in
the United States. Digital fiber - optic systems have higher capacity and lower
cost than analog coaxial systems, and so are used in new cable installations.
Various digital radio systems are also available, and their use has been given
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impetus - particularly in short - and medium - haul applications - by the need
for digital connectivity arising from customer requirements and the wide spread use of digital switches.
4.

Voice channels are converted to digital form and multiplexed into 24 - or 30 channel digital groups in a primary pulse code modulation (PCM) multiplex also
called a digital channel bank. If the channels are in digital form in a digital
switch, the conversion between the digital format internal to the switch and the
format for transmission is performed in an exchange terminal. In either case the
resulting primary - rate signal might then be transmitted directly to another
switch or multiplexed with other signals to a higher rate before transmission.
This multiplexing may be done in separate multiplex or performed by the trans
mission system proper. Other functions that are included in the terminal equip
ment of various transmission systems include monitoring of digital errors in
transmission, power feeding for line repeaters, methods for locating a defective
line repeater, automatic switching to spare equipment (line or terminal) in case of
failure, automatic insertion of special signals (called AIS for alarm indication
signal or “blue” signals) in case of loss of normal signal, generation of office
alarms, and system - status reporting to central maintenance locations.

Comprehension

Task 1.

Which of these makes the best title for the whole text?

A. Transmission Systems for Telecommunications.
B. Transmission Systems Principles.
C. Transmission Systems - Overview.
D. Digital Systems Design and Operation.
Suggest your own title for the text.
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T ask 2.

According to the text, are the following statements true or false?
If they are false, explain why.

1. There is no substantial difference in multiplexing channels techniques between
analog carrier and digital carrier.
2.

Carrier techniques allow to carry many channels on a single medium and
consequently provide greater economy than voice - frequency transmission.

3.

Carrier systems are suitable only for long - haul applications.

4. High - speed digital systems have dominated in short - and medium - haul trunk
applications for some years because of prominent advantages over analog
systems.
5.

Customers prefer analog systems rather than digital ones.

6. A primary pulse code modulation multiplex or a digital channel bank is one of
the essential components in the process of converting voice channels to digital
form.
7.

The terminal equipment of a transmission system performs a very limited
number of functions.

T ask 3 .

There is a logical connection among three of the four words in each
of the following groups. Which is the odd one out and why?

1. loop - trunk - transmission link - radio system
2. multiplexing - frequency-division technique - time-division technique - modu
lation
3.

digital carrier - switch - conversion - noise

4.

optical fiber - transmission medium - free space - maintenance

5.

digital channel bank - format - exchange terminal - bandwidth
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Reading

Task 1.

Digital radio systems are widespread nowadays because of evident
benefits of using them in communication

There are some basic words of a digital glossary. Match them up with the defi
nitions given below

analogue

binary digits or bits

high quality digital sound

Eureka 147

FM flutter or multi - path distortion

1.

multiplex

programme associated data

simulcast

single frequency networks

a collection of audio and data services all bound up together and transmitted on
one frequency.

2. the ones and zeros which represent on or off. Music and speech programming is
converted into a string of electronic ones and zeros, and then stored, played and
transmitted as such
3. the pictures, text, graphics and Internet that will substantially enhance and revo
lutionise the way people use their radios in the future
4. the current delivery signal for radio services that uses one frequency for each
service
5.

The overall sound quality can be classed as “near CD”, dramatically better than
medium and long wave and offering a clear improvement over FM Stereo. One
of the key benefits of digital radio is that because the signal consists of binary
digits and the receiver is only expecting to see a string of ones and zeros, any in
terfering noise is ignored

6.

a digital station which broadcasts identical programming to an existing analogue
station
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7.

an accepted European Telecommunications Standard developed in Europe by a
consortium of broadcasters and manufacturers. It is forecast that it will be the
standard system throughout Europe, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Russia,
China, India, South Africa, Mexico, Malaysia and Singapore

8. networks that can be used by Digital Radio at national or regional level to pro
vide the same multiplex (group of stations) on a number of different transmitters
at the same frequency. This greatly improves spectrum efficiency.
9. the hisses, pops and phasing effects you get on an FM signal because of reflec
tions and interference from tall buildings and mountains.

Task 2.

You are going to read a text about the digital radio technology devel
oped by European broadcasters. Which of the following topics are most
likely to be discussed in the text?

A. Digital Radio definition and functions.
B. History of the technology development.
C. Digital Radio design and modifications.
D. The advantages of Digital Radio.
E. AM and FM drawbacks.
F. A single standard for Digital Radio.
G. How to operate Digital Radio.
H. The Digital Radio Future
Now read the text to find out if your predictions were correct.

The Arcam Guide to Digital
Radio
Digital techniques have found their way into most aspects of audio and about
every communication process. Radio currently uses a delivery system that is any
thing up to 70 years old, with quality that varies from ghastly mono on the noisy me
dium wave to fair good hi - fi stereo on FM.
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Digital Radio is a new transmission system that will replace amplitude modula
tion (AM) and frequency modulation (FM) broadcasts. Current AM/FM transmitters
will probably be switched off around 2 0 1 0 -2 0 1 5 . There are no ifs or buts, Digital is
the future of radio.
Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) provides crystal clear sound, silent back
grounds, interference free reception and delivers new levels of performance from
broadcasts. Through a good hi - fi system the experience of a digitally broadcast live
concert is astonishing. The technology behind Digital Radio has been developed by a
consortium of European broadcasters and was approved as a world standard in 1995.
Arcam kept an interested eye on developments and early in 1998 decided to develop
the Alpha 10 Digital Radio, the first of a new generation of digital radios which will
revolutionize radio in the 21st century. The Alpha 10 DRT was quickly recognized as
a world leader: in the 1999 What H i - F i ? awards, the Alpha 10 DRT was awarded
Best Buy f 600 plus in the Tuner category. Since December 1999, a second Arcam
digital radio tuner, the FMJ DT26, has also been available. A digital tuner for the
Di VA range, the DT 81, which features improvements in both hardware and
software, was shown for the first time at the Sound & Vision Show, Bristol, England
in February 2001.
Digital Radio sounds better and is totally consistent. It gets rid of the annoying
flutter or multi - path distortion common in built up areas and is also virtually
immune from interference and fading. Many Digital Radio receivers have a graphical
text display. Broadcasters will be able to tell listeners which song is playing, give
artist information, broadcast traffic updates or even give phone - in numbers; the
BBC's parliamentary channel tells you which MP is speaking and what the debate is
about. Digital radio uses the spectrum more efficiently than AM/FM because each
transmitter broadcasts multiple stations within one multiplex, as opposed to one
station per frequency with existing services. It is possible to vary the configuration,
e.g., 12 mono services or 6 stereo, etc. depending on requirements. The system also
uses Single Frequency Networks so that the same stations are on the same frequency
all over the country.
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In the UK the BBC and Digital One are leading the way with digital radio
broadcasting. The BBC's digital radio services now cover around 60 per cent of the
country simulcasting its national networks. A number of new BBC services are
planned. But it is supposed that there will be simulcasts on DAB and AM/FM for
a few years. In the late seventies and most of the eighties, many commercial radio
stations transmitted the same programme on AM and FM, this was because most
people listened on medium wave, with FM as the “minor” quality service. Digital
will replace analogue, but audiences will have years to make the transition.
There is a common European standard called Eureka 147 that defines Digital
Radio. This tailor - made system has been adopted by most of Europe, Canada,
South Korea, South Africa and Australia. The only country trying to develop an
alternative standard is the USA.
In future years prices will drop and Digital Radio will be built into every type of
radio imaginable, including portables, personals, mini, midi & micro systems. Some
models will be pure audio, some will have extensive displays of programme informa
tion and some will act as data terminals. Cards to slot into PCs are planned, bringing
music and data to the desktop. Some models will store weather, news and sports
reports to be replayed when you need them. Digital Radio will become a complete
entertainment and data medium.

Comprehension

Task 1.

Find the words in the text that mean the following

1. very bad, terrible
2. take the place of something; get another (usually better) one instead of some
thing
3.

easy to hear or understand

4.

something (e.g. sound or scene) behind the main object (may be unpleasant or
annoying)
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5.

transmission in real tim e

6.

agree, support; have a favourable opinion

7.

follow, watch carefully; take an interest

8.

change drastically

9.

accept, to admit officially

10. not changing, stable
11. unable to be harmed, damaged; protected
12. gradual disappearance, weakening
13. changing from one state to another
14. exactly right for a particular need, person
15. make and keep a supply for future use
16. large in amount or area

Task 2.

Complete the following table with the appropriate words.

Use some of these words in your own sentences.

Noun

Verb

Adjective

delivery
broadcast
reception
astonishing
generation
award
feature
improvement
annoying
vary
adopt
imaginable
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Task 3.

Complete the following sentences to summarize the text.

1. Digital techniques have become widespread in communication because....
2.

The reason behind replacing AM/FM broadcast by digital transmission is
undoubted advantages of Digital Audio Broadcasting, namely....

3. European broadcasters were pioneers in Digital Radio technology developing,
the first worldwide recognized system being....
4. Digital Radio provides a wide range of optional features such as....
5. Digital is the future of radio, but there will be simulcasts on DAB and AM/FM
for a few years since listeners....
6. Digital Radio has excellent perspectives for future development because of
prominent possibilities it provides to users, those being....
Task 4.

The text contains a number of proper names, namely, Arcam, What
Hi-Fi? , BBC, Digital One. Do some research and find out what they
stand for.

What worldwide famous companies providing digital transmission services and
systems do you know?
Task 5.

Present Digital Radio features in the form of a diagram and speak on
Digital Audio Broadcasting benefits using your diagram.
Digital Radio

world standard

advantages

digital system

developers

devices

perspectives
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optional features

Vocabulary and Language Focus

Task 1.

Fill in the gaps with the appropriate form of the words given.

1.transmitted, transmitting
Once data are ... in pulsed form at an appropriate repetition rate, the
advantage is that the same channel may be used for ... of several setsof in
formation by time - multiplexing.
2.

obtained, obtaining
The designer must evaluate all the means of ... the desired system
performance.

3. made, making
Better characteristics can be achieved by

... the equipment more

durable, mechanically and electrically.
4. transmitted/transmitting, received/receiving
In most systems a single antenna is used for both ... and ....
5. been, being
The instrument has the additional advantages of ... very simple and
inexpensive in construction.
6.

developed/developing, applied/applying
Nowadays innumerable components and systems are being ... for ... in
telecommunication and data-processing, as well as in radio and TV.

7.

proposed/proposing, based/basing
A ... new worldwide telecommunication system ... on transmitters in space
will have the ability to connect two people anywhere on the globe.

8.

spaced/spacing, linked/linking

The system includes 77 satellites, uniformly ... 475 miles above the earth and
... by digital signals to form a cellular network.
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Read the passage about coding and connection between digital and

Task 2.

analog carrier systems. Four sentences have been removed from the text.
Choose from the sentences (A-E) the one which fits each gap. There is
one extra sentence you needn’t use.

To handle an analog voice circuit on a digital switch or carrier system the
individual voice signal is encoded into digital form.
1

.

Systems encoding TV have been proposed with bit rates ranging from 1.5 to
108 Mb/s.
2

.

The lower-rate systems make use of frame-redundancy techniques, in which only the
differences between successive picture frames are transmitted. There is of course
some loss of quality in this process, and the lowest-rate systems are directed toward
visual conferencing or other applications where this is acceptable.
3____________________ .
A third distinct possibility of connection arises when it is desired to connect an equal
number

of

voice

channels

between

the

analog

and

digital

hierarchies.

4_____________________ .
A single equipment which incorporates the function is called a transmultiplexer.
A. The higher-rate systems use 8-b-per-sample PCM encoding with sampling
at about 12 MHz and were directed at very high quality for television network
distribution.
B. This can be done by connecting analog and digital channel banks back to back.
C. Wider-bandwidth signals, such as TV or an analog master group, could also be
encoded and enter the digital hierarchy at higher levels, the original wide-band
analog signal being recovered at the receiving end.
D. However, the voice channel capacity of a 135-Mb/s system is less than can be
obtained using analog techniques.
E. Conversely, digital signals can be carried on an analog facility using a modulator-demodulator (modem).
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Task3.

Explain what procedures are necessary to convert analog signals into
digital form and vice versa digital into analog ones.

Task 4.

Work in pairs and discuss what types of data, messages can be transmit
ted through modem telecommunication media, what informationhandling equipment is the most suitable for transferring of a large
variety of data.

Classify data-communication systems according to sorts of information and
messages they are capable to convey.
Task 5.

Read the passage about one of telecommunication means - video tele
conferencing. Use the words in the box to complete the passage below.

PC workstations
digitized

wide-band switches

video modem

optic fibers

visual

transmission facilities

voice-activated

video frame

split-screen techniques
Video teleconferencing provides two-way (1) ... , audio, and graphic communi
cation between individuals or groups. Arrangements range from large conference
rooms, designed as minitheaters with high-quality lighting, sound conditioning, and
commercial-broadcast-quality equipment, to individual (2) ... that can incorporate
video (typically lower-cost consumer-type equipment). Modern installations bring
the video to the desk top over fiber optics, to a (3) ..., where the video is converted
to electrical signals on coaxial cables. Local switching of the video signals around a
building or office or campus is done with (4) ... that switch the light pulses carried
by the fiber optics. This is usually done by internally converting the light pulse to
electronic pulses, switching them electronically, and then converting them back to
light pulse for transmission on the (5) ... . The analog video, for off-premises confer
encing, is usually (6) ... to 45 Mb (full motion, full colour), or 0.5 to 1.5 Mb(limited
motion, good colour), or 56 kb (very limited motion, poor colour) depending on the
(7) ... . In a building, office, or campus, 45-Mb transmission is economic over fiber
optic cable.
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Good colour rendition depends on good camera selection, proper lighting that is
both bright enough and colour-balanced, proper equipment adjustment, and the
transmission facilities. Switching of cameras to individuals or graphics, etc., is
usually done with a push-button control panel, or is (8) ... . The more modern
systems provide conferencing of more than two parties by selection of one party as
source with broadcast to the other parties; or with (9) ... , which put all
parties on one screen. The latter provides smaller images, but is useful to 6-8 parties.
Low-cost freeze-frame teleconferencing may be done by using equipment that
captures one (10) ... , digitizes it, and stores it in a memory as digital data. Then
using data communication facilities, the memory contents are sent to another
memory, where they are converted back to analog to drive a standard monitor.

Task 6.

Telecommunication has merged with computer technologies to make
available the entire spectrum of voice, data, and graphics. Read the text
about Teletext and Videotex systems and decide which answer, А, В, C,
or D best fits each space.

Teletext and Videotex are information communication systems which provide
users (1) ... to visual (text or graphics) information.
Teletext is based on a broadcast capability (airwave or cable). Frames are
transmitted as coded data rather than in video form to (2) ... equipped television
receivers. A large number of these frames are continuously transmitted from an
information-storage (3) ... in cyclic order during the vertical blanking interval of an
in-use television channel or in an (4) ... unused video channel. A user typically
selects the frame or frames desired for viewing by (5) ... frame-identification
numbers on a key pad. The receiver (6) ... the data signal associated with the desired
frame from the overall bit stream. The data signals are then decoded, and information
is stored in the Teletext receiver (7) ... display on a television set.
Videotex is based on a two-way (8) ... telecommunications system network
(telephone or data). Information can be displayed on (9) ... television sets or on
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special-purpose data-display terminals. Information is transmitted as modulated data
bidirectionally between the (10) ... and the information source, which consists of
a computer system and associated information data bases. A user selects the desired
information (11) ... the terminal’s input device, typically a key pad or a keyboard.
User-to-user communications are possible with Videotex (12) ... the use of tele
communications networks for transmission.
Although Teletext service has a greater transmission bandwidth and hence
greater data-transmission speed than Videotex service, the total number of frames
(13) ... from the information source is much smaller, due to the limited time a user is
willing to wait for the desired frame to be “captured” from the continuously transmit
ted (14)... of frames. On the other hand, Teletext allows (15) ... information access
by a virtually unlimited number of users, while Videotex service has a limited simul
taneous user capability due to (16) ... on the information source unless additional
computers are provided.
1. A input В access С source D feedback
2. A suitably В properly С substantially D efficiently
3. A device В equipment С utility D facility
4. A entire В whole С complete D overall
5. A pushing В typing С entering D arranging
6. A eliminates В extracts С selects D sorts out
7. A to provide В to generate С to permit D to hold
8. A connected В transmitted С fed D switched
9. A modified В varied С updated D transformed
10. A display В terminal С storage D processor
11. A through В by means of С across D via
12. A because of В owing to С thanks to D according to
13. A suitable В available С appropriate D sufficient
14. A stream В flow С array D chain
15. A the same В continuous С simultaneous D permanent
16. A supplying В loading С communicating D transferring
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Task 7. Discuss and evaluate the advantages and drawbacks of video telecon
ferencing, Teletext and Videotex systems. Which data-transmission system
would you choose and why?

Writing
Task 1.

Discuss with your partner what sound reproduction and recording me
dium is, from your point of view, the most efficient, reliable, provides
high-quality sound reproduction.

Now read the text about optical digital discs. While reading, write a heading for each
paragraph.
1________________________________________________________
The compact disc optical digital storage and reproduction system, a milestone in
consumer electronics, was made possible by the confluence of significant progress in
each of a number of different related areas of technology. Optical media capable of
high storage density had long been available at high cost, but more durable optical
surfaces of lower cost, integrated solid-state lasers, and mass-producible optical light
pens were all required to permit economical optical recording and playback.
Mechanical drive systems of higher accuracy were needed under servocontrol by
digital signals. Advanced digital signal processing algorithms, complex electronic
circuitry and VLSI implementation were part of the overall system development.
Many research organizations contributed to the state of the art, and in 1980 two of
the leaders, Philips and Sony, agreed on standardization of their compact disc optical
systems which had been developing along similar but independent paths.
2________________________________________________
On the reflective surface of the compact optical disc is a spiral track of successive
shallow depressions or pits. The encoded digital information is stored in the length
of the pits and of the gaps between them, with the transitions from pit to gap (or vice
versa) playing a key role. The disc angular rotation is controlled for constant linear
velocity of track readout on the order of 1.3 m/s. A beam from a solid-state laser,
focused on the disc, is reflected, after modulation by the disk track information, to
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a photodiode which supplies input to the digital processing circuitry. Focusing of
the laser spot upon the spiral track is servocontrolled.
3__________________________________________________
In the compact disc system, as in most storage or transmission of digital data, the
A/D conversion data are transformed to cope with the characteristics of the storage
medium. Such transformation, called modulation, involves (1) the addition of redun
dant information to the data, and (2) modulation of the combined data to compensate
for medium characteristics (e.g., high-frequency losses). The modulation method for
the compact disc system, called eight-to-fourteen modulation (EFM), is an 8-data-bit
to 14-channel-bit conversion block code with a space of 3 channel bits (called
merging bits) for every converted 14 channel bits for connecting the blocks.
4___________________________________________________
The purpose of the redundant information is to be able to detect and correct errors
that occur because of storage medium imperfections. It is important to minimize the
probability of occurrence of such imperfections. The use of optical noncontacting
readout from a signal surface protected by a plastic layer allows most of the signal
errors at the surface to be reduced to random errors of several bits or larger burst
errors. The error-correcting code, the cross-interleave Reed-Solomon code (CIRC),
adopted in the standardization provides highly efficient detection and correction for
erriors of these types. It happens that the EFM modulation method and the CIRC
error-correction method used in the compact disc system are well matched. This
combination is credited with much of the system’s success.
Task 2.

Write your own definitions of the following terms to clarify their
meaning
a) an optical digital disc
b) servocontrol
c) VLSI
d) Modulation
e) A/D conversion
f) An error-correcting code
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Task3.

Write a short account of the factors that will be important for you in
your choice of a data-transmission or entertainment system.

Speaking

Task 1.

Which of the following adjectives can be used to describe

a) an analog carrier system
b) a digital carrier system
fast

up-to-date

slow

(in) expensive

reliable

out-of-date

advanced

international

durable

noisy

accurate

(un) economical

(in) efficient

noiseless

high-tech

widespread

Compare characteristics of the two systems and decide which one will be prevailing
in the future supporting your conclusion with some reasoning.

Task 2.

Often consumers are not willing to refuse customary things and switch
to new technologies, products, or services. For example, according
to BBC Digital Research, 25% of listeners are afraid to tune to another
station for fear of losing their favourite programme. That’s why any
company needs to undertake market research before launching a product
or service.
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Work in groups to conduct research of a potential market for digital
data-transmission and entertainment systems in your region (city, country).
Analyse all possible information sources, think of relevant questions and make
up a questionnaire for potential customers.
Present your survey to the class.

Choose any digital product and think of a strategy of promoting it to the

Task 3.

market. Decide which advertising media - newspapers, magazines, ra
dio, television, posters, mail - you are going to use to inform consumers
about benefits of your product.

In groups, write and then present a script for a commercial to be broadcast on televi
sion or radio to advertise your product and persuade consumers to buy it. Think of
possible effects (music, sounds) in addition to a voice to attract consumers’ attention.

Part 2. Digital Home

Tuning-in

Task 1.

What do you think?

Tick (л/) those statements you agree with.
1. New technologies penetrate homes we live in changing them drastically.
2. Advanced electronic devices and systems facilitate our life, making it more
simple, smart and comfortable.
3. In the 21st century the proportion of mobile phone users will increase
dramatically. A cellular phone will replace a wired telephone completely in
the future.
4. In the 21st century most families will use computers in the home to do a wide
variety of tasks.
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5. Everything will be networked in the future home. A person will have only
“to press a key” of a PC to get all he wants. (Imagine, what would happen if
a PC broke).
6. We shouldn’t fear technology or become slaves to it. It’s more important to
learn what technology can do for us and treat it properly.
Rewrite those statements you don’t agree with, make them closer to your views. Add
other which express your opinion about advanced technologies application in the
home. Discuss your answers in pairs.

Task 2.

Look at the words for items of technology in the box.
Which ones are indispensable at work, which at home and which at
work and at home?

computer
camera

video recorder
photocopier

microwave

washing machine

CD player
stereo

fax

camcorder

telephone

refrigerator

security system

Task 3.

Work in groups of three or four and discuss how technology influences
our life. Which items in the box do you most or least like using? What
can go wrong with technology?

Task 4.

What companies producing high-tech gadgets do you know?

What

products are they famous for?

Reading

Read the text about Intel research and development in the sphere of advanced tech
nologies for the future digital home and answer the questions
1. How can technology change our future home?
2. What requirements should novel products and services meet?
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3. What innovative designs, components, concepts for the digital home does Intel
provide manufacturers with?
4. What are the most prominent devices and technologies developed by Intel to
satisfy customers needs in digital media?

Digital Home

In the home of the future, technology could make anything possible. Digital pictures
or video edited on a PC could be accessed and displayed on the family room TV.
The family PC could be used to record broadcast TV for viewing later. Digital music
could be shared between devices regardless of where it is stored. Even a change to a
PDA-based address book could be distributed automatically to address books on
other handheld devices, PCs, cell phones, and media services.
The future digital home will offer businesses fresh opportunities to meet customer
needs faster and at a lower cost. This always-connected, robust, and intuitive envi
ronment will support novel products and services that:
Enhance people's fundamental desire to connect with each other.
Give access to information anytime, anywhere, on any device.
Offer greater levels of convenience and variety in entertainment and leisure.
Intel is working to supply manufacturers and developers with technology building
blocks to create this digital home of the future, including:
- Breakthroughs in mobile and emerging platforms.
- Powerful and power-efficient hardware, components, and technologies.
- Reference designs, concept prototypes, interoperable frameworks, and software
tools that speed up development cycles and time-to-market.
- Development of industry-supported specifications and standards.
People are acquiring, experiencing, and managing an increasing amount of digital
media using consumer electronics devices and home PCs. These devices and digital
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media adapters allow them to easily and conveniently enjoy content regardless of the
source, across different devices and different locations in and around the home.
Hardware Platforms
The Intel® Pentium® 4 processor powers the PC that serves as a home-based digital
media hub. Intel® Centrino™ mobile technology is bringing home more ultra-thin,
light laptops and notebooks, with wireless connectivity and extended battery life.
The Intel® Personal Internet Client Architecture (Intel® PCA) is enabling new
handheld devices that can entertain, inform, and connect people with the device of
their choice, anywhere and any time they choose.
UPnP* Technology and Easy Connectivity
Intel research and development teams have long worked to advance the vision
of easy, seamless, and transparent digital connectivity for people in their daily lives.
Intel released the computing industry's first-ever software development kit (SDK) for
UPnP* technology in 2000. Intel also со - founded the UPnP Forum, an association
of more than 600 companies working together to develop interoperable specifica
tions and standards for easy - to - use home networking.
Some of the newest usage models and technologies being investigated at Intel focus
on better health and better living. For example, Intel is researching ways technology
can help seniors “age in place”, enabling them to live independently in their homes
for a longer time. The Alzheimer's Association joined Intel in this pursuit mid 2003, co-founding the Everyday Technologies for Alzheimer Care (ETAC) consor
tium. ETAC plans to develop new models for Alzheimer care, pulling from current
and emerging technologies in computing, communications and medical science.
Additionally, Intel scientists are figuring out how sensor technology could make
it possible for microchips to detect and diagnose diseases - at a molecular level
and potentially without leaving home!
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Comprehension

Task 1.

Find the words in the text that mean the same as the words below.

1. to give out, to scatter, to spread
2. portable, mobile
3. strong, stable, reliable
4. new, often better, advanced
5. to increase something good
6. free time
7. a great achievement, advance
8. a standard, representative model
9. structure, shape
10. to gain, to get
11. centre of activity
12. something without connections, joins
13. activity, search of something
14. to discover by thinking

Task 2.

What do you think? What kind of a text is it? Is it a narrative; a
scientific report; a manual or explanation with various examples; argu
ment and counter-argument; an advertising material to attract potential
customers? Highlight the phrases or sentences in the text to prove your
decision.

Task3.

Summarize the text in a short account about Intel achievements in
digital technologies of the future.
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Vocabulary and Language Focus

Task 1.

Match the parts in A with the parts in В to complete a sentence.

A

В

1 .The convergence of PC technologies

a. that enable consumers to enjoy

and customer electronics devices has

entertainment-music, movies, digital

put Intel at the center of the digital

photos - the way they want around

home

the home or on - the - go.

2.Intel’s advanced consumer electronics
components and designs
3.Major technology innovations like the

b. notebooks the way they ought to be:
powerful, multimedia computers that
go where you go.

high-performance Intel® Pentium® 4

c. and enabled consumers to upgrade

Processor with HT Technology and

their senses with new ways to experi

Intel® Centrino™ mobile technology

ence digital media.

are the essential ingredients
4.Thin and light notebooks designed for
a mobile

life-style

and handheld

devices such as
5.The new Entertainment PC powered
by the Intel Pentium 4 Processor with
HT technology with a TV tuner and
Personal Video Recording software

d. provide the ultimate convenience in
digital media portability.
e. portable media players make enter
tainment on - the - go easy.
f. help create a pervasive digital media
environment in the home.
g. is a remote -controlled PC that con
nects to the TV and stereo, providing

6.A perfect companion to a digital

music, TV show and movie recording

home PC, portable media players,

and playback capabilities using a TV

PDAs, MP3 players and cell phones

menu.

7. Intel Centrino mobile technology
makes
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Task 2.

Each of the following sentences contains a mistake. Find and correct it.

1. Intel and its partners in the consumer electronics industry is paving the way for
the digital home.
2. By combined Intel technology-based PCs with broadband Internet and a home
wired or wireless network, consumers can see more, hear more and do more than
ever before.
3. People has the freedom to use devices like TVs, stereos, portable media players
and digital cameras in new ways that are easy, fun and more imaginative.
4.

Consumers can quickly transfer photos from a digital camera to a PC for editing
and then to a large-screen connecting TV for viewing so they won’t have to
huddle around a small PC monitor.

5. It mean consumers can use a PC to purchase and download a movie from
an Internet service and send this movie to a variety of places in the home to
watch it.
6.

Intel® Mobile Media Technology - powered handheld multimedia devices
are enabled consumers to enjoy all of their digital music, movies, pictures and
videos in the palm on their hand.

7.

System performance, battery life, wireless performance and functionality will
vary depended on your specific operating system, hardware and software
configurations.

Task 3.

Read the text below and decide which word А, В, C, or D best fits each
space

Pass a Seymour/Legrand, a leading manufacturer of electrical wiring devices and ac
cessories, (1) ... residential multi-room electrical audio devices to meet today’s (2)
... demand by homeowners for more advanced home audio systems.
The Pass a Seymour audio distribution model distributes stereo audio in up to four
areas of the home, (3) ... both indoors and outdoors. Impedance matching volume
controls (4) ... potential damage to audio equipment that can be caused by too little
resistance in speaker circuits.
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An audio input connection frame by Pass a Seymour allows for (5) ... speaker
connections. Its gold-plated binding posts help. (6) ... optimum audio performance,
and the frame is ready for either banana plug or stripped-conductor connection.
For a single-room wiring solution to a (7) ... for home theater sound, Pass a
Seymour offers a home theater connection frame. Two decorator frames contain five
pairs of binding posts for (8) ... home speaker connection.
The company also offers 6.5-inch and 8-inch indoor woofer speakers for home thea
ter applications and a 4” outdoor woofer speaker for almost any outside (9) ...
Finally there is a built-in impedance audio volume control device that also helps pre
vent overheating.
All these Pass a Seymour devices come in ivory, white and Light Almond, the colour
that is (10) ... becoming the industry’s standard.

1. A launched

В provided

С introduced

D exhibited

2.

В increased

С tremendous

D worldwide

3. A covering

В involving

С maintaining

D including

4.

В prevent

С exclude

D warn

5. A strong

В tight

С fixed

D accurate

6. A ensure

В offer

С create

D support

7. A need

В requirement

С request

D necessity

8. A excellent

В optimal

С reliable

D precise

9. A location

В environment

С place

D site

10. A probably

В predominantly

С obviously

D rapidly

A fast-growing

A protect

Writing

Task 1.

Think of an item of electrical equipment, for example, a computer or a
video recorder, and write down three-four things that could go wrong
with it. Imagine that you bought one last weekend and now you are writ
ing to the manufacturers to explain what went wrong and to demand a
replacement or your money back.
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Begin your letter by saying what you bought and where you bought it.
Next, explain what the problems were. Finally, inform them that you would like a
replacement or refund.
Use the following expressions to help you
Dear Sir/Madam
I am writing to inform you that ...
Firstly, the box was damaged when the video was delivered ...
I would be grateful if you would ...
Yours faithfully

Task 2.

How do you imagine your future home? Would you prefer it to
be high-tech and smart or a quiet, cosy place without any fashionable
gadgets? In what way will advanced technologies influence our
lifestyle? Write an essay ‘The house I dream to live’ expressing your
views on the home of the future.

Speaking

Task 1.

Work in groups of four. You are participants of a TV programme
on Discovery Channel. One of you is an interviewer, the others are
representatives of a prosperous electronics company, scientific-research
institute, large industrial enterprise. The debate will be dedicated to
current and future advances in telecommunication and information
technologies and their influence on all sectors of society: factories,
workplaces, offices, education, home, travel. Brainstorm relevant
questions to be discussed, points of view, causes and effects, arguments
and counterarguments and make a presentation of your programme.
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Unit 4 Nanotechnology
Tuning-in

Task 1.

Work in pairs. Give a definition to the term "Nanotechnology".
When and where do you think it was first defined?
Suggest various areas of application for nano-scale objects.

Task 2.

The following picture presents some natural and manmade things mixed
up.
Work in small groups. Match the names with the pictures and say which
of them belong to the natural world and which ones to the artificial
world.

a) Micro Electro Mechanical Device (MEMS)
b) Nanotube Electrode
c) Self-assembled, nature-inspired structure
d) DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid)
e) Quantum corral of 48 iron atoms on copper surface
f) Red blood cells with white cell
g) Human hair
h) Ant
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Natural Things
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Reading

Task 1

Read the text about nanotechnology and highlight all possible spheres of

application of nano-scale objects that you didn't mention during discussion.
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Nanotechnology

Nanotechnology is any technology which exploits phenomena and structures
that can only occur at the nanometer scale, which is, the scale of single atoms
and small molecules.
The term "nanotechnology" was defined by Tokyo Science University profes
sor Norio Taniguchi in a 1974 as follows: "'Nano-technology' mainly consists
of the processing of, separation, consolidation, and deformation of materials
by one atom or one molecule." While many definitions for nanotechnology
A

exist, we may call it "nanotechnology" only if it involves all of the following:
1. Research and technology development at the atomic, molecular or macromolecular levels, in the length scale of approximately 1 - 1 0 0 nanometer
range.
2. Creating and using structures, devices and systems that have novel proper
ties and functions because of their small and/or intermediate size.
3. Ability to control or manipulate on the atomic scale.

Nanotechnology came to be considered in recent years to address the prob
lems the semiconductor industry. The device density of modem computer
electronics (i.e. the number of transistors per unit area) has grown exponen
tially, and this trend is expected to continue for some time. However, both
economics and fundamental electronic limitations prevent this trend from con
В tinuing indefinitely. Microchips have consistently gotten smaller, faster, and
cheaper at once because creating smaller devices allows them to have a
smaller capacitance, which allows greater switching speeds and thus processor
clock speeds; in turn, the ability to pack more of these smaller transistors into
a given area means greater economies of scale lead to cheaper chips.

One fundamental characteristic of nanotechnology is that nanodevices
С
self-assemble. That is, they build themselves from the bottom up. One of the
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problems facing nanotechnology is how to assemble atoms and molecules into
smart materials and working devices. In this case, biology is a place to find
inspiration: cells and their pieces are made from self-assembling biopolymers
such as proteins and protein complexes. The essence of nanotechnology is that
as we scale things down they start to take on novel characteristics. If we ever
do make nanorobots, they will not be scaled down versions of contemporary
robots. Nanoscaled devices will probably bear much stronger resemblance to
nature's nanodevices: proteins, DNA, membranes etc.

Medical researchers work at the micro- and nano-scales to develop new drug
delivery methods, therapeutics and pharmaceuticals. Nanotechnology-based
materials may provide solutions for repairing damaged tissues as well as for
monitoring critical clinical indicators and interfacing for electrical measure
ment and stimulation. Such materials introduced into the body would not
irritate or damage the surrounding tissues. For instance, DNA, our genetic
D
material, is in the 2.5 nanometer range, while red blood cells are approxi
mately 2.5 micrometers. Effective detectors for identifying specific molecules
can be developed and integrated into compact devices. Such devices can be
used to provide rapid information about diseased cells or tissues, and can be
used to determine treatment options.

The further developments in the field of nanotechnology focus on the oscilla
tion of a nanomachine for telecommunication. This nanomachine is comprised
E
of 50 billion atoms and is able to oscillate at 1.49 billion times per second.
The antenna moves over a distance of one-tenth of a picometer.

Comprehension check

Task 1.

The text has five paragraphs A-E. Which paragraph mentions the fol
lowing?
Some of the paragraphs can be used more than once.
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1. The fact that nanotechnology will provide new safe techniques of treating
diseases.
2. The area of natural science that inspires the development of new nano devices.
3. Some aspects of using nanotechnology in information transfer and reception.
4. The fact that nano objects change their properties if we decrease the size.
5. That nanotechnology has any features of natural objects.
6. New opportunities for plastic surgery and cardiology.
7. Economical benefits of nanotechnology electronics.
8. Necessary conditions for the object to be considered as nano thing.
9. The country where nanotechnology was first termed.

Task 2.

Complete the sentences below with suitable words from paragraph D

Nanomedicine is the medical application of nanotechnology and related research. It
covers areas such as nanoparticle drug 1._________ and possible future applications
of molecular nanotechnology. The somewhat speculative claims about the possibility
of using nanorobots in medicine, advocates say, would totally change the world of
medicine once it is realized. Nanomedicine would make use of these nanorobots,
2._________ the body, to repair or detect damages and infections. Nanorobots could
counter the problem of 3.___________ and isolating cancer cells as they could be
introduced into the blood stream. Medical nanorobots would search out and destroy
cancer affected cells. This could be very helpful, since current 4.__________ like
radiation therapy and chemotherapy often end up destroying more healthy cells than
cancerous ones.

Task3.

Complete the second phrase so that it has a similar meaning to the
first phrase, using the word given in bold. Do not change the word
given. You must use between two and five words, including the word
given.
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addresses

1. Nanotechnology came to be considered in recent years to address
the problems of....

expects

It is considered

the problems o f....

2. This trend is expected to continue for some time.
continue

Everybody

for some tim e.

3. Limitations prevent this trend from continuing indefinitely,
finds

This tren d ___________________________ because of limitations.
4. Biology is a place to find inspiration....

attain

Nanotechnology____________ in self-assembling biopolymers...
5. They start to take on novel characteristics...

look like

T hey____________ novel characteristics...
6. Nanoscaled devices will probably bear much stronger resem-

consists

blance to nature's nanodevices.
Nanoscaled devices____________________ nature nanodevices.
7. This nanomachine is comprised of 50 billion atoms.
This nanomachine

Task 4.

50 billion atoms.

Match verbs from the text with their definitions:

1. To manipulate

a) To consist of; be composed of;

2. To resemble

b) To reduce proportionally;

3. To comprise

c) To employ to the greatest possible advantage;

4. To assemble

d) To cause physiological activity or response in
(an organ or tissue), as by application of a stimulus;

5. To scale down

e) To be like or similar to;

6. To replicate

f) To move or act in opposition to; oppose;

7. To inspire

g) To fit together the parts or pieces of smth;
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8. To introduce

h) To deal with something unpleasant; to oppose, as in
hostility or a competition;

9. To counter

i) To be the cause or source of; bring about;

10.To irritate

j) To put inside or into; insert or inject;

11.To face

k) To move, arrange, operate, or control by the hands or
by mechanical means, especially in a skillful manner;

12.To exploit

1) To reproduce or make an exact copy or copies of (ge
netic material, a cell, or an organism).

Task 5.

Match the parts of words to form the expressions from the text
"Nanotechnology". Define the part of speech of every expression
formed. Some parts may be used more than once.

A

В

self

inspired

nature

scaled

macro

molecular

nano

devices

tele

based

bio

assembled
particle
communication
polymer
replicating
technology
robot

Think of more words and expressions containing word parts from column A.
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Vocabulary and Language Focus
Choose the best alternative to fill the gaps in these sentences:

Task 1.

1. T h e ____________ is usually defined as the total electric charge placed on the ob
ject divided by the potential of the object
a) capacity

b) capacitance

c) capability

d) volume

2. A ___________ model is a representation or copy of an object that is larger or
smaller than the actual size of the object being represented.
a) imitation

b) calibration

c) scale

d) proportion

3. Semiconductor giant Intel Corp. today announced plans to apply nanotechnology
and MEMS devices across a __________ of projects, including sensor networks and
optical “building blocks” that will advance the integration of computing and com
munications.
a) area

b) diapason

c) field

d) range

4. Flash memory combines h ig h ___________ , low voltage technology with simul
taneous read/write architecture for portable systems applications.
a) density

b) quantity

c) thickness

d) closeness

5. "If th is _________ continues," says the report, "nanotech will play out in pharma
ceuticals just as biotechnology did, with major pharmaceuticalcompanies

leaving

money on the table and allowing new competitors to take root.
a) course

b) trend

c) tendency

d) fashion

6. T h e ___________ of a CPU is defined as the frequency that a processor executes
instructions or that data is processed.
a) clock speed

b) clock rate

c) watch velocity

d) clock pace

7. Before a ____________ can be prescribed, it must be tested for safetyand effec
tiveness in on animals, humans or in medical labs.
a) pill

b) narcotic

c) pharmaceutic

d) drug
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8. Today most experts agree that a finger is too complicated f o r ________ nanoconstruction techniques.
a) up-to-the-minute

b) contemporary

c) fire new

d) red-hot

9. ATS Liquidating Trust develops and manufactures hum an-based__________
products f o r _________ repair and transplantation, focusing primarily on skin and
cardiovascular areas.
a) tissue

b) fabric

c) material

d) covering

10. CDC Health Center promotes health and quality of life by preventing and con
trolling __________ , injury and disability.
a) collapse

b) flu

c) sickness

d) Disease

Task 2.

Reproduce the context in which these words are used in the text.

Task3.

Fill in the table with the proper part of speech derived from the word
given.

Adjective

Noun

Verb

resemblance
Inspire
oscillating
exploitation
exist
definite
character
assemble

Task 4

Have you ever met the term Grey Goo in science fiction? Can you sug
gest a definition? What area of nanotechnology do you think it may
concern? Read the text about Grey Goo and decide which answer A, B,
С or D best fits each space. Circle your answer.
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Grey Goo

Grey goo, or gray goo, is a term first 1._______ by molecular nanotechnology
pioneer Eric Drexler in his book Engines of Creation. The term 2.

to a hypo

thetical end-of-the-world event involving molecular nanotechnology in which out-ofcontrol self-3.

robots consume all life on Earth 4.

building more of

themselves (a scenario known as ecophagy). It is usually used in a science fictional
context. In a 5.

-case scenario, all of the matter in the universe 6.

be

turned into goo (with "goo" meaning a large mass of replicating nanomachines
7.

large-scale structure, which may or may not actually appear goo-like),

killing the universe's 8._______ . The disaster is posited to result 9.______ an
accidental mutation in a self-replicating nanomachine used for other 10._______ ,
or possibly from a deliberate doomsday device.

1. A uses

В used

С using

D usage

2. A is referring

В is referred

С refers

D reference

3. A replicated

В replication

С reply

D replicating

4. A while

В as

С for

D from

5. A better

В badest

С worst

D worse

6. A could

В should

С must

D might

7. A lucky

В with lack of

С lacking

D is lacked

8. A aborigines

В residents

С inhabitants

D creatures

9. A in

В from

С to

D for

10. A targets

В aims

С purposes

D objectives

Speaking

T ask 1.

What are the most surprising facts you've learnt from the text? Share
ideas with your partner, note if you have the same facts mentioned. Use
the following expressions:
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To my mind...
In my opinion...
I could hardly imagine that...
I didn't expect th at...
Do you happen to know that... ?
I would never believe...

Task 2.

In small groups summarize the main idea of each paragraph and make a
short report for your group mates could compare the ideas proposed.

Task 3

Eric Drexler was the first to propose the theory of molecular nanotech
nology. Name any other scientists involved in the development of nano
objects.
Think of the any specific area in nanotechnology you would like to
learn more. Suggest possible sources of information and ways of
carrying out the research. Conduct an investigation to find out as
much as possible and prepare a small presentation for your group
mates. (Refer to Task 2 in the Tuning-in section for possible ideas).

Writing module

Task 1

While listening to the presentation note as many features of nanotech
nology as possible. Decide which of them are potentially dangerous and
which ones bring only positive effect.

Positive
in nature
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Potentially
dangerous

Present written arguments to an educated non-specialist audience on this issue. You
may make use of the following statements:
To start/to begin with
I strongly disagree...
I guess...
Most likely
If I'm not mistaken...
In fact...
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Unit 5 Reading manuals
Tuning-in

Task 1.

What kind of manuals do you think an electrical and radio engineer will
have to deal with in his professional activity? Look at the list of manual
types and suggest the difference between them (chapters, ways of in
formation delivery, possible reader etc.).
Operation manual
User’s guide
Service and maintenance manual
Data sheet

Task 2.

Which problems do you face while reading manuals? Make a list and
discuss possible solutions with your partner.

Task 3.

Look at the table of warning symbols below. Match the descriptions and
symbols that are mixed up.

Symbol

Я

------

Description
1. Equal potential mark: connecting terminal to the housing. To
a. eliminate electrical differential, it should be connected to the corre
sponding connecting terminal on other device.
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2. On (power: turn on the power supply)

Ль
3. BF type device under electric shot protection safety classification
Д с
o d 4.Dangerous voltage
1 e 5 .Alternative current
6.Warning: To ensure system safety, please refer to relevant descrip
V tion in this manual when you find this symbol on the system or in the
file.
~

j-

7.Off (power: turn off the power supply)

Reading

Task 1.

For each section of the manual choose one from the list given below.
There is one extra title that doesn’t fit any part of the manual.

A. APPLYING THE AD775
B. FEATURES
C. PIN CONFIGURATION
D. POWER SUPPLY CONNECTIONS AND DECOUPLING
E. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
F. PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
G. DEFINITIONS OF SPECIFICATIONS
H. THEORY OF OPERATION
I. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

ANALOG

8 - Bit 20 MSPS, 60 mW

DEVICES

Sampling A/D Converter AD775
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1.__________
CMOS 8-Bit 20 MSPS Sampling A/D Converter
Low Power Dissipation: 60 mW
+5 V Single Supply Operation
Differential Nonlinearity: 0.3 LSB
Differential Gain: 1%
Differential Phase: 0.5 Degrees
Three-State Outputs
On-Chip Reference Bias Resistors
Adjustable Reference Input
Video Industry Standard Pinout
Small Packages:
24-Pin 300 Mil SOIC Surface Mount
24-Pin 400 Mil Plastic DIP
2.
AVdo

V im

D V co

AD775

V rt

' .
1

u.
Ш
o:
255

\ ' db

CLK

3.

4.

The AD775 is a CMOS, low power,

Low Power: The AD775 has a typical

8-bit, 20 MSPS sampling analog-to-

supply current of 12 mA, for a power

digital converter (ADC). The AD775

consumption of 60 mW. Reference

features a built-in sampling function

ladder current is also low: 6.6 mA

too

and on-chip reference bias resistors

typical,

to provide a complete 8-bit ADC so

power consumption.

lution. The AD775 utilizes a pipe

Complete

lined/ ping pong two-step flash ar

switched capacitor design features an

chitecture to provide high sampling

inherent sample/ hold function: no ex

rates (up to 35 MHz) while maintain

ternal SHA is required. On-chip refer

ing very low power consumption (60

ence bias resistors are included to al

mW).

low a supply-based reference to be

Its combination of excellent DNL,

generated without any external resis

fast sampling rate, low differential

tors.

gain and phase errors, extremely low

Low Input Capacitance: The 11 pF in

power dissipation, and single +5 V

put capacitance of the AD775 can sig

supply operation make it ideally

nificantly decrease the cost and com

suited for a variety of video and im

plexity

age acquisition applications, includ

compared with conventional 8-bit flash

ing

ADCs.

portable

equipment.

The

minimizing

Solution:

of input

the

reference

The

AD775’s

driving

circuitry,

AD775’s reference ladder may be
connected in a variety of configura
tions to accommodate different input
ranges. The low input capacitance
(11 pF typical) provides an easy-todrive input load compared to con
ventional flash converters.
5.

6.

The AD775 uses a pipelined two-

Integral Nonlinearity (INL)

step (subranging) flash architecture

Integral nonlinearity refers to the de

to achieve significantly lower power

viation of each individual code from a

and lower input capacitance than

line drawn from “zero” through “full

conventional full flash converters

scale”. The point used as “zero” occurs

while still maintaining high through

'/ 2

put. The analog input is sampled by

“Full scale” is defined as a level 1 Fz

LSB before the first code transition.
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the switched capacitor comparators

LSB beyond the last code transition.

on the falling edge of the input

The deviation is measured from the

clock: no external sample and hold is

center of each particular code to the

required. The coarse comparators de

true straight line.

termine the top four bits (MSBs),

Offset Error

and select the appropriate reference

The first code transition should occur

ladder taps for the fine comparators.

at a level

With the next falling edge of the

tive full scale. Offset referred to the

clock, the fine comparators deter

Bottom of Ladder VRB is defined as

mine the bottom four bits (LSBs).

the deviation from this ideal. The last

Since the LSB comparators require a

code transition should occur 1 U LSB

full clock cycle between their sam

below the nominal positive full scale.

pling instant and their decision, the

Offset referred to the Top of Ladder

converter alternates between two sets

VRT is defined as the deviation from

of the comparators in a “ping-pong”

this ideal.

fashion.

Signal-to-Noise Plus Distortion Ratio

This multiplexing allows a new input

(S/N+D)

sample to be taken on every falling

S/N+D is the ratio of the rms value of

clock edge, thereby providing 20

the measured input signal to the rms

MSPS operation. The data is accu

sum of all other spectral components

mulated in the correction logic and

including harmonics but excluding dc.

output through a three-state output

The value for S/N+D is expressed in

latch on the rising edge of the clock.

decibels.

'/ 2

LSB above nominal nega

The latency between input sampling
and the

corresponding

converted

output is 2.5 clock cycles.
7.

8.

The analog and digital supplies of

REFERENCE INPUT

the AD775 have been separate to

The AD775 features a resistive refer

prevent the typically large transients

ence ladder similar to that found in

associated with the on-chip digital

most conventional flash converters.
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circuitry from coupling into the ana

The analog input range of the converter

log supplies (AVDD, AVSS). How

falls between the top (VRT) and bot

ever, in order to avoid possible latch-

tom (VRT) voltages of this ladder. The

up conditions, AVDD and DVDD

nominal resistance of the ladder is 300

must share a common supply exter

ohms, though this may vary from 230

nal to the part, preferably a common

ohms to 450 ohms. The minimum rec

source somewhere on the PC board.

ommended voltage for VRB is 0 V; the

Each supply should be decoupled by

linearity performance of the converter

a 0.1 mF capacitor located as close

may deteriorate for input spans (VRB-

to the device pin as possible. Sur-

VRB) below 1.8 V. While 2.8 V is the

face-mount capacitors, by virtue of

recommended maximum ladder top

their low parasitic inductance, are

voltage (VRT), the top of the ladder

preferable to through-hole types. A

may be as high as the positive supply

large capacitor (10 mF electrolytic)

voltage (AVDD) with minimal linear

should be located somewhere on the

ity degradation.

board to help decouple large, low
frequency supply noise. For specific
layout information,

refer to

the

AD775 Evaluation Board section of
the data sheet.

Comprehension.

Find in the text the following specific items:
a. abbreviations (give their full form).

b. word combinations related to analog devices.
Speaking.

Discuss in pairs the essential parts of the manual:
-

Contents
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-

Warnings

-

Troubleshooting

-

Safety

-

Setup/installation

-

Maintenance

Which information should we include in each of the section.

Writing.

Write a short manual for one of the following activities:
a. how to work with electronic dictionaries (multitran.ru)

b. how to find information in the Internet.
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Unit 6. High-tech Equipment in Modern Medicine
Tuning-in

Task 1

Work in pairs and discuss what systems, devices are now operating in
modem medicine. Share your views with the group and compare ideas
with those of your groupmates.
What methods of diagnostic expertise are applied nowadays? Which of
them are the most popular and effective? Can you explain why?

Task 2

a.

Tick words which come to your mind when you think of the sphere

of using modern medical equipment.

computer

literate

tomography

system

network

hardware

radiology

scanner

multimedia

telecommunication

digital

teleradiology

b.

Make up sentences on the subject using as many words from the list

as possible.

Task 3

Look at the picture taken from the Internet site. What systems used by
physicians are now operating in the field of phychiatry, pathology, ortopedics etc?
Name the most popular ways of patients’ investigation and treatment.
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Small-size portable solid state AURA

Tomograph

laser from Laserscope

Cardiograph
Reading
Task 1. Look through the following English expressions and their Russian
equivalents:

State-of-the-art communications technology

передовые технологии связи;

Telecommunications-supported medicine -

медицина на основе (с исполь
зованием) телекоммуникаций;

12-bit gray-scale -

12-ти битная тикала яркости;

high-bandwidth networks -

широкополосная сеть (серая
шкала);

computer-literate user 106

пользователь, обладающий

компьютерной грамотностью;
off-the-shelf hardware and software -

имеющиеся в наличии компьютерные
программы;

high-resolution display -

дисплей, с высоким разрешением;

image-capturing equipment -

оборудование для захвата изображе
ния;

medical-image data-exchange systems -

система обмена медицинскими дан
ными;

high-speed telemedicine network -

высоко-скоростная медицинская сеть;

broadband asynchronous-transfer- -

широкочастотная сеть передачи данных

mode network

в асинхронном режиме;

high-resolution videoconferencing -

просмотр данных с высоким разреше
нием;

store-and-forward systems -

системы хранения и передачи;

cost-effective solution -

экономные решения;

computer-based teleradiology installation

телерентгенологические установки;

large-scale user -

крупные пользователи.

Abbriviations:

i.e. - id est = that is -

то есть

CT - computerized tomography -

компьютерное исследование или то
мография

MRI - magnetic resonance imaging -

магниторезонансное изображение

DICOM - Digital Imaging and -

системы связи и цифрового изобра

Communications in Medicine

жения в медицине

ATM - asynchronous-transfer-mode -

передача в асинхронном режиме

POTS - plain old telephone service lines

обычные, телефонные линии
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T ask 2

Use phrases from the box to complete the text below.

-

a videoconferencing session

-

telecommunications-supported medicine

-

high-tech equipment

-

e-mail or the film

-

computer-literate

-

high-resolution display

-

communications technology

-

high-bandwidth networks

-

off-the-shelf hardware and software

-

magnetic resonance imaging scanners

-

12-bit gray-scale

-

image-capturing equipment

-

"store-and-forward"

-

data-exchange systems

-

cost-effective

-

larde-scale users

-

computerized tomography

-

asynchnonous-transfer-mode network

-

computer-based teleradiology

Doctors Go On-Line
Modern medicine uses ( 1 )

extensively. But until recently, medi

cine had barely been influenced by ( 2 ) ____ . That situation is now changing
rapidly.
Telemedicine (i.e., ( 3 ) ____ ) lets doctors investigate and treat patients
via videoconferencing and electronic information exchange. Instead of mov
ing patients to doctors, or vice versa, hospitals transmit digital information
about patients, saving transport, time, and money.
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Physicians’ use of telemedicine systems varies according to medical
specialty. For example, radiologists, currently the main users of telemedicine
technology, distribute digitized images and interpret them either on radio
logical workstations or, more conventionally, by printing the digital images
to film. The radiologist’s report is then returned to the originating physician
via fax or (4 )

might be discussed in (5 )____ .

Telemedicine projects are not restricted to radiology; systems are now
operating in the fields of psychiatry, pathology, orthopedics, dermatology,
accident and emergency medicine, and other disciplines. Such telemedicine
applications have to cope with many technical challenges, three of which are
listed below.
DATA VOLUMES. Medical images must be rendered at high resolu

В

tions to retain diagnostic quality. The American College of Radiology rec
ommends approximately 2048 by 2048 pixels ( 6 )

for primary diagnostic

reading and 4096 by 4096 pixels (with the same contrast depth) for mam
mography.
RETRIEVAL SPEED. Busy medical-staff members cannot wait for
massive images to be loaded over slow networks. This means ( 7 )

and

fast transaction speeds in image retrieval have to be achieved.
INTUITIVE USER INTERFACES. Users often are not ( 8 ) ____ ;

С

thus, systems have to be easy to understand and operate.
Medical engineers construct telemedicine systems using (9) ____ .
Some applications need very (10)

and (11); fortunately, the current

multimedia boom means the prices of sophisticated imaging boards are fal
ling.
Interoperational standards for system interaction are crucial to ensure
that standard computer equipment can access medical devices. Direct image
capturing from (1 2 )

or (1 3 )

and the distribution of images from

laboratories to physicians are made far easier through a common exchange
format.
Additionally, images should include, at the very least, the patient’s
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name, age, sex, current problem, and medical history for identification.
That’s also an issue of standardization. But telemedicine proponents expect
the emerging Ditital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM)
standard to replace the proprietary nature of many of today’s medical-image
(14)
These standarts will aid image acquisition, but they represent only the
start. Clinical data must then be routed to the right place, which is sometimes
miles away. Here, wide-area networking capability is crucial for the system
to work with the multitude of international telecommunications systems.
D

Telemedicine requires networks that are not restricted to urban areas.
A good example of what a high-speed telemedicine network could look like
is Telecom Finland’s implementation of a telemedicine framework on its nationalwide broadband (15)

. I t enables high-resolution videoconferenc

ing and allows radiological images to be selected from remote databases.
The national ATM backbone links Finland’s universities and hospitals
and provides access to specialist expertise on demand. For example, during a
recent technology demonstration, a liver ultrasound was conducted in a hos
pital in Lapland and transmitted in real time to a lecture theater in Helsinki,
located 1000 km away.
Some experts argue that there’s little point in relying on technologies
that demand high-bandwidth ATM, because most areas that need telemedi
cine are poorly served by advanced telecommunications services. In this re
spect, they say, the Finnish ATM infrastructure is an exception to the rule.
Most people who have attempted to implement telemedicine applica
tions internationally say that good systems should be designed independently
of telecommunications methods. Simple (16)

, which send CT or MRI

images overnight via plain old telephone service (POTS) lines, are often the
most (17)

solution. The subsequent reports can then be either faxed or

e-mailed back the next day. In the U.S., approximately 12,000 (18)

in

stallations, and over 95 percent of all reimbursed telemedical services, are
based on the store-and-for-ward model.
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The costs in telemedicine can be broken down into three parts: tech
nology (i.e., hardware and software), staff / maintenance, and telecommuni
cations. Technology and staff / maintenance costs have to be split between
"send" and "receive" stations. This is an important point. Unless these sys
tems are properly managed on both sides, any benefit they may be able to
properly managed on both sides, any benefit they may be able to provide will
be lost.
E

The biggest variable in this calculation - apart from professional medi
cal fees - is telecommunications costs. The cost of international transmission
of a series of X rays can add between $10 and $60 to the total consultation
costs. This cost may seem high; however, the increasing competition on the
telecommunications market will soon reduce communications costs for such
(19)

as hospitals.

Comprehension Check
Task 1

Match each underlined word in column A with the word in column В
having a similar meaning. Be careful, there are some extra words in
column B.
A

В

1. Phvsicians are starting to collaborate globallv.

a) transfer

2. Health professionals share diagnostic expertise.

b) differs

3. Phvsicians' use of telemedicine svstems varies

c) city

according to medical speciality.
4. Radiologists distribute digitized images and

d) experience

interpret them on radiological workstations.
5. Telemedicine proiects are not restricted to radio

e) novelties

logy and urban areas.
Ill

6. Such telemedicine applications have to cope with

f) increase

many technical challenges.
7. "Image Standards" will aid image acquisition but

g) cooperate

they represent only the start.

h) manage

8. The national ATM backbone links Finland's uni

i) base

versities and hospitals and provides access to spe

j) limited

cialist expertise on demand.

k) acquiring

9. Simple "store and forward" systems, which send

1) competition

CT and MRI images overnight via plain old tele

m) distributed

phone service lines, ...

n) reduce

10. The costs in telemedicine can be broken down

o) in a very short time

into three parts.
Task 2.

Choose the best option for each of the following sentences.

1. Up-to-date medicine uses...
a) influential patients for investigations;
b) high-tech equipment;
c) hospitals for videoconferencing sessions.
2. Telemedicine applications have to manage such technical novelties as...
a) fax or e-mail;
b) diagnostic reading;
c) data volumes, retrieval speed, intuitive user interfaces.
3. Medical engineers construct telemedicine systems using...
a) off-the-shelf hardware and software;
b) radiologists' reports;
c) devices which are easy to operate?
4. ... are made far easier through a common exchange format.
a) Telemedicine projects
b) Medical images rendered at high resolutions
c) Direct image capturing from CT or MRI scanners and the distribu
tion of images from labs to physicians.
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5. Some experts argue that...
a) the costs in telemedicine can be broken down into three parts;
b) there's little point in relying on technologies that demand highbandwidth ATM.
d) the subsequent reports can be either faxed or e-mailed back the next,
day.
6. ... will soon reduce communications costs for such large-scale users as
hospitals.
a) The increasing competition on the telecommunications market
b) Proper management
c) The biggest variable in calculation

Task 2

Match the part in A with parts В to complete a sentence.

A
1. Until recently medicine had barely

В

a) the total consultation costs

been influenced by
2. Instead of moving patients to doctors,

b) have to be achieved

hospitals transmit
3. The radiologist's report is returned to

c) the prices of sophisticated

the physician

imaging boards are falling

4. Medical images must be rendered

d) state-of-the-art communications
technology

5. High-bandwidth networks and fast

e) easy to understand and operative

transaction speeds in image retrieval
6. Modem systems have to be

f) via fax or e-mail

7. The current multimedia boom means

g) the most cost-effective solution

8. Telemedicine framework enables

h) digital information about

high-resolution videoconferencing and

patients, saving transport, time

radiological images

and money
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9. Simple systems which send CT or

i) to be selected from remote data

MRI images overnight via POTS lines

bases

are often
10. The cost of international transmis

j) at high resolutions to retain diag

sion of a series of X rays can add be

nostic quality

tween $10 and $60 to

T ask3

Which of the following sentences summarizes the main idea of the
paragraph most accurately?

1. Health professionals are starting to collaborate.
A

2. Nowadays the situation with the use of state-of-the-art communica
tion technologies is changing rapidly.
3. Telemedicine is saving time and money.
1. Telemedicine systems are now operating in radiology, phychiatry,

В

dermatology.
2. All telemedicine systems have to be easy to operate.
3. Modern telemedicine applications have to cope with such technical
challenges as data volumes, retrieval speed, intuitive interfaces.
1. Interoperational standards are crucial in the use of Medical devices.

С

2. Images should include the patient's data: such as name, age, sex,
current problem and Medical history for identification.
3. Will the emerging DICOM replace the proprietary nature of many
of today's medical-image-data-exchange systems?
1. There is little point in relying on technologies that demand high-

D

bandwidth ATM.
2. Wide-area networking capability is crucial for the system to work
with the multitude of international telecommunications systems.
3. Telecom Finland's implementation of a telemedicine framework is a
good example of a high-speed telemedicine network.
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1. The level of costs in telemedicine is an important point.
E

2. Technology, staff / maintenance and telecommunications are three
parts of the costs in telemedicine.
3. The increasing competition on the telecommunications market will
reduce costs for such large-scale users as hospitals.

Vocabulary and Language Focus

Task 1

Match words in A with words in В to form word combinations and use
them in sentences below.

A

В

store-and-forward image

companies

data communications

access

e-mail and Internet

technology

Web-browser

suite

image-exchange

institutes

client- / server-based software

transmission

insurance

system

research

network

1. To standardize the exchange of medical information, DeTeBerkom (Berlin,
Germany) developed DOXX, a m edical_______ .
2. DOXX is a _______ that includes modules for oncology, radiology and general
medicine.
3. The Windows and Unix-based software p ro v id es________ to medical libraries
a n d ________ .
4. This software also supports quarterly settlements between physicians and
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5. In a prototype installation last year, DOXX was tested in a n ________ among
inpatient and outpatient hospitals, general practitioners and oncologic_______ .
6. КОМЕТ, a system that manages patient records on the Web was developed in
Berlin and is made up o f _______ .

Task 2.

Read the text again and underline all the predicates. Name the tense
form and comment on its use in the context. What tense form is
predominant in the text and why?

Task3.

There is a mistake in each of the sentences. Find it and suggest the
correct variant.

1. After Roentgen discovered X-rays in 1895, he experiment with them and demon
strated most of their characteristics.
2. The discovery caused a sensation with scientists and the public.
3. Within a few months, doctors were being using X-rays to examine broken bones.
4. In 1896, the American inventor Thomas A. Edison improved the fluoroscope so it
could been used to view X-ray images.
5. In 1913, the American physicist William D. Coolidge devised a way to make the
more efficient X-ray tube.
6. In the 1970's, archeologists began to use new processes for recording X-ray
pictures.
7. One process, called xeroradiography, records the image on a sheet of clearness
plastic instead of on photographic film.
8. In another process, called digital imaging, detectors measurement the X-rays that
pass through the body and sent this information to a computer.
9. The computer have converts the data into an image that is displayed on a televi
sion screen.
10. Digital imaging is used in the computed tomographic scanner.
11. The CT scanner does an X-ray machine that makes a cross-sectional view of a
patient's body.
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Task 4.

Read the passage below and decide which answer А, В, С or D best fits
each space.

The experimental electrical impedance tomograph (EIT) and software (1)
. They are used now in medical researches ( 2 )

in pulmonology. Main ad

vantages of the developed approach (3 )____ : the possibility of absolute conductivity
visualization in a human body cross section, high measurement rate up to 12 frames
per second. As essential parts of the tomography system, ( 4 )
ing system and database. According to ( 5 )

the data process

clinical results, the new device is ca

pable to diagnose number of pulmonary diseases including cancer. Impedance tomo
graphy (6) ____ substitute X-ray investigations in many cases as harmless and
accessible method. The system (7 )

also currently as means for lungs monitoring

at premature babies.
Magnetic Induction Tomography (MIT) unlike EIT ( 8 )

require electrical

contacts with the body. It uses interaction of oscillating magnetic field with ( 9 ) ____
media. Theoretical base of induction tomography, reconstruction algorithm and for
ward problem solver for the simulation of measurements (1 0 )____ developed.

1. A is created

В created

С creates

D are created

2. A major

В majority

С mainly

D main

3. A be

В are

С am

D is

4. A there is

В there

С there are

D there's

5. A the first

В first

С the one

D one

6. A could been

В could be

С able

D could

7. A is testing

В is tested

С are testing

D are tested

8. A do

В don't

С doesn't

D does

9. A conductive

В conductivity

С conduction

D conductor

10. A have

В have been

С has

D having
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Speaking

Make up a description of the following
medical

high-tech

equipment

using

word-combinations given below. (You
may sort them out and add your own
ones).
a. computer-based teleradiology instal
lation.
b. magnetic resonance imaging scanner
c. medical-image data-exchange sys
tem
d. computerized tomograph

telemedicine technology

real time

digitized images

computer-literate user

technical challenges

off-the-shelf hardware and software

high-resolution display

multimedia boom

diagnostic quality

sophisticated-imaging boards

contrast depth

clinical data

fast transaction speed

radiological images

high-bandwidth network

remote database

massive images

primary diagnostic readings

Task 2

a. Imagine that you have to prepare a report for international and local
companies producing medical equipment. They hope to increase their
activities in your region and need information on existing market of
diagnostic equipment and their perspectives to occupy a certain market
share and to expand it in the future.
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b. Work with a partner to conduct a survey within your group and
prepare a report on one of the following topics:
•

The most widely and frequently used diagnostic equipment;

• Potential patients of health professionals;
•

Criteria they take into account while choosing diagnostic centers;

• Medical equipment which will be in demand in the future.

Brainstorm possible questions covering each point and prepare a short questionnaire.

Writing

Write about 150 words on the topic "What kind of diagnostic examination have you
experienced?"
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Unit 7. Medical Devices

The first Russian and foreign Laser medical installations,
their basic units.
Tuning-in

Task 1.

Work in pairs and discuss what spheres lasers are used nowadays in.
Share your views with the group and compare ideas with those of your
groupmates.

What are operational opportunities of laser devices? Are these devices
cost-effective, convenient in operation? Can you explain why?

Task 2.

Tick (V) words which come to your mind when you think of the use of
laser installations in surgery.
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treatment

bloodless

burning out

operation

microsurgical

manual

universal

field

automatic

properties

scalpel

spectrum

influence

focused

application

living tissue

bunch

radiation

manipulator
gastroenteric
wide

Make up sentences on the subject using as many words from the list as possible.

Task 3.

Look at the picture taken from the Internet site of a well-known com
pany using laser in medicine. What kind of service do you think this
company provides? Name the most popular companies which provide
equipment for laser treatment.

551 M lllburn A v e n u e
Short dills, NJ 0 7 0 7 8
Tel: 9 7 3 .3 7 9 .2 5 4 4

Reading

Task 1

Use words from the box to complete the text below.

purulent

biostructures

irradiations

malignant tumours

opportunities

orthopedy

application

installations

manipulator
gastroenteric
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Lasers in medicine, especially in surgery are known more than one decade.
Gradually they win the place in a daily surgical practice. Progress in this
area depends on development and manufacture of laser devices with wide
operational (1)____ . They are inexpensive and convenient in operation.

The basic units of laser medical (2)
•

of any design are:

The block of generation of radiation;

• Power unit of a radiator;
•

System of leading and prompting of laser radiation to object;

•

The device of management and the control of parameters of radiation and
choice of a mode of (3 )_____.

В

One of the first laser medical installations developed in Russia was on the
basic of gas laser LG-22 (active substance - a mixture of carbonic gas with
nitrogen and helium). They were intended for carrying out bloodless surgical
operations and for irradiation of (4)___ . The next installation LGM-80-02
(“Analysis”) has also found wide (5)___ in medical practice. The basic func
tional units are: a rack with a radiator, the manipulator and the power supply.
Installation “Flower-1” is intended for carrying out surgical operations, in
cluding gastroenteric, superficial operations and (6)____ . Laser microsurgical
installation “Flower-2” created on the basis of the C02-laser of type LGN703 is used for burring out and preparation of thin (7)

in superficial and

deep operational fields by the focused laser radiation. This installation has the
device of management of a laser bunch and a microscope and the microsurgi
cal scalpel.
Surgical installations on the basis of the C02-lasers working in a continuous
mode are perspective for application in oncological, purulent surgery and at
operations of a (8)

path. Foreign laser installation Coherents System 450

(Germany-the USA) is intended for operations in gynecology, neurosurgery,
(9)
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. For prompting the focused infra-red radiation on an operative range

it is used He-NC-the laser (*61548; = 0,63 microns) with target capacity of
0,8 mV.
D

Laser surgical installation TLS-61 “Tungsram” (Hungary) contains the laser
on C 02, established in a rack connected to a power unit. Radiation by means
of systems of mirrors on the (10)

moves to a place of operation. Capacity

of radiation is up to 60 Bt in a continuous mode and a pulse mode has fre
quency of the following impulses 0,1; 0,2; 0,5; 1.
E

There exist some models of laser installations which can be used for treatment
of dermatological diseases and for elimination of hyperpigmentation and
other cosmetological defects.

Comprehension Check
Task 1.

Match each underlined word in column A with the word in column В
having a similar meaning. Be careful, there are some extra words in
column B.
A

1. Lasers in medicine, especiallv in surgerv are known

В

a) model

more than one decade.
2. Lasers win the place in a dailv surgical practice.

b) devices

3. Progress in using lasers depends on development of

c) power unit

laser devices with wide operational opportunities.
4. The first laser medical installations developed in

d) particularly

Russia were on the basis of gas laser LG-22.
5. “Flower-2” is used for burning out biostructures in

e) with the help of

superficial and deep operational fields.
6. Laser microsurgical installation “Flower-2” was cre

f) areas

ated on the basis of the C02-laser of type LGN-703.
7. Installation has the device of management of a laser

g) every day

bunch.
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8. Radiation bv means of svstems of mirrors on the ma

h) radiation

nipulator moves to a place of operation.
i) possibilities

j) control

Task 2.

Choose the best option for each of the following sentences.

1. Lasers in surgery are known...
a) more than one century;
b) more than one decade;
c) everywhere in the world.
2. Progress in surgical practice depends on the development of laser devices with...
a) active substances;
b) wide generation of radiation;
c) wide operational opportunities.
3. The basic unit of laser medical installations is:
a) a rack;
b) the block of generation of radiation;
c) gas unit.
4. The first Russian laser medical installations were intended for...
a) carrying out bloodless surgical operations;
b) a mixture of carbonic gas with nitrogen and helium;
c) staff management.
5. Installation “Flower-1” is used...
a) in perspective management;
b) for control of radiation;
c) in purulent surgery.
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6. Foreign laser installation Coherents System 450 is useful for operations...
a) in continuous mode;
b) in gynecology, neurosurgery, orthopedy;
c) in an irradiated zones.

7. In “Tungsram” (Hungary), radiation by means of systems of mirrors on the
manipulator moves...
a) to a place of operation;
b) to the creation of the following impulses 0,1; 0,2; 05: 1;
c) measuring devices.

Task 3.

Match the parts in A with parts in В to complete a sentence.

A
1. Lasers in medicine

В

a) are the basic units of laser
medical installations

2. Lasers in surgery win the place

b) is a mixture of carbonic gas
with nitrogen and helium

3. The development and manufacture of laser

c) in a daily surgical practice

devices with wide operational opportunities
4. The block of generation of radiation,

d) of dermatological diseases

power unit of a radiator, system of leading of
laser radiation to object
5. Active substance of a gas laser LG-22

e) are known more than one
decade

6. The first laser medical installations were

f) is necessary

used
7. “Analysis” has found

g) of the C02-laser of type
LGN-703

8. “Flower-1” is intended for carrying out

h) for carrying out bloodless
surgical operations
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9. “Flower-2” was created on the basis

i)

gastroenteric,

superficial

operations
10. Some models of laser installations can be

j) wide application in medical

used for treatment

practice

Task 4.

Which of the following sentences summarizes the main idea of the
paragraph most accurately?

A

1. Lasers win the place in a daily surgical practice.
2. Progress in surgical practice depends on the development of laser devices
with wide operational opportunities.
3. Laser installations used in medicine must have the basic units.

В

1. Russian laser installations have found wide application in medical practice.
2. The first laser installations were on the basis of gas laser LG-22.
3. The first laser medical installations were used for carrying out bloodless
surgical operations and for irradiation of malignant tumours.

С

1. ”Flow er-l” is intended for carrying out surgical operations.
2. ”Flower-2” has the device of management of a laser beam and a micro
scope and the microsurgical scalpel.
3. Surgical laser installations on the basis of the C 02 are perspective for
application in oncological, purulent surgery and at operations of a gastro
enteric path.

D

1. Laser surgical installation “Tungsram” is established in a rack connected to
a power unit.
2. Foreign laser installations are successfully used for operations in gyneco
logy, neurosurgery and orthopedy.
3. Capacity of radiation in “Tangsram” is in a continuous mode.
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E

1. There are laser installations for the use in dermatology and cosmetology.
2. There exist many models of laser installations.
3. Hyperpigmentation can be treated.

Vocabulary and Language Focus
Match words in A with words in В to form word combinations and use

Task 1.

them in the text below.

A

В

• American

• layer

•

• tissue

comial

• refractive

• keratotomy

•

•

endothelial

ophthalmologists

• tissue

• incisions

• radial

•

• vision

• lacerations

•

comial

•

correction

• protective

•

surface

• biological

•

ablation

surgery

History of laser eye surgery

1. There has been an interest i n

for almost 100 years.

2. Lans, a Dutch professor of Ophthalmology, laid out the basic principles o f ____
as early as 1898.
3. In Japan, in the 1930’s, Sato did some pioneering work w ith
4. He placed incisions in th e

.

of the cornea as well as the epithelial surface, but

this technique resulted in late decompensation for many of his patients.
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5. Dr. Fyodorov from Russia practically applied refractory surgery through radial
keratotomy in a case of eye trauma in the 1970’s. He was treating a boy whose
glasses had broken, causing

.

6. After recovery, this patient’s refraction was significantly less myopic than prior to
the injury. Fyodorov then worked out a formula which made this procedure more
predictable than it had ever been before. In 1978,

became interested in these

findings. Since that time radial keratotomy has been performed on over 2 million
patients.
7. Working in the IBM research laboratories, Dr. Srinivasin saw the potential of the
Excimer laser in interacting w ith

. Dr. Steven Trokel, an ophthalmologist,

finally made that connection to the cornea.
8. This laser machine emits a non-thermal, cold beam, that breaks the carbon-carbon
bonds between molecules thus cau sin g

. The Excimer laser has proved its

safety and effectiveness since 1987. At present, refractive surgery is most effec
tive for myopia, astigmatism.
9. LASIK is the most recent advance in la s e r

. LASIK is an acronym for laser

Assisted In-situ Keratomileusis. Thanks to LASIK the surface of the cornea
remains largely intact and patients see better more quickly.
10.LASIK was performed in US clinical trials in 1991. Ophthalmologists have
been reshaping the cornea for over 35 years and using the excimer laser since the
1980 s.
Nowadays the laser is used for treatment of low myopia up to - 6.00 diopters and
astigmatism up to - 4.00 diopters.
There are three major manufacturers of the Excimer laser equipment: Summit
Technology, Visx and Niclek.

Task 2.

Read the text again and underline the predicates. Name the tense form
and comment on its use in the context. What tense form is predominant
in the text and why?
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There is a mistake in each of the sentences. Find it and suggest the cor

Task 3.

rect variant.
1. The lasers are apply in ophthalmology.
2. MACDEL - 00.00.09 infrared beam affect the sectors of ciliany’s muscle.
3. If improve the nutrition of tissues and eliminates the spasm which is the major
cause of developing myopia.
4. The cycle of therapy includes ten procedure.
5. Each cycle last for 3 minutes and is repeated every six months.
6. MACDEL - 00.00.09 is portable. It do not require special room or service.
7. This set can be use by junior medical personnel.
8. Three groups of people needs preventive therapy:
- children and teenagers up to 18;
- pilots, drivers, computer specialists;
- patients after myopia correcting operation.
9. Increase in the transporting function blood is one of the effects of MACDEL 00.00.09.
10.This technology are based on the fundamental research of Helmholtz Medical Re
search Institute.
Read the passage below and decide which answer А, В, С or D best fits

Task 4.

each space.
Lasers (1 )

w idely

in modern control-measuring devices, computer. They

allow to (2) internal defects in different mechanisms quickly and safely. The laser (3)
becomes the reliable assistant to builders, cartographers, archeologists, doctors.
Laser radiation influences power processes in (4 )
tective and (5 )
today (6 )

abilities of a human body. The results of using laser technique
impressive. A lot of (7 )

stallations (8 )

problems can be solved. Many laser in

positive references of specialists.

Practical use of lasers in surgery (9 )
(1 0 )

system. It also develops pro

in the USSR in 1966. Laser beam does not

a pain so the use of anesthesia is not required.
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1. A can use

В are used

С is used

D can to use

2. A definded

В defines

С define

D is definded

3. A ray

В sun

С razor

D resort

4. A nervy

В nerveless

С nerve

D nervous

5. A degenerative

В regenerative

С regenerator

D regeneration

6. A are

В is

С be

D am

7. A globule

В globose

С global

D globe

8. A lias not

В having

С has

D have

9. A begin

В began

С begun

D begins

10. A cause

В course

С court

D courtly

Speaking
T ask 1.

Make up a description o f :
a.

the

basic

units

of

laser

medical installations
b.

thefirst

Russian

laser

installations used in medicine
c.

foreign laser installations

Use adjectives given below. (You
may sort these adjectives out, add your own characteristics).
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inexpensive

medical

modern

convenient

purulent

compact

bloodless

malignant

reliable

surgical

continuous

high-tech

wide

perspective

dermatological

deep

oncological

cosmetological

basic

gastroenteric

safe

Task 2.

a. Imagine that you have to prepare a report for international and local
companies producing laser installations. They hope to increase their
activities in your region and need information on existing market of
laser devices for medicine and their perspectives to occupy a certain
market share and to expand it in the future.

b. Work with a partner to conduct a survey within your group and
prepare a report on one of the following topics:
• Use of laser in different spheres of medicine.
• Advantages of using laser devices in medicine.
• Devices that will be in demand in future.

c. Brainstorm possible questions covering point and prepare a short
questionnaire.

Writing.

Describe advantages and disadvantages of using laser devices in medicine
(150 words).
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Unit 8. A Brief History of ElectrocardiographyProgress through Technology
First explorations of bioelectricity and electricity generated
by the heart.
Reading
Task 1.

Use words from the box to complete the text below.
modification

ECG

contraction

electrocardiographic

beating

photosensitive

discharging

electrometer

measuring
electricity
Knowledge of bioelectricity started with the observation by L.Galvani in
1987 that a frog muscle contracted when exposed to an electrical ( 1 ) ____
process. Galvani postulated the idea of animal ( 2 ) ____ , which was for a
long time strongly opposed by Alessandro Volta. Only after the develop
ment of sensitive Galvanometers (Nobili in 1825 and others) it was possible
to prove that there are changes and currents within the frog itself. Matteucci
demonstrated in 1843 that also from the resting heart muscle electrical
current could be measured.
DuBois-Reymond has investigated these phenomena in details and intro
duced for the changing current associated with muscle ( 3 )
“action potential”. An action current on the spontaneous (4)

the term
heart

assosiated with the systolic shortering of the myocard fibres has been first
observed by Koelliker and Muller.
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В

DuBois-Reymond developed - by applying a galvanometer - an instru
ment capable of delivery of stimulation pulses to muscles and ( 5 ) ____
discharge currents in a shortly alternating modus. Because of its “flow
slicing” it was called a “rheotome”
In 1878 Engelmann was the first to present graphically the time course of
the variations in electric potential of the frog heart obtained by Bernstein’s
differential rheotome, a ( 6 )

of the DuBois-Reymong instrument. The

first to record electric potentials associated with the beating heart from the
body surface was Augustus Desiree Waller in 1887-1888. Waller carried
out his studies using the capillary ( 7 )

invented by the French physi

cist Gabriel Li ppm arm in 1873.
Figure 1 depicts the capillary electrometer.

Fig.l

The capillary electrometer as constructed by Fippmann in 1873. Its
function is based on the principle of polarization and surface tension at the
mercury - sulfuric acid interface. Electric potentials are sensed by the two
wires connected with the sulfuric acid and with the mercury. If the poten
tial difference changes, the mercury meniscus will be moving. The position
of the meniscus could be observed by a microscope or by projected onto a
screen.
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D

If that screen is covered with (8)

material and the screen is moved

perpendicular to the axis of the capillary, time varying potential differences
may be seen on the photosensitive screen as function of the length (x-axis).
The lower part of the figure shows three tracings: on top t a time marking
at every 50 ms, in the middle the cardioscope recording and trace ё is the
electrometer recording.
By means of the capillary electrometer Waller investigated systematically
the potential distributions associated with the beating heart on man and
animals.
Figure 2 depicts a display from Waller’s original publication in 1887.
NORMAL
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Fig-2 Distribution of negative and positive potentials on human and animal body
surfaces. Waller even predicted the reversal of the electrical pattern in case
of situs inversus.
E

Between 1893 and 1896 George J.Burch and Willem Einthoven developed
methods of calibrating and correcting records obtained from the capillary
electrometer and predicted finally a signal shape which was close to the
“true” ECG shape (see Figure 3). Einthoven’s denomination of ( 9 ) ____
wave forms is in use until today.
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Fig.3 Electrocardiographic notation suggested by Einthoven which resulted from
his work with the capillary electrometer and which is very similar to that in
use at present time.
It deserves our unrestricted admiration that and how these scientists (with
out tools of modem systems theory) predicted the (1 0 )

signal just by

“thinking” before its shape has been confirmed so brilliantly by the next
generation of electrical measurement instruments.

Comprehension Check
Task 1.

Match each underlined word in column A with the word in column В
having a similar meaning. Be careful, there are some extra words in col
umn B.
The Einthoven string galvanometer
В

A
1. Einthoven was not safisfied with the sluggishness,

a) investigation

its slow response time, and the poor accuracy of the

b) draught

Capillary electrometer. He therefore started in 1990

c) important

the development of a new galvanometer, which he

d) put

described in detail 1901, 1903. He called it string

e) lawfully

galvanometer and its essential features were.

f) regulated
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2. a) A strong electromagnet with two pole pieces.

g)rescue

b) A silver-coated quartz string with adjustable me

h) later on

chanical tension fixed between the pole pieces.

i) disregarded

c) Peepholes within the middle of the pole pieces for

j) basic

observation of the string position.

k) compressed

d) By means of a system of condensing and projecting

1) include

lenses a projection system was designed that would
allow to produce a one-millimetre displacement of the
shadow of a string on a screen scale if a current of
1СГ11 A would flow through the string.

3. The inertia of the string could be neglected, a set
tling time of less than 1 ms for a voltage step of -2
mV can be estimated from Einthoven’s figures.
__
r
“ “.л,*
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4. Figure 4 shows a schematic drawing from Eintho
ven of the key parts of the string galvanometer. Fig. 4
a (left side). Pole pieces of the electromagnet between
which the silver coated quartz string is suspended. Fig.
4 b (right side). Sketch of the electromagnet with pole
pieces and the “microscopes” for illumination and ob
servation of the string.
Figure 5 shows a photograph of the final string galva
nometer.
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Fig. 5. Einthoven String Galvanometer (from H.A.
Snellen; Willem Einthoven - Father of Electrocardi
ography, Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1995, p.33.)
5. To produce a magnetic flux of more than 20,000
gauss Einthoven used an electromagnet. The high cur
rent necessary required that the whole magnet was
covered by winding of a tube for water-cooling.
The complete system for recording of electrocardio
grams or other time-varying signals comprised the
string galvanometer, an arch lamp, the projecting sys
tem, a timing system (a rotating bicycle wheel with
spoken interrupting the light beam at regular times),
and the falling glass plate camera.
6.This first electrocardiograph of Einthoven weighted
about 600 pounds and required five people for opera
tion. Subsequently several companies started a redes
ign to make the system marketable. The most popular
model Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company in
London (see Figure 6).
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Fig.6. The first table-model electrocardiograph manu
factured by Einthoven by the Cambridge Scientific In
strument Company of London in 1911. On the right
hand side the arch lamp, in the centre on the table the
string galvanometer, and below the switching board
for the leads, next left to the camera the timer (rotating
wheel with spokes), and on the left hand side the falling-plate camera (from Burch, De Pasquale, A His
tory of Electrocardiography p.33).
7. Using the Einthoven String Galvanometer Electro
cardiographs fundamental research started by Eintho
ven himself, Sir Thomas Lewis, and many others to
understand the electrographic signal at all.
8.In 1913 Einthoven, Fahr, de Waart published a first
summarizing fundamental paper: “Uber die Richtung
und die manifeste Grosse der Potentialschwankunger
im menschlichen Herzen und tiber den Einflu[3 der
Herzlage auf die Form des Elektrokardiogramms,\
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9.With this paper not only the first standards for ECG
leads have been set but also the triumphant march of
electrocardiography as a (noninvasive) tool for clinical
heart function analysis started.
10. Lesitimatelv Einthoven was awarded with the No
bel Prize in 1924 for his discovery on the mechanism
of the electrocardiogramm.

T a s k 2.

Choose the best option for each of the following sentences.

1. Knowledge of bioelectricity started with the observation by L.Galvani that a frog
muscle...
a) was charged within the frog itself;
b) could be measured.;
c) contracted when exposed to an electrical discharging process.

2.

DuBois - Reymond introduced for the changing current associated with muscle
contraction...
a) the investigation of this phenomenon;
b) the term “action potential”;
c) L.Galvani observation.

3. DuBois - Reymond developed an instrument capable o f ...
a) delivery of stimulation pulses to muscles and measuring discharge currents;
b) shortening of the myocard fibres;
c) applying a galvanometer.
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4. Augustus Desiree Waller was the first to record electric potential associated
with ...
a) the principle of polarization;
b) the beating heart from the body surface;
c) the two wires connected with the sulfuric acid and with the mercury.

5. The capillary electrometer was invented...
a) by L.Galvani in 1787;
b) by Augustus Desiree Waller in 1887-1888;
c) by the French physicist Gabriel Li ppm arm in 1873.

6. George J. Bunch and Willem Einthoven developed methods o f ...
a) calibrating and correcting records obtained from the capillary electrometer;
b) the potential distributions associated with the beating heart;
c) using the photosensitive screen.

7. Einthoven’s denomination of electrocardiographic waveforms is...
a) similar to many other electrical instruments;
b) in use until today;
c) obtained from the capillary electrometer.

T ask

3.

Match the parts in A with parts in В to complete a sentence.

A

В

1. After invention of the vacuum tube a) the physical characteristics of ECG
the small electrical signals from the recording
heart
2. Vacuum tubes could amplify the b) are replacing all of the conventional
electrocardiogram instead of
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ECG recording system

3. In 1928 Frank Sanborn’s company c) could be amplified
converted their table model ECG ma
chine
4. One of the first amplifier type elec d) was the development of pen-writing
trocardiographs in Europe

instruments by Duchosal and Luthi in
Switzerland in 1932

5. A further significant step was made

e) the mechanical amplification of the
string galvanometer

6. The cathode ray oscilloscope im f) with a frequency content up to
proved considerably

800 Hz

7. A technical breakthrough for wide g) into their first portable version,
application of electrocardiography in weighing 50 pounds and powered by a
clinics and at general practitioners

GV automobile battery

8. Different principles were used for h) was developed by Siemens and / Halwriting on paper

ske in Germany in 1934

9. The later developed ink-jet writing i) such as the heated pen or the pigment
system by Siemens Elema has made writing system (Fritz Schwarzer Com
possible the paper recording of signals

pany 1946)

10. With introduction of the computers j) after invention of the cathode ray tube
onto electrocardiography write-out sys
tems such as the thermal print head de
vices and laser printers

Task 4.

Which of the following sentences summarizes the main idea of the para
graph most correctly?

1. The term “action potential” was introduced by DuBois-Reymond.
2. The idea of animal electricity was adopted after the development of sensi
tive Galvanometers in 1825.
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3. Galvani’s idea of animal electricity was strongly opposed by Alessandro
Volta.
В

1. The systolic shortening of the myocard fibres has been first observed by
Koelliker and Muller.
2. DuBois-Reymond applied a galvanometer for his study.
3. Investigations made by Koelliker and Muller and by DuBois-Reymond
lead to the presentation of a “rheotome”.

с

1. Using different instruments scientists could record electric potentials
associated with the beating heart from the body surface.
2. Waller used the capillary electrometer invented by Gabriel Lippmann
in 1873.
3. Engelmann presented a modification of the DuBois-Reymond instru
ment.

D

1. Changes of the potential difference.
2. The position of the meniscus could be observed by a microscope.
3. The description of the cappilary electrometer work constructed by
Lippmann in 1873.

E

1. Methods of correcting records were obtained from the capillary elec
trometer.
2. Prediction of a signal shape made by J.Burch and Willem Einthoven was
close to the “true” ECG shape.
3. Similarity of the capillary electrometer with those ones used at present
time.

Vocabulary and Language Focus
Task 1.

Match words in A with words in В to form word combinations and use
them in sentences below.
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A

В

•

extensive

•

conduction

•

ohmic

•

electrocardiograms

•

electron

• research

• metallic

• problems

•

electrolytic

• processes

•

low distortion

•

development

• thermodynamic

• resistors

• related

•

• biochemical

• medium

• purposive

•

conductors

forces

•

1. There is a basic difference in generation and representation of electric signals in
biological tissue an d

.

2. In biological tissue electrical fields are generated b y

.

3. In biochemical processes ions are separated, concentrated, and moved on account
of

, concentration gradients or impressed electrical potential gradients.

4. The problem in making electrical measurements from biological tissue is there
fore that potential differences to be measured reside in a n

.

5. In its turn the measurement instruments are connected by metallic wires
w ith
6.

.
was necessary in electrochemistry and physics to understand the behaviour

of electrolytes, phase boundaries, electrical surface phenomena, etc., involved in
bio signal pick up.
7. Only after this research a

of electrodes for low noise, high fidelity pick-up

of bioelectric signals became possible.
8. A complete model of the skin electrode interface a n d

has been published by

Glatzke and others.
9. Because of involved current dependent voltage sources, capacitances, a n d ____
this interface acts as a (non-linear) high pass filter.
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10.Specific electrode design and high input impedance amplifiers have contributed
significantly to the acquisition o f

.

e /

Metal

Figure 7. At skin electrode interfaces a transformation of electric conductivity has to
take place. In electrolytes (e.g., body tissue), anions A- and cations K+ represent the
current, but in electrical equipment (e.g., lead cables), electrons e- represents the cur
rent. Metal electrode and electrolyte form an electric half-cell with conductivity
transformation and galvanic potentials.

Task 2

Read the text again and underline all the predicates.
Name the tense form and comment on its use in the context. What tense
is predominant in the text and why?

Task 3

There is a mistake in each of the sentences. Find it and suggest the cor
rect variant.

1. One of the first amplifier type electrocardiographs in Europe were developed by
Siemens and Halske in Germany in 1934.
2. A far significant step was made after invention of the cathode ray tube.
3. The cathode ray oscilloscope being improved considerably the physical character
istics of ECG recording.
4. After that new avenues for electrocardiographic research, e.g., vectorcardiogra
phy, were open.
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5. A technical break for wide application of electrocardiography in clinics was the
development of pen-writing instruments.
6. A first system was developed in Switzerland at 1932.
7. These instrument was produced and marketed by the Hellige Instrument Com
pany.
8. The inertia of the penwriting systems has given rise to discussions about the fidel
ity of the ECG recordings.
9. Laser printers is replacing all the conventional ECG recording systems.
10. At this point recording time dependent signals without distortion is not any
much a problem.
Task 4

Read the passage below and decide which answer А, В, С or D best fits
each space.
Electrocardiography in the era of microelectronics.

Introduction of the semiconductor technology ( 1 )

also in electrocardiography

dramatically the miniaturization. Computer application is not subject of this
contribution, however, today already more than half of the marketed electrocardio
graphs ( 2 ) ____ . Very often now “stand-alone” ECG amplifiers ( 3 )
tion with a PC. These amplifiers ( 4 )

in connec

also analog to digital converters. They

transmit the digitized ECG signal often in form of infrared pulses ( 5 )

glass fi

bres.
Miniaturization in electronics ( 6 )
tive electrodes”) ( 7 )

continue. Electrodes built in amplifiers (“ac

already. Single-channel ECG amplifiers ( 8 )

into a

wristwatch with the bottom and cap prepared as electrodes for pick up of Lead I.
Mini-channel “personal” ECG devices with telecommunication capabilities for am
bulatory monitoring and home ( 9 )

are designed, sometimes integrated into mo

bile phones.
Electrocardiography will remain a key non-invasive functional health test and may
move out from the (1 0 )

office directly to the patient.
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1 A have acceler

В has accelerated

ated
2 A are “computer

С have been acceler

D has been acceler

ated

ated

С am “computer

D be “computerized”

В is “computerized”

ized”

ized”

3 A is used

В be used

С are used

D am used

4 A contain

В contains

С containing

D container

5 A thou

В thought

С though

D through

6 A wile

В will

С wild

D wilt

С have been devel

D has being devel

oped

oped

С being integrated

D have been inte

7 A is being devel
В has been developed

oped
8 A has integrated

В has been inte
grated

grated

9 A care

В car

С carat

D caramel

10 A physical’s

В physician’s

С physicist’s

D physiology’s

Speaking

Task 1.

Make up a description of the key parts of Einthoven String Galvanome
ter using the adjectives given below.
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essential

mam

strong

practical

adjustable

less

efficient

slow

ordinary

poor
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Task 2.

Work with a partner. Discuss the following items:

• First explorations of bioelectricity and electricity generated by the heart.
•
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The development of string galvanometer. Its essential features.

• Electrode technology and ECG recording.
•

The use of electrocardiographs nowadays.

Brainstorm possible questions covering each point.

Task3.

Imagine that you have to prepare a report for international conference
and make it. Your topic is “A Brief History of Electrocardiography and
its use in the era of microelectronics”.

Writing.

Write an article for a scientific magazine (200 words) beginning like this.
One of the most serious problems facing world medicine today is the problem with
heart diseases. Electrocardiograph is ...
Make notes before you start.
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Unit 9. Ultrasound Equipment

Tuning-in

Task 1.

Work in pairs and discuss whatever your know about:
- ultrasoundwaves?
- Sphere of physics Christian Andreas Doppler worked in?

Share your views with the group and compare ideas with those of your groupmates.

Task 2.

Tick (v) words which come to your mind when you think of ultrasound
capabilities?

movement

decrease

measurement

volume

frequency

ultrasonic wave

source of sound

equal

pitch

direction

increase

hertz

amplitude

value

speed

propagate

transmit

medium

Task 3.

Do quizes to prove your knowledge of wave physics and Doppler ultra
sound effect.
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Quiz 1.

Check your knowledge of wave physics.

1. If a boy is running toward a source of sound of frequency f, will the boy
hear a sound of frequency higher, lower or equal than f?
(“higher”, “lower”, “equal”)
2.

If a boy is running away from source of sound of frequency f, will the boy
hear a sound of frequency higher, lower or equal than f?
(“higher”, “lower”, “equal”)

3. A woman sees a flash of lightning 1865 m away from her. How long does
the sound take to reach her ears?
4. By blowing harder into a flute, you...
a. increase the frequency.
b. Decrease the pitch.
c. Increase the amplitude.
d. Decrease the volume.
5.

Can passengers who travel faster than sound speed (Mach 1) hear a sound
that is produced inside the airplane?
(“yes”, “no”)

6.

Can sound travel through the universe?
(“yes”, “no”)

7.

If two waves with frequency ratios of 5:6 reach the ear at the same time, is
it considered as noise?
(“yes”, “no”)

8.

What is the lowest value in hertz of an ultrasonic wave?

Quiz 2.

Check your knowledge of the Doppler Effect.
Multiple choice.

1. What sort of waves exhibit the Doppler effect?
a.

light waves.
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2.

3.

b.

water waves.

c.

sound waves.

d.

all of the above.

e.

none of the above.

The Doppler effect is produced if
a.

the source is in motion.

b.

the detector is in motion.

c.

both of the above.

d.

none of the above.

Two vehicles at driving, in the same direction, down a highway at 100
km/h. A passenger in the leading car sound a 100 Hz whistle. What fre
quency will a passenger in the following car hear?

4.

a.

< 1000 Hz

b.

> 1000 Hz

c.

1000 Hz

d.

100 Hz

The cars described in the question above pass a stationary pedestrian,
standing by the side of the road. If the speed of sound in still air is 1200
km/h, what frequency does the pedestrian hear as the cars approach? What
frequency does the pedestrian hear as the cars recede?
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a.

1000 Hz and 1000 Hz.

b.

1091 Hz and 923 Hz.

c.

923 Hz and 1091Hz.

d.

1091 Hz and 1091 Hz.

e.

923 Hz and 923 Hz.

Discussion

T ask 1.

Work with your partner. Read the following quotes which give defini
tion and describe the Doppler effect. Decide which of these you would
be ready to accept and share your views.

The Doppler effect
is
the apparent
change in frequency and wavelength of a
wave that is perceived by an observer mov
ing relative to the source of the waves.
For waves, such as sound w aves that propagate in a
wave

medium,

the velocity of the

observer and the

source are reckoned relative to the medium in which
the w aves are transm itted.

The total Doppler effect may therefore result from either
motion of the source or motion of the observer.
Each o f t h e s e e f f e c t s i s analyzed s e p a r a t e l y . For
waves which do not require a medium, such as l i g h t or
g r a v i t y in s p e c i a l r e l a t i v i t y only the r e l a t i v e d i f 
ference in v e l o c i t y between the observer and the
source needs to be considered.
T ask 2.

Work in pairs. Look at the photograph below and decide

What’s happening in it.
Where is a source of waves moving to?
Where is the frequency higher? Lower?

Reading A

Task 1.

Use words from the box to complete the text below.

ultrasound techniques

fetal circulations

phase shift

high amplitude

series of pulses

flow velocities

imaging flow

slight differences

stationary tissue

Doppler ultrasound: principles and practice

In recent years, the capabilities of ultrasound flow imaging have increased enor
mously.
Color flow imaging is now a commonplace. Doppler provides new ways of (1)
. With such versatility, it is tempting to employ the technique for ever more
demanding applications and tries to measure increasingly subtle changes in the ma
ternal and ( 2 ) _____ . To avoid misinterpretation of results, however, it is essential
for the user of Doppler ultrasound to be aware of the factors that affect the Doppler
signal, whether it is a color flow image or a Doppler sonogram. Competent use of
Doppler (3 )

requires an understanding of three key components:

(1) The capabilities and limitations of Doppler ultrasound;
(2) The different parameters which contribute to the flow display;
(3) Blood flow in arteries and veins.

Ultrasound images of flow, whether color flow or spectral Doppler, are essentially
obtained from measurements of movement. In ultrasound scanners, a ( 4 )

is

transmitted to detect movement of blood. Echoes from ( 5 )

are the same from

pulse to pulse. Echoes from moving scatterers exhibit ( 6 )

in the time for the

signal to be returned to the receiver. These differences can be measured as a direct
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time difference or, more usually, in terms of a ( 7 )

from which the “Doppler

frequency” is obtained. They are then processed to produce either a color flow dis
play or a Doppler sonogram.
All types of Doppler ultrasound equipment employ filters to cut out the ( 8 ) _____ ,
low frequency Doppler signals resulting from tissue movement, for instance due to
vessel wall motion. Filter frequency can usually be altered by the user, for example,
to exclude frequencies below 50, 100 or 200 Hz. This filter frequency limits the
minimum (9 )

that can be measured.

Comprehension Check
Task 1.

Match each underlined word in column A with the word in column В
having a similar meaning. Be careful, there are some extra words in
column B.
A

В

1. In recent years, the capabilities

a) mainly

of ultrasound flow imaging have

b) receive

increased enormouslv.

c) control
d) equipment

2. Color flow imaging is now

e) greatly

commonplace.

f) find

3. It is essential for the user of

g) triviality, platitude

Doppler ultrasound to be aware of

h) display

the factors that affect the Doppler

i) to be well-informed

signal.

j) possibilities

4. Competent use of Doppler ultra

k) detector

sound techniques requires an un

1) promote

derstanding of three components.

m) displacement
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5. The main components are: the
capabilities

and

limitations

of

Doppler ultrasound; the different
parameters which contribute to the
flow display, etc.
6. How these components contrib
ute to the quality of Doppler ultra
sound images?
7. How to obtain good images in
all flow imaging modes?
8. Ultrasound images of flow are
essentially obtained from meas
urements of movement.
9. In ultrasound scanners, a series
of pulses is transmitted to detect
movement of blood.
10. Echoes from moving scatterers
exhibit slight differences to be re
turned to the receiver.
11.

These

differences

can

be

measured in terms of a phase shift
from which the “Doppler fre
quency” is obtained.
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Reading В

Study words from the box to understand the text Medical ultrasonography and use
them in your own sentences and situations.

lesion [li:^n]

- изменение, поражение

scanning

- изображение (при компьютерной или ультразвуковой
томографии)

obstetric

- акушерский

pregnancy

- беременность

penetration

- проникновение

fetus

- плод

womb [wu:m]

- матка

drainage

- отсасывание

to scatter

- рассеивать

adipose tissue

- жировая ткань

attenuation

- ослабление

superficial

- поверхностный, неглубокий

muscles

- мышцы

tendon

- сухожилие

breast

- 1. молочная железа, грудь
2.

грудная клетка

neonatal

- новорожденный

fontanel

- родничок

liver

- печень

kidney

- почка

T ask 1.

Read the text without paying attention to the blanks.
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Medical ultrasonography

Medical ultrasonography (sonography) is an ultrasound-based diagnostic imaging
technique used to visualize muscles and internal organs, their size, structure and any
pathological lesions (1)_____ . Obstetric sonography is commonly used during preg
nancy.
In physics the term “ultrasound” applies to all acoustic energy with a frequency
above human hearing (20,000 Hertz or 20 kilohertz). Typical diagnostic sonography
scanners operate in the frequency range of 2 to 13 megahertz. ( 2 ) _____ . The choice
of frequency is a trade-off between the image spatial_resolution and the penetration
depth into the patient, with lower frequencies giving less resolution and greater im
aging depth.

A fetus in the womb, viewed in a sonogram

“3D ultrasound” of a developing fetus at 29 weeks
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Uses
Sonography (ultrasonography) is widely utilized in medicine. It is possible to per
form diagnosis or therapeutic procedures with the guidance of sonography (for in
stance biopsies or drainage of fluid collections). Sonographers are medical profes
sionals who perform scans for diagnostic purposes, they work with specialized
doctors who provide reports of the images obtained ( 3 ) _____ . Sonographers typi
cally use a hand-held probe (called a transducer) that is placed directly on and moved
over the patient: a water-based gel ensures good coupling between the patient and
scan head ( 4 ) _____ . Ultrasound image quality is limited by the amount of overlying
adipose (fat) tissue, ( 5 )

and greater depth leads to attenuation of the sound

beam. Superficial structures such as muscles, tendons, testes, breast and neonatal
brain (through the fontanel’s) are imaged at a higher frequency (7-15 MHz), which
provides better axial and lateral resolution. Deeper structures such as liver and kid
ney are imaged at a lower frequency 1-6 MHz with lower axial and lateral resolution
but greater penetration.

Medical sonography is used in, for example:
• Cardiology; see echocardiography
• Endocrinology
•

Gastroenterology

•

Gynecology

•

Obstetrics

•

Ophthalmology

• Urology
• Musculoskeletal tendons, muscles nerves
•

Vascular, arteries and veins

•

Intravascular ultrasound (e.g. ultrasound guided fluid aspiration, fine needle aspi
ration, guided injections)

•

Interventional

•

Contrast enhanced ultrasound
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Task 2.

Five sentences have been removed from the text you will find them
below.

a) Read the text again and insert each sentence in its appropriate position.
A It hundreds of times greater than this limit.
В ... as fatty tissue tends to scatter the sound...
С This technique makes them useful for scanning the organs.
D This eliminates the air between the transducer head and the skin.
E They are called sonologists.

b) Name the tense form and comment on its use in the context. What tense form is
predominant in the text and why?

Task 3.

Read the text again in details and answer the following questions.

1. What is medical ultrasonography used to?
2. What kind of sonography is used during pregnancy?
3. What frequency of acoustic energy does the term “ultrasound” apply to?
4. What kind of procedures is it possible to perform with the guidance of sonogra
phy?
5. Sonographers typically use a hand-held probe, don’t they?
6. Why is quality of ultrasound image limited?
7. How are superficial and deeper structures imaged?
8. What spheres of medicine is sonography used in?

Vocabulary and Language Focus

Task 1.

You are going to read the text about ultrasonography.
Work with a partner and decide whether the following problems are dis
cussed in it.
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• Description of a probe and its work.
• Differences in the speed of sound.
•

Creation of 2D-image.

•

The range of the frequencies used for medical imaging.

Linear Array Scan Head

Now read the text and check whether your predictions were correct

Ultrasonography (sonography) uses a probe containing one or more acoustic trans
ducers to send pulses of sound into a material. Whenever a sound wave encounters a
material with a different acoustical impedance, part of the sound wave is reflected,
which the probe detects as an echo. The time it takes for the echo to travel back to
the probe is measured and used to calculate the depth of the tissue interface causing
the echo. The greater the difference between acoustic impedances, the larger the echo
is. The difference between gases and solids is so great that most of the acoustic en
ergy is reflected, and so imaging of objects beyond that region is not possible.

The speed of sound is different in different materials, and is dependent on the acous
tical impedance of the material. However, the ultrasound scanner assumes that the
acoustic velocity is constant at 1540 m/s. Although part of the acoustic energy is lost
every time an echo is formed, this effect is small compared to the attenuation of
sound due to absorption.
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To generate a 2D-image, the ultrasound beam is swept, either mechanically, or elec
tronically using a phased array of acoustic transducers. The received data are proc
essed and used to construct the image.

The frequencies used for medical imaging are generally in the range of 1 to 13 MHz.
Higher frequencies have a correspondingly shorter wavelength, and so images can
have a greater resolution. However, the attenuation of the sound wave is increased at
higher frequencies, so in order to have better penetration of deeper tissues, a lower
frequency (3-5 MHz) is used.
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Task 2.

Look through the following passages (a, b, c) and be ready to speak about

a) Strengths of sonography

•

It images muscle and soft tissue very well and is particularly useful for delineat
ing the interfaces between solid and fluid-filled spaces.

•

It renders “live” images, where the operator can dynamically select the most use
ful section for diagnosing and documenting changes, often enabling rapid diagno
ses.

•

It shows the structure of organs.

•

It has no known long-term side effects and rarely causes any discomfort to the pa
tient.

• Equipment is widely available and comparatively flexible.
•

Small, easily carried scanners are available; examinations can be performed at the
bedside.

• Relatively inexpensive compared to other modes of investigation (e.g. computed
X-ray tomography, DEXA or magnetic resonance imaging).

b) Weaknesses of ultrasound imaging

• Large body habitus, obese patients limit image quality as the overlying adipose
tissue (fat) scatters the sound and greater depth the sound waves need to travel
attenuate or weaken the signal on transmission and relection back to the trans
ducer. A fetus close to the surface will be imaged at a higher resolution than those
at greater distance to the skin surface.
• Ultrasound devices have trouble penetrating bone. For example, ultrasound imag
ing of the brain is very limited.
• Ultrasound can detect fluid surrounding the lung (pleural effusion) but the high
impedance mismatch between the solid tissues and the air filled lungs limits
image.
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• Ultrasound performs very poorly when there is a gas between the scan head and
the organ of interest, due to the extreme differences in acoustical impedance. For
example, overlying gas in the gastrointestinal tract often makes ultrasound scan
ning of the pancreas difficult, and lung imaging is not possible (apart from
demarcating pleural effusions).
• Even in the absence of bone or air, the depth penetration of ultrasound is limited,
making it difficult to image structures deep in the body, especially in obese
patients.
•

The method is operator-dependent. A high level of skill and experience is needed
to acquire good-quality images and make accurate diagnoses.

•

There is no scout image as there is with CT and MR. Once an image is acquired
there is no exact way to tell which part of the body was imaged.

c) Dangers of ultrasound imaging

There have been disputes whether ultrasound is safe. Since ultrasound is energy,
there are questions such as “What are the energy waves doing to my tissue?”. A
meta-analysis of several ultrasonography studies were performed showing that there
were no statistical significant harmful effects from ultrasonography. This however
does not rule out the possibility that harmful effects are present, although they must
be so small as not to show up in the sample sizes of choice in the studies. In addition,
the report states in its main results that there is a lack of data with regard to long
term substantive outcomes such as neurodevelopment.

There may be a number of side-effects, including but not necessarily limited to: • Heat development: Local tissue absorbs the ultrasound energy and increases the
temperature of those tissues.
•

Bubble formation; dissolved gases come out of the solution due to local heat in
creases.
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A study at the Yale Medical School found a correlation between prolonged and
frequent use of ultrasound and abnormal neuronal migration in mice.

A study published in 2001 by a team working at the Karolinska Institute in Stock
holm found a correlation between the number of scans received by male fetuses and
subsequent left-handedness.

Speaking

The creation of an image from sound is done in three steps - producing a
sound wave, receiving echoes, and interpreting those echoes.
Task 1.

Look through information given below.

Producing a sound wave

Medical Sonographic Scanner

From sound to image
In medical ultrasonography, a sound wave is typically produced by creating
short, strong pulses of sound from a phased array of piezoelectric transducers (usu
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ally a type of ceramic). The electrical pulses vibrate the ceramic to create a series of
sound pulses from each. The frequencies present in this sound wave can be anywhere
between 2 and 13 MHz. The goal is to produce a single focused arc-shaped sound
wave from the sum of all the individual pulses emitted by the transducer.

To make sure the sound is transmitted efficiently into the body (a form of impedance
matching), the transducer face has a rubber coating. In addition, a water-based gel is
placed between the probe and the patient’s skin.

The sound wave is partially reflected from the interface between different tissues and
returns to the transducer. This returns an echo. Sound that is scattered by very small
structures also produces echoes.

Receiving the echoes

The return of the sound wave to the transducer results in the same process that it took
to send the sound wave, just in reverse. The return sound wave vibrates the trans
ducer’s elements and turns that vibration into electrical pulses that are sent from the
probe to ultrasound scanner where they are processed and transformed into a digital
image.

Forming the image

The ultrasound scanner must determine three things from each received echo:
1) Which transducer elements received the echo (often there are multiple elements on
a transducer). 2) How strong the echo was. 3) How long it took the echo received
from when the sound was transmitted. Once the ultrasound scanner determines these
things, it can locate which pixel in the image to light up and to what intensity. Trans
forming the received signal into a digital image can be best explained by using a
blank spreadsheet as an analogy. The transducer elements receiving the impulse de164

termines the ‘column’ in our spreadsheet (А, В, C, etc.). The time that it took to re
ceive the echo determines the ‘row ’ (1,2,3, etc.), and the strength of the echo deter
mines the brightness that the cell should change to (white for a strong echo, black for
a weak echo, and varying shades of grey for everything in between.).

Task 2.

Working in pairs, discuss three steps in creation of an image from sound
in details.

Task3.

Describe the process of producing a sound wave, receiving echoes and
interpreting those echoes.

Task 4.

Imagine that you have to make a presentation of instrumentation.

Writing

Write composition about perspectives of ultrasonic equipment development.
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Supplementary Reading

T elecommunication
1. They say that the 21st century is impossible without the computer. Do you think
the same way? What arguments can you give in favour of this assertion?
The text below containing a number of predictions was written in 1970s. Com
pare the predictions with the state - of - the art in the sphere of telecommunications
and draw a conclusion which statements came true and which have not come true
yet.

Predictions
• Computerized conferencing will be a prominent form of communications in
most organizations by the mid - 1980s.
• By the mid - 1990s, the computer will be as widely used in society as the tele
phone today.
• It will have dramatic psychological and sociological impacts on various group
communication objectives and processes.
• The computer will be cheaper than mails or long distance telephone voice com
munications.
• It will offer major opportunities to disadvantaged groups in the society to ac
quire the skills and social ties they need to become full members of the society.
• It will have a fundamental mechanism for individuals to form groups having
common concerns, interests or purposes.
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• It will facilitate working at home for a large percentage of the work force.
• It will have a dramatic impact upon the formation of political and special inter
est groups.
• It will open the doors to new and unique types of services.
• It will dramatically alter the nature of social science research concerned with the
study of human systems and human communication processes.
2. The Internet has become an indispensable part of our life as an unexhaustible
source of various information and services. But do you know how and what for it
was created?
Read the text and prepare a report regarding the role of the Internet in modern
society trying to reflect positive and negative sides of using the Internet so widely.

What is the Internet?
More than half of Americans are online everyday; surfing the web, supporting
e-commerce with prolific Internet spending, swearing by each daily e-mail, and even
entrusting financial account information to virtual banking institutions. In this new
millennium, we find ourselves living in an "Internet-Friendly" world, and this
extraordinary technology is becoming more widespread. So what exactly is this
virtual world?
Confusion about this widespread; virtually unavoidable technology is often the
cause of fear and suspicion in the minds of legions of Internet new bies. What
Web-surfing, e-consumer hasn't wondered about online security and privacy issues?
Not to fear, however. With a little understanding of the WWW, you too can let
go of your suspicion and have fun while you surf. You may even discover what
millions of individuals already have—that the Internet, with its myriad of capabilities
and enormous e-commerce potential, is an electronic realm filled with infinite oppor
tunity.
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A NETWORK IS BORN
Contrary to popular belief, the driving force behind the development of the
Internet was to provide an economical way to connect costly computer resources, not
to create a network that would survive potential disasters like nuclear war. Defense
measures were actually a small component. According to the Computer Museum
History Center, in the 1960s before the word "Internet" was coined, there were only
about 10,000 computers in the entire world. They were primitive and difficult to pro
gram, contained just a few thousand words of magnetic core memory, and were
priced in the hundreds of thousands of dollars. This first large-scale network provided
a way to connect these computers.
Although there are conflicting theories regarding the actual date the Internet
was invented, October 29, 1969 is most commonly referenced as the birthday of the
Internet. This first network component grew out of funding by the U.S. Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA), later named the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA), to develop a communications system among government
and academic computer research laboratories.
In 1985, the National Science Foundation (NSF). created NSFNET, a series of
networks that would facilitate research and education communications. Based on
ARPANET protocols, the NSFNET was responsible for the creation of a national
backbone service that was provided free of charge to any U.S. research and educa
tional institution. Regional networks were simultaneously constructed to link indi
vidual institutions with the national backbone service.
As people began to realize the potential of this network, NSFNET grew rap
idly and new software applications were created to make access easier. Corporations
like Sprint and MCI began to build their own networks, which they linked to
NSFNET. Today, commercial firms and other regional network providers have taken
over most of the operation of the Internet, and the National Science Foundation has
withdrawn from the backbone industry.
The Internet wasn't always a vast mecca of Web sites and business advertise
ments. It was originally designed for electronic mail, file transfer using ftp (file
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transfer protocol), bulletin boards, and newsgroups. The World Wide Web, which is
one component of the Internet , enables simple navigation of Web sites through a
graphical interface, during the 1990s, people started using Web sites to advertise and
to create a new form of business -e-commerce. Today, the “Web” is the most impor
tant part of the Internet.
Although some may picture the Internet as a force unto itself lurking some
where in the vast reaches of cyberspace, the reality is not nearly as intriguing. Simply
put, the Internet is an interconnected network of computers. It's not just any network,
though. It is The Network to beat all others, and it's growing larger and more complex
by the second, this super -network is based on a common addressing system called
TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/internet Protocol). Transmission Control
Protocol splits large files into numerous small files, or packets, and assigns each with
sequencing and addressing information. Upon arrival at their final destination, the
packets are reassembled into their original file. Internet Protocol consists of a hierar
chical addressing system that controls the routing of these packets.

Common Terms
For people who were not born with a silver mouse in one hand, it is easy to
confuse certain terms and products with the Internet itself. Before you hook up your
modem and connect with the rest of the world, it is important to understand the basic
facets of the Net. The more you know about it, the smoother you ride and the clearer
your vision will be of where you want to go. Here are some common internet terms
and a brief description of each.

Internet Service Provider:
An Internet Service Provider (ISP) is not the Internet. It is a company that pro
vides access to the Internet. There are innumerable companies that provide Internet
access. Some include major telecommunications firms like AT&T, or local telephone
companies. A company such as EarthLink which provides just online access, not tele
phone service, can also connect you to the Internet. One of the faster ways to surf the
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Web is through your local cable company, which provides access over cable lines
(much faster link than telephone connections). Whichever you choose, just remember
that your ISP is not the Internet—just the door that will take you inside the Web.

Online Service Provider:
An online service provider, which offers much more than just access to the Inter
net, is like an iSP but with a kick. AOL (America Online) is one such example. AOL
provides proprietary content like games, access to sports, news and research and chat
rooms. These little extras are meant to be used with the online Service and are usu
ally not available to the general users of the Internet.

Web Browser:
Like a vehicle on a superhighway, the browser is the transmission that propels
us on our journey throughout the Web. For your computer to view the information
and documents found on the Internet, your first need to load a browser. While vari
ous navigational tools are available, the two most popular are Netscape Navigator
(Netscape Communications), and Internet Explorer (Microsoft Corporation). Both
enable the Web pages, and both support Java (high level programming language de
veloped by Sun Microsystems), JavaScript.

E-mail
E-mail is your personal connection to die Internet. It allows you to exchange
messages with people all over the world. It can include text, pictures, and even audio
and animation.
When you set up an account with an ISP, you are given a unique address and
anyone can send you e-mail. The mail you receive is stored on the server of your ISP
until you next connect and download it to your hard disk.

IRC, audio and video chatting
IRC - Internet relay chat - is a system for real-time (usually typed) conversa
tion. It is easy to use. To start a chat session you run an IRC program, which con
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nects you to an IRC server - a computer dedicated to IRC. Then you join a channel,
which connects you to a single chat area. Next you type a message and the other
participants can see it.
Internet telephone and video chatting are based on IRC protocols. Videoconfer
encing programs enable users to talk to and see each other, and collaborate. They are
used in intranets - company networks that use Internet software but make their Web
site accessible only to employees and authorized users.

FTP and Telnet
With FTP software you can copy programs, games, images and sounds from the
hard disk of a remote computer to your hard disk. Today this utility is built into Web
browsers.
A Telnet program is used to log directly into remote computer systems. This
enables you to ran programs kept pn them and edit files directly.

Newsgroups
Newsgroups are the public discussion areas which make up a system called
'Usenet'. The contents of the newsgroups are contributed by people who send articles
(messages) or respond to articles. They are classified into categories: comp (com
puters), misc (miscellaneous), news (news), rec (recreation), soc (society), sci (sci
ence), talk and alt (alternative).
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How information travels across the Internet
You make take it for granted that when you send a piece of information across the
Internet it will always reach its intended destination. But the process of sending that informa
tion is remarkably complex.
When you send information across the Internet, it is first broken up into packets by
the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). Those packets are sent from your computer to
your local network, Internet service provider, or online service. From there, they are sent
through many levels of networks, computers, and communications lines before they reach
their final destination - a destination that maybe across town or around the world. A variety of
pieces of hardware processes those packets and routes them to their proper destinations. This
hardware is designed to transmit data between networks, and makes up much of the glue
that holds the Internet together. Five of the most important pieces are hubs, bridges, gate
ways, repeaters, and routers.
Hubs are important because they Jink groups of computers to one another, and let
computers communicate with one another. Bridges link local area networks (LANs) with
one another. They let data destined for another LAN to be sent there, while at the same time
keeping local data inside its own network. Gateways are similar to bridges, but they also
translate data from one kind of network to another.
When data travels across the Internet, it often across great distances, which can be
problem because the signal sending it can weaken over the distance. To solve the problem,
repeaters amplify the data at intervals so that the signal doesn't weaken.
Routers play a key role in managing Internet traffic. Their job is to make sure that
the packets always arrive at the proper destination. If data is being transferred among
computers that are on the same local area network, routers often aren't needed, because the
network itself can handle its internal traffic. But when the data is sent between two differ
ent networks, routers come into play. Routers examine packets to find out what their
destination is. Taking into account how busy the Internet is, they send the packets to an
other router, one which is closer to the packet's final destination.
So-called mid-level networks hook LANs together using high-speed telephone
lines, internet, and microwave links. A mid-level network in a geographic area is called a
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regional network, while an organization with many network sites linked together is another
kind of mid-level network, often called a WAN (wide area network).
When a packet travels from a computer on a LAN in mid-level network to a com
puter somewhere else on the mid-level network, a router (or a series of routers) sends the
packets to their proper destination. If, however, the destination lies outside the mid-level net
work, the packets are sent to a NAP (Network Access Point), where they are sent across the
country or the world on a backbone. High-speed backbones can transmit enormous
amounts of data -155 megabits per second.
3. Now we can hardly imagine our life without possibility to send e-mail
messages to communicate with other people by means of the Internet. But when and
how did it become possible?
Read the text about the first e-mail message and the discoveries which led to
the possibility of sending it, fill in the chart, and then explain why e -m ail became so
popular worldwide.

Inventor

Date

Invention

E-mail and How it Became
Possible
Three, maybe four times in recent history, a new technology has been intro
duced, that has fundamentally transformed human society by changing the way peo
ple communicate with each other.
There is Samuel B. Morse and the first telegram, delivered on May 24, 1844,
the message Morse knew that he was making history.
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And there was the dawn of the telephone era, heralded by Alexander Graham
Bell's less grand, though still legendary, summons to his assistant on March 10,
1876: “Mr. Watson, come here; I want you”.
While the exact wording of Gudlielmo Marconi's first wireless transmission in
1895 is not the stuff of legend, it did not take long for Marconi to be heaped with
honors and awards, topped of by a Nobel Prize for physics in 1909. And even 30
years later the inauguration of wireless service between England and South Africa
felt like a historic event to the participants. “We speak across time and space....
Maybe the new power promote peace between all nations; read the Marconigram sent from Sir Edgar Walton, high commissioner of South Africa, to General
J.B.M. Hertzog, South Africa's prime minister, in 1924.
Sometime in late 1971, a computer engineer named Ray Tomlinson sent the
first e-mail message. “I sent a number of test messages to myself from one machine
to other”, he recalls now.
Tomlinson's name hardly lives in the public mind. When he is remembered at
all, it is as the man who picked @ as the locater symbol in electronic addresses. In
truth though, he is inventor of e-mail, the application that launched the digital infor
mation revolution.
Tomlinson work for Bolt Beranek, and Newman (BBN), the company hired by
the United States Defense Department in 1968 to build ARPANET, the precursor to
the Internet. In 1971 he was tinkering around with an electronic message program
called SNDMSG, which he had written to allow programmers and researches to
leave messages for each other.
But this was not e-mail exactly. Like a number of then existing electronic mes
sage programs, the oldest dating from the early 1960s, SNDMSG only worked lo
cally; it was designed to allow the exchange of messages between users who shared
the same machine. Such users could create a text file and deliver it to a designated
“mail box”.
Tomlinson had been working on an experimental file transfer protocol called
CYPNET, for transferring files among linked computers at remote sites within
ARPANET.
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The way CYPNET was originally written, it sent and received files, but had no
provision for appending to a file. So he set out to adapt CYPNET to use SNDMSG
to deliver messages to mailboxes on remote machines through the ARPANET.
What Tomlinson did next, if he had fully grasped its significance, might have
earned him a place alongside the giants of communication history.
First, he close the @ symbol to distinguish between messages addressed to
mailboxes in the local machine and messages that were headed out onto the network.
Then he sent himself an e-mail message. BBN had two PDP-10 computers
wired together through the ARPANET. “The first message was sent between two
machines that were literally side-by-side. The only physical connection they had,
however, was through the ARPANET”, according to Tomlinson.
Once Tomlinson was satisfied that SNSMSG worked on the network, he sent a
message to colleagues letting them know about the new feature, with instructions for
placing an @ in between the user's login name and the name of his host computer.
“The first use of network mail, says Tomlinson, announced its own existence.”
The engineers and scientists quickly adopted it as the preferred mode of day to - day communications.
In a paper published in 1978 by the Institute of Electrical and Electronic engi
neers, two of the important figures in the creation of the ARPANET, J.C.R. Licklider
and Albert Vezza, explained the popularity of e-mail”. One of the advantages of the
message systems over letter mail was that, in an ARPANET message, one could
write tersely and type imperfectly, even to an older person in a superior position and
even to a person one did not know very well, and the recipient took no offence....
Among the advantages of the network message services over the telephone were the
fact that one could proceed immediately to the point without having to engage in
small talk first, that the message services produced a preservable record, and that the
sender and receiver did not have to be available at the same time”.
Tomlinson still works at BBN, which was acquired by GTE. A principal engi
neer for BBN, he is currently working on a project that involves “developing an ar
chitecture for quickly building distributed information integration and visualization
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tools”. In the three decades that have elapsed since he invented e-mail, he has
worked on everything from network protocols to supercomputer design.
Recently, Tomlinson answered a few questions about his role as the inventor of
e-mail. The interviews were conducted, appropriately enough, through e-mail.
Asked what inspired his invention, his response comes back as undramatic as
the event itself: “Mostly because it seemed like a neat idea” he writes. “There was
no, directive to go forth and invent e- mail”.
Like many of the men involved in the creation of ARPANET, he looks back on
the late 1960s and early 1970s as a golden age in both computer research and their
own careers.
4.

What association come to your mind when you hear the phrase “techno

logical advances”?
Do you think, first of all, of high-tech devices we enjoy in a modern society?
Are you able to predict what promises mobile phones, computers, television hold for
the future? Nowadays these devices already provide much more operations in addi
tion to their principal functions. What advanced services will they make possible in
the future?
Read the texts below and discuss perspectives of devices, technologies, services
described.

Text A
By Mark Word
BBC News Online technology correspondent
Shopping with your mobile phone
How far in the future is the cashless city? Well, if you look hard enough, you can
already catch the odd glimpse of it.
The future does not arrive all at once, especially when technology is involved.
Instead, bits of it turn up in different places at different times, reaching some
neighborhoods much earlier than others.
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If you're not one of those on the edge, you have to take a day trip, which is exactly
what I did. I had a day out - well, four hours - in the future.

Mobile wallet
The future in question is where we use our mobile phones instead of credit cards or
cash to pay for anything we do.
This particular future has started to arrive in the West End of London where some res
taurants, hotels and cinemas are starting to let people pay bills using a mobile pay
ment system called Paybox.
The service started in Germany in May 2000 and now has 750,000 members world
wide. The UK service was launched in September 2001.
The afternoon in the future began with a journey to Soho in a taxi provided by cab
firm Chauffeur Force.
Managing director Glen Coward said he signed up with Paybox in February because
it would work well with the company's customers.
The majority of the 12,000 journeys his taxis do every month are for account custom
ers, all of whom are armed with mobile phones.
Paying for the cab with my mobile had a definite feel of the friction free future
about it.
There was no frantic rummaging for cash in pockets or worries that the journey would
cost more than I had in my wallet.
Instead, ail I got was an automated phone call from Paybox asking me to confirm the
payment to Chauffeur Force. Soon after, a text message arrived as a receipt.
“You can't guarantee the delivery of an SMS so we do not use it for the payment proc
ess," said Barry Shrier, a spokesman for Paybox and a fellow traveller to the future.
The disadvantage of Paybox, and its rivals, is that you have to sign up before you can
use it. Unlike cash, you can't get it out of a hole in the wall and spend it.
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Lunch money
Next stop was Soho's chic Circus restaurant which was one of the first places in the
UK to accept Paybox as a payment system.
Again, paying for a round of drinks was a breeze. All I did was write my mobile
number on the bill and soon after got another call from Paybox asking me to confirm
the payment.
"We do more transactions with Paybox than Diners Card," said Angus Agnew, man
ager of Circus.
He said some people go to Circus simply because they can pay their bill with the
phone and swank a little in front of the fiercely forward-looking Soho media crowd.
The fact that they have to answer a ringing phone to pay the bill does not bother him
or any of the other diners.
"We live in a world where mobile telephones are everywhere," he said. "Unless you
are sitting in a snooty three-star Michelin restaurant people don't care."
After a few drinks, I moved on to the Prince Charles cinema in Leicester Square
which lets people pay for tickets with Paybox.
Nicole Bailey, marketing manager for the cinema, said the service was popular with
many students who take advantage of its low prices because, again, all of them are
armed with mobiles.
The only disadvantage I could see of paying with a mobile for tickets is that it takes a
little longer than cash. On a busy night for a popular film that delay might irritate oth
ers in the queue.

Fraud squad
It is not just in the real world that it is trying to gain a foothold. Some websites are us
ing it to help them sidestep fraudsters using stolen credit cards.
Adam Freeman, chief executive of Phunky Phones, said in the early days of his site
20% of transactions were fraudulent.
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“We were giving away more money than we were bringing in,” he said.
With systems like Paybox, fraud is eliminated because every transaction has to be au
thorized. Even access to a member’s account on the Paybox website has to be con
firmed via the mobile.
Final stop was a hotel and bar called West Street which sits off Charing Cross Road.
It too has a fiercely fashionable clientele who like the idea of paying with their mo
bile phone.
West Street manager Russell Norman said on a busy day they would have two or
three people paying with Paybox.
Barry Shrier said Paybox was signing up a few restaurants and shops itself to dem
onstrate how the system worked, but had no plans to go door-to-door in towns and
cities signing up merchants individually.
It would take an army of salesmen years to do that job, he said.
Instead, it wants to become like Visa and operate the processing service behind the
scenes.
Now it is working to sign deals with companies and organizations that handle trans
actions for shops, hotels and restaurants. Once it signs up these organizations, huge
numbers of businesses will be able to accept payment by Paybox almost overnight.
When it does, you'll wake up and find that the future has finally arrived in your town.

Text В
IBM and Stanford University are putting their heads together on a new microelectronics
technology dubbed "spintronics" that promises breakthroughs in computer processors and
other electronics components while extending Moore's Law for chip design.
In setting up a spintronics lab, researchers at the two organizations plan to control the spin,
or magnetic orientation, of electrons within nano-scale electronic structures comprising
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super-thin layers to produce devices for low-power switching and non-volatile informa
tion storage.
Electron spin is a quantum property that has "up" or "down" states. Aligning spins in a mate
rial creates magnetism, and magnetic fields affect the passage of electrons differently. Un
derstanding and controlling this property is central to creating a whole new breed of elec
tronic applications.
Among the possibilities are reconfigurable logic devices, room-temperature superconductors
and quantum computers. The first commercial products, ranging from digital cameras to in
stant-on computers, will not be available for at least five years.
Current chip technology relies on the charges of electrons in circuitry, explained Mike Ross,
a spokesperson for IBMs Alma den Research Center. Spintronics uses the quantum "spin"
property of electrons to create magnetism, just as an electron's negative charge property
creates electricity.

MRAM In the Works.
By designing and making stacks of different materials - some with layers only two to three
atoms thick - researchers can create devices that have novel properties. The spintronic QMR
head, for example, has boosted the disk-drive industry, Ross told News Factor.
“This sensitive magnetic sensor, introduced by IBM, has resulted in a 40-fold
increase in data storage in the past seven years,” he said.
Magnetic RAM (MRAM) is the next spintronics device in the works. It has the
potential to be a non-volatile memory that runs circles around non-volatile Flash
memory typically used in cell phones, memory cards and other products. Current fast
memory (SRAM, SDRAM, etc.) technology is volatile, meaning that devices must
be booted up to save data.
“We want to learn more about using this technology in the sensor realm, and we see
big benefits to logical and other types of electronic circuits,” said Ross.
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The IBM-Stanford Spintronic Science and Applications Center (SpinAps) will
involve about a half-dozen Stanford professors and a similar number of IBM scien
tists. Research projects are funded by the two partners and agencies, including the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, the U.S. Department of Energy, and the
National Science Foundation.

RAM Revolution.
Spintronics "has quickly revolutionized magnetic recording technology and is going
to revolutionize random access memory (RAM)," University of Utah physics
researcher Jing Shi told News Factor.
Compared with electronic computers, computers with spintronic memory should be
able to store more data, process it faster, and consume less power.
Spintronics also may yield "instant-on" computers.
Aligned spins stay aligned until a magnetic field changes them - even if a computer
is shut off. Consequently, spin-based instant-on computers do not require booting to
move data from the hard drive to the memory. The data never left.

Text С
Wal-Mart Stores Inc. and a number of its suppliers are using a Dallas distribution
center as the starting point for a technology that's targeted to one day replaces the bar
code.
The radio frequency information, or RFID, tags provide automatic tracking of
pallets and cases of goods.
Wal-Mart chief information officer Finda Dillman would not say how much the Bentonville, Ark.-based company is spending but said the tags are on the top line of WalM arf s technology budget.
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The RFID tags contain a chip that is imparted with information. In a backshop retail
environment, the tags will contain the details of what is in a case or on a pallet of
goods. Rather than have a worker with a handheld scanner logging in bar codes, the
system will let a computer system use a radio signal to log the goods as they arrive at
the loading dock.
The tags can also be used in the manufacturing process, which Dillman said can help
suppliers become more efficient, and the tags will help companies on both ends
know where their products are at all times.

Wal-Mart says the tags will help reduce theft and counterfeiting, the latter particularly
affecting prescription medicines.
Steve David, chief information officer for Proctor & Gamble Co., said counterfeiting costs
industry $500 billion worldwide and backshop theft costs companies $50 billion per year.
Dave Hogan, chief information officer for the National Retail Federation said the RFID tags
could gain an important place rather quickly. He said barcodes will likely be around for quite
a while and that he expects them to be used in concert with RFID tags even when the new
technology moves to store shelves.
David said one of the objectives of having the tags in distribution is to help ensure that store
shelves stay stocked. By extension, tagging individual items will help that goal.
Hogan said Target Corp. and Albertsons Inc. are taking on the technology, but Wal-Mart is
pushing it most aggressively to its suppliers. Wal-Mart says the technology will help it keep
costs low, which it can pass on to its shoppers.
David said the hope is that RFID tags will catch on more quickly than the dozen or so years it
took barcodes to become common. The executives said driving the cost of tags to below 5
cents each will make them affordable and that the cost will be driven down as use of the
tags grows.
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The executives said there are still elements of the system under development, such as find
ing a mechanical method of putting tags on products rather than applying them by hand.
There is some inertia in that tag manufacturers are waiting for greater demand but that de
mand wont come until industry standards are refined.

Text D
SAN JOSE, Calif. - The power of the U.S. cable and satellite TV industries rests on the 85
million households they count as subscribers. But the influence of Hollywood, which con
trols the entertainment flow, is even more formidable.
That's why new external hard drives that are being designed to expand the capacity of cable
or satellite industry digital video recorders will likely have to subscribe to the same copy pro
tection standards dictated by Hollywood.
Maxtor Corp., the world's second largest hard-drive maker, announced a new 160-gigabyte
external drive this week that will be built as an expansion for cable or satellite set-top
boxes.
Seagate Technology, the world's No. 1 hard-drive maker, plans to announce next week a
similar offering aimed at capitalizing on the growth of DVRs, now quickly gaining steam as
the cable industry embarks on introducing DVR-equipped boxes to its massive customer
base.
The offerings by the two hard-drive companies will be tailored to order for their network op
erator customers, but both say they are certain their new external drives won't become unre
stricted portable video storage boxes for TV viewers who want to move their recorded shows
onto a computer or to someone else's DVR.
"This will give users more storage while making sure that the spirit of fair use is still in ef
fect," said Rob Tait, Seagate's director of global consumer electronics marketing. "Each ca
ble system is going to have their own approach to digital rights management, and we'll have
a program that will work with each."
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With digital video recording, TV viewers can forgo videocassettes, easily record their favor
ite shows on a hard disk instead and watch them whenever they want It's "Saturday Night
Live" on Wednesday or "Nightline" in the morning.
DVR users can even pause live TV to tend to a phone call, or do an instant replay to catch a
missed line.
But so far, in heeding the piracy and copying concerns of Hollywood, makers of
DVRs are not including the capability to network the gadgets to a PC.
5. The 20th century can be considered the Computer Age. Everybody who deals with
information needs a computer. Computers have become indispensable to many
spheres in a contemporary society, changing drastically the way we work, study,
communicate, entertain ourselves. But the computers themselves have undergone
radical changes. Present day computers are more powerful, reliable, compact, much
faster compared to the first generation machines. Can you envisage future trends in
computer development? What technologies will be predominant in creating new
computer generations? How will technological advances influence computers, them
selves and our life in particular?
Read the article and highlight the computer performance. Discuss and evaluate a
petaflop computer potential, its reliability and possible application.

IBM promises science 500-fold break-through in
supercomputing power
Biologists hail $100 million project to build a "petaflop" computer as likely to
revolutionize our understanding of cellular biology. The computer, nicknamed 'Blue
Genes', would be around 500 times faster than today's most powerful supercomputer.
Computer scientists say that the planned machine is the first large leap in computer
architecture in decades. Petaflop computers will be capable of more than one quadril
lion floating point operations ('flop') per second -around two million times more
powerful than today's top desktops. Most experts have predicted that fundamental
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technological difficulties would prevent a petaflop computer being built before
around 2015.
The biggest technological constraints to building a petaflop machine have been
latency - increasing the speed with which a chip addresses the memory - and reducing
power consumption. A petaflop computer built using conventional chips would con
sume almost one billion watts of power. IBM reckons Blue Gene will use just one
million watts.
Although processor speeds have increased exponentially, the time to fetch data
from the memory of a supercomputer, 300 nanoseconds, is only slightly less than half
what it was 20 years ago. Putting more and more transistors on a chip is therefore
unlikely to lead to much greater speed.
"We set out from scratch, completely ignoring history, and thought how can we
get the highest performance out of silicon," says Monty Denneau, a scientist at
IBM's Thomas J. Watson research center in Yorktown Heights, New York, who is
assistant architect of Blue Gene.
Arvind, a professor of computer science at Mit who is considered one of the top
authorities on computer architecture, applauds IBM's approach. "It has made very big
steps in rethinking computer architecture to try to do without the components that
consume power, it has taken all these research ideas and pulled them together."
One innovation is IBM's use of a prototype technology that combines processor
and memory on the same chip. This radically reduces the access time and bandwidth
at which the processor can address the memory, as well as reducing power consump
tion.
Denneau claims that Blue Gene's chip get latency down to just 10 nanoseconds.
Blue Gene's bandwidth is such that it could download the entire Internet - around
100 terabytes - in less than one second. Arvind points out that, although a substantial
improvement, this is not enough to allow uninterrupted traffic between the processor
and the memory, and bottlenecks in processing would still occur. The conventional
solution is to put a special higher speed memory, or cache, in front of the processor,
to supply it with the most frequently requested instructions and data. This can be
accessed much faster than instructions and data in the main memory.
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The problem facing designers of petaflop computers is that caches consume vast
amounts of power. "IBM's real innovation is to have done away with the cache," says
Arvind. To do so, it has turned to another prototype technology: multithreading.

Each of Blue Gene's one million processors can do eight tasks, or threads,
simultaneously. If one set of threads is busy, the next instantly takes up this relay.
"No-one has attempt multi-threading at this level," says Arvind. "Current supercom
puters just don't have this feature."
When built Blue Gene will have 1 million processors - each capable of one bil
lion operation per second (gigaflop) - of which 32 will be placed on each chip. A
board containing 64 of these chips would be capable of 2 teraflops- equivalent to
Asci Red, the world's most powerful supercomputer, at Sandia National Laboratory
in New Mexico. Asci Red distributes tasks across in array of about 10000 Pentium
Pro chips, and costs almost $60 million to build. Eight of these boards will be
placed in 2-metre-high racks, and 64 racks will combine to give one petaflop per
formance.
Denneau admits that supercomputers are stiff competition from clusters of PCs
and workstations, which can deliver supercomputing power at a fraction of the cost.
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But he says that these are still too slow or unreliable for applications requiring tight
coupling and low latency.
Most of the costs will be in devising parallel computing models and program
ming methodologies. Blue Gene's main drawback, says one scientist, is that it may be
relatively short of memory. Arvind says the biggest unknown will be reliability. "To
put together a petaflop computer in 5 years is a very big deal," he says. "It may sim
ply not be possible."

Digital Technologies
1.

Read the text about advanced techniques applied in video signals transmit

ting. Summarize the process of digitalization of video signals. Discuss advantages
and drawbacks of different television systems.
What technology can be considered as the foundation for future television sys
tems? Make a presentation of a television system of the future.

Text A. Digital Video Techniques.
Digital signals and circuits have taken an important place in television engi
neering. Two forms of analog video signals must be distinguished in digital work:
(1) the “composite” video signals employed in broadcasting; and (2) the separate
red, green and blue (RGB) “component” signals generated by the camera. The sam
pling rates for digital video must accommodate images of hundreds of thousands of
picture elements, each described by 8-b words, so the video base bands required
range into the hundreds of megahertz.
A world standard for digitalization of video signals in studios was set up in
1981 by the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR). According to this
standard the luminance and chrominance signals are encoded separately. The lumi
nance signal Y (the sum of the R, G and В camera signals) is passed through an A/D
converter and an encoder that encodes it at 13.5 megasamples per second, while the
color-differences values (R-Y and B-Y) are encoded in words of 8 b each (256 lev
els), i.e., at a bit rate of 8 * 13.5 = 108 Mb/s for luminance and 54 Mb/s for each
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color - difference signal. The total base bandwidth of the digitalized signal thus ex
ceeds 200 MHz.
All the functions involved in video signal processing, including sync signal
separation and processing, chrominance synchronization color-difference processing,
generation of the R, G and В signals, and audio signal processing are precisely per
formed with freedom from the effects of voltage drift and component aging. The in
expensive integrated circuit chips used have become less costly than the analogsignal components they replaced. Another advantage is the ease with which signal
alignment and balancing functions are performed in the digital format. This offers
cost reduction in circuit adjustment functions during manufacture and maintenance.
An important function permitted by digitization is the conversion of signals
from one standard to another (e.g., from ENTSN to PAL or vice versa). This in
volves field-frequency conversion from 15,734.264 to 15,625 Hz. To perform these
conversions, each frame of the signal to be converted is sampled and stored digitally
in a frame store, capable of holding more than 2 million bits. The stored pictureelement words are interpolated from the store at the desired (“target”) line and field
rates and converted to analog form for conventional video processing.

Text B. High-Definition Television Systems
One of the approaches to improve performance is to employ a higher number of
scanning lines and an aspect ratio greater than 1.33. These systems are known as
high-definition television (HDTV). One such system has been under development by
the Japan Broadcasting Corporation (NHK). It employs a scanning pattern of 1,125
lines interlaced at 60 fields per second, with an aspect ratio of 1.67. The luminance
signal occupies a bandwidth of 20 MHz, and the chrominance signal 7 MHz.
Demonstrated in 1979 in satellite beam transmissions, this system produced
images having quality essentially equivalent to 35-mm motion pictures as projected
in theaters.
The higher definition of HDTV images cannot be resolved by the eye unless the
display in viewed at a closer range than suffices for the 525 - and 625 - line
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services. The greater realism of the HDTV images also requires correspondingly
higher realism in sound reception. All HDTV systems employ stereo sound with
provision for digital transmission.
The proposed studio standard generally followed the NHK high-definition pro
posals: 1,125 lines per frame, 60 fields per second interlaced 2:1. A slightly wider
aspect ratio was proposed in one more standard: 16:9 = 1.78. It was expected that
signals or recordings produced under this standard would be in RGB or YUV com
ponent form, and that they would be made available to the composite NTSC, PAL,
and SECAM services by frame-storage standards conversion with appropriate filter
ing to limit the video bandwidths.

2. Nowadays satellite radio is becoming more popular. What are the reasons?
What satellite radio features are the most attractive and useful? What opportunities
does it provide a user with?
Write a short account of the factors and features that are important for you in
your choice of satellite radio.
Read the text and prepare a presentation of the product described to promote it
to the market.

Enjoy XM With New MyFi
More and more consumers are turning to satellite radio for entertainment and infor
mation delivered when, where, and how they want it. First came vehicle-installed
satellite radios, then plug-and-play units, Delphi and XM Satellite Radio have led the
way on both fronts with vehicle manufacturer collaborations and a host of featurerich and affordable satellite radio receivers, boomboxes and accessories. Delphi and
XM have teamed up once again to introduce another industry first; Delphi MyFi™,
the first wearable, go-anywhere satellite radio.
In October 1954, the f irs t portable transistor radio appeared on the scene, making it
possible for a new generation to enjoy th e ir favorite sounds anywhere they pleased.
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This invention is said to have sparked a music revolution—rock V roll. Just 18 years
earlier, Delphi was the first company to integrate a radio into the vehicle dashboard,
a revolutionary development for the automotive world.
Delphi was the first company to bring satellite radio to vehicles in 2001 and
the first to bring a portable satellite radio boombox to the market in 2002. In 2004
Delphi MyFi, the first personal and portable handheld satellite radio was created.

MyFi - Completely Portable
The newest addition to Delphi's lin e u p of s a te llite rad io products that already
includes the c ritic a lly acclaimed SKYFi2™ and Roady2™ plug-and-play radios,
MyFi delivers XM programming at home, at work, in the car and on the go. This is
what makes MyFi the first of its kind. The handheld MyFi receiver features the firstever built-in XM antenna, a built-in wireless FM transmitter (making any FM radio
an XM radio), and an integrated, rechargeable, lithium-ion battery.
The MyFi package also includes:
• Complete home and vehicle accessory kits
• Headphones
• Remote control
• Belt clip stand
• Carrying case
The compact MyFi weighs just 7.2 ounces for easy portability. Everything needed to
enjoy XM programming through a home stereo is also included with MyFi.
Equipment and installation instructions are provided to easily connect MyFi to a
vehicle's audio system. Users can choose the method (cassette adaptor, wireless FM
transmitter, or w ired connection) that suits their and personal preference.
Both home and vehicle power adaptors (included in the home vehicle accessory kits)
can be used independently from the home stand and vehicle cradle. This feature
provides a convenient alternative for battery charging and powered operation when
traveling or for using MyFi away from home.
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Ultimate PlayList
MyFi connects users to XM's Ultimate PlayList™ of more than 130 digital radio
channels including 68 channels of commercial-free music, plus news, sports, talk,
comedy, and other entertainment programming.
The listening modes give users the ch o ic e of listening to XM content now or later
In "live" mode listeners can enjoy everything XM has to offer, as it happens. The
time-shifting “memory mode” allow users to store up to five hours of XM's out
standing content for anytime-anywhere listening enjoyment.
Guided by instructions on the large, illuminated, six-line LCD display, users can cus
tomize MyFi to the way they listen to and use satellite radio. For example, they can
change the display appearance and how it's used, track stocks and other information,
and adjust audio output. Up to 30 channel presets and a built-in alarm clock round
out the lis t of capabilities that make MyFi the most advanced sa te llite radio on the
market.

Nanotechnology
The 21st century has ushered in an era of nanotechnology the new mysterious
and fascinating world with amazing prospects, promising to change our life
drastically.
Try to predict nanotechnology impact on our future and discuss with your
partner benefits it is most likely to offer to mankind. Do you think nanotechnology
will have a positive or negative effect on life? Supply your point of view with
arguments for or against nanotechnology development.
Read the article to check your predictions and ideas. Highlight the nanotechno
logy benefits and most promising applications. Entitle the article and summarize the
essential information.
Nanotechnology promises to produce big benefits from thinking small.
Nanotechnology involves the manipulation of particles smaller than the wave
length of light, yet this challenging field offers major benefits for a diverse range of
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applications. Jon Severn reports on the state of the art and what might be forth
coming in the future.
Nanotechnology is unfortunately one of those words that has been adopted by non
technical people to describe objects and phenomena that are particularly small. Never
theless, the strict definition of nanotechnology refers to measurements in the nanome
ter range - in other words, billionths of meters. To give some idea of the scale, one
nanometer is about 1/100000 of the diameter of a human hair, 1/500 of the wavelength
of visible light, ten times the diameter of a hydrogen atom or approximately the same
size as a water molecule.
Although nanotechnology and the ability to manipulate individual molecules was
predicted decades ago, it is only more recently that the technologies to achieve this
have become available - as have the electron microscopes and scanning tunneling
microscopes required to visualise the processes. At the nano scale, traditional assump
tions about material properties have to be left to one side as some astonishing results
can be obtained. At this scale, quantum physics starts to take effect so that, for example,
magnetic properties can be manipulated at will.
Many of the initial applications for nanotechnology have been concerned with modify
ing surface properties. For instance, a surface that is 'optically flat' is seen to have a
myriad of surface imperfections when viewed at the atomic scale. Using nanoscale
particles, these imperfections can be filled so as to modify the frictional properties.
Such a change can result in easy-clean surfaces for kitchens and bathrooms, or a
nti-graffiti coatings for buildings or vehicle bodies. Modified surface coatings have
already been put to good use to provide a competitive advantage in world-class sport; in
the 2002 winter Olympics, a nanotechnology ski wax was used.
Elsewhere, BASF has recently announced Lotus Spray, so named because of the way
in which it mimics the low-friction surface of the leaves on the lotus plant. Each leaf
has a coating of wax particles approximately 1 nanometer across and with a structure
that makes the leaf highly water-repellent and self-cleaning. If a water droplet falls on
the leaf, the surface tension forms a small droplet that will roll off the leaf, keeping it
dry. Furthermore, because the water droplets roll, rather than slide, they tend to collect
any dirt particles on the leaf, thereby providing a cleaning action. BASF's Lotus Spray
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combines nanoparticles with water-repelling polymers such as polypropylene, polyeth
ylene and waxes - as well as a propellant gas. As the spray dries on the surface, a
nanostructure forms through a process of self-assembly. It is expected that the spray will
be used on relatively rough surfaces such as paper, leather, textiles, masonry and wood.
Other applications that use surface modification include thermal protection for glass
and scratch-resistant coatings for plastics that could allow, for example, polycarbonate
to be used for lightweight automotive glazing and body panels. In the aerospace sector,
nano-coatings could be used to provide anti-fogging and anti-icing surfaces that
eliminate the need for expensive integrated heaters and deicer systems that can have an
adverse effect on wing aerodynamics. For both the aerospace and automotive sectors,
ultra-thin electrochromium coatings could be used to create sun shields that can be
switched on and off electrically.
Surface-modifying nanotechnologies also have the potential to revolutionise the
comparatively mundane world of pneumatics. Currently the dominant material for
virtually all pneumatic actuators and valves is aluminium alloy with nitrile rubber or
other elastomers for seals. If the components were to be treated with a low-friction
coating, a significant performance improvement could be achieved. Alternatively, if
abrasion-resistant, low-friction coatings were employed, aluminium could be replaced
by plastics, thereby giving a major weight saving and a step change in performance.

Beneath the surface
Nanotechnology is not restricted to the surface of components, there are also applica
tions within the structure of many products. Babolat's VS NCT tennis rackets use
carbon nanotubes to stiffen the stabilisers and give a 50 per cent increase in torsional
stiffness as well as reduced flex and twist in the handle.
Nanotubes, nanopowders and surface coatings are certainly areas with significant
growth potential for nanotechnology, but there is also scope for developing mecha
nisms and assemblies on a nano scale. In an exercise carried out more for personal
satisfaction than for scientific advancement, researchers at Cornell University, USA,
produced a guitar no bigger than a blood cell. The guitar, 10 micrometers long, has six
strummable strings, each of which is around 50nanometres wide. Meanwhile, several
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organisations - including NASA in the USA and various universities around the world have been carrying out formal research into gears that are built on an atomic scale, and
there is a vast amount of work continuing in the field of MEMS (microeiectromechanical systems). It is believed by many that MEMS will be widely applied in the field of
consumer electronics, such as for accelerometers and gyros for use in tilting and scroll
ing controls for PDAs (personal digital assistants), handheld games and joysticks.
Another area where MEMS are already being used is in the construction of video
projectors. For example, the Mitsubishi VS-50FD10U utilizes the DMD (digital mirror
device) system from DLP, resulting in high resolution, excellent clarity, low mainte
nance requirements and a long service life with high reliability. The digital mirror
device uses minute 14-micron metal squares arranged on a silicon base. Electronically
switching the mirrors has the effect of directing them so that light from the source is
reflected through the projection lens to the screen, in the unswitched state the mirrors
reflect light and direct it at a light absorber, so a blank pixel appears on the screen.
Switching takes only 10 microseconds and the high-speed response is fast enough for
use with moving images and, consequently, true multi-media displays.
MEMS are also used at the heart of automotive tyre pressure monitors that are now
coming on the market, and other automotive applications include trigger mechanisms
for airbags, and vehicle rollover detection sensors.

A big future
Clearly there is already a multitude of applications for nanotechnology, but what does
the future hold? Many commentators believe that the medical world stands to benefit
enormously from nano-scale robots that could be introduced into the bloodstream. For
instance, robotic red blood cells could be used to store oxygen and carbon dioxide,
then pump it out at the appropriate destination. Another possible application could be
miniature devices that seek out cancer cells or tumours, get inside and then destroy the
problematic cells from within. It could also be possible to develop devices that clean
and repair the circulatory system itself.
This may all sound like science fiction, and the author Michael Crichton has re
cently completed a novel that draws heavily on nanotechnology. Prey describes how a
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laboratory is developing molecular-sized robots that are designed to flock together in
side small blood vessels and act as a camera to detect clogged vessels. However, the
storyline reveals that there is something far more sinister being planned.
Returning to reality, the range of potential applications for nanotechnologies is almost
unlimited. Already teams are investigating the feasibility of power sources that use
nanocubes to store and release hydrogen for fuel cells. The superior specific surface
area and high porosity of these nanocubes allow relatively large amounts of hydrogen
to be stored. Such miniature fuel cells could soon replace conventional batteries in
equipment such as mobile telephones and laptop computers. Staying with computing, it
is widely thought that data storage densities could be improved by a factor of 1000.
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